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INTEODUGTION
Gibbons* Funeral is not intended as an extension
of any specific tradition of the novel. Most novels
written by Americans, though possibly not the best ones,
are probably not designed to fit a specific tradition
since the divisions within the igenre are not so clearly
defined as they are for European novelists, just as social
and intellectual distinctions are not so clearly defined
in America as they are in Europe. It is no doubt possible
to list specific traditions based on types of the American
novel, but getting novelists to follow them might be
another matter. However, since no novel, »rtiatever the
author*8 intention, can—like T. S. Eliot's poem in the
tradition of poetry—have its meaning alone, each novel
will have a positive relationship to some tradition, and,
equally valuable, a negative relationship, or contrast.
The tradition in which Gibbons* Funeral most nearly
fits is that of the novel concerned with an artist's
sense of isolation from society.

However, this judgement

does not operate exclusively, for this novel might also be
called, in part, a novel of manners, and, in some minor
ways, a philosophical nove. The most important qualification
of the category of isolation is that the tradition seems
-ii~
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to be more nearly the Continental than the American or
English. Robert Ohnmachtig, the architect-artist of
Gibbons* Funeral is an American, but America plays only
an incidental part in K«hat happens to hi®} it could have
happened almost anywhere. By education and taste, Ohnmacho
tig is a Continental European?

only in point of fact is

he an expatriate American. His artistic concerns are
systematically esthetic, a tendency more usually though
not necessarily associated with Continental artists.
Were Gibbons* Fimeral strictly a philosophical novel,
that is, a novel of ontological questions and answers, its
subject matter rrdght place it in the tradition of Albert
Gamus and Jean-Paul Sartre, if those two and their follow
ers can be said to provide a quorum for a tradition. In
this novel, the question of solipsism is made directly in
the prologue; the tal© of the man standing in the light
of a shop window, also in the foreword, is in the way of
being an allegory of what existentialists call Being and
Otherness, with Ohnmachtig as Being bec<»aing aware of
Otherness and trying to contact itj moreover, a case might
be made for the scene in which the architect loses his
glasses as an instance or symbolical enactment of that
traumatic existential moment in which it is claimed a being
realizes the primacy of his existence, his oneness and
aloneness, his irrevocable involvement with himself to the
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sxelusion of everything else. However, such instances are
only incidentally significant in determining tradition
because they are not part of a consistently and consciously
adjusted philosophical pattern#

The events which are also

possible existential allegories seek in the main to rein
force a sense of the human predicament at hand, in i>rtiatever
terms, and not to demonstrate the validity of any ontological dogma.

Nevertheless, the sense of utter isolation

to which sensitive men are victims (strikingly made into
an image by the Spanish philosopher Jose Ortega y Gasset,
whose ideas paralleled those of the existentialists in
some respects, ass

•'Life is, in itself and forever, ship

wreck.») is an emotional fact doctMented in life and
literature, even if it is not, as the existentialists in
sist it is, the basic htunan condition.
Further, Gibbons* Funeral might be considered partly
a novel of manners because it details realistically the
appearance, speech, and behavior peculiar to persons living
special lives in special places, i.e., their manners. This
effort, irtiich is akin to satire, might seem beside the
point were it not for the fact that, through such details,
an author may be able to suggest the character of the
society from which the artist is isolated and by contrast
emphasize how difficult it is for a sensitive artist to
enter a society in vrtiich dude ranch employees and guests.

-v»

sirangelist ministers, aad garrulous old men are at large.
Most fiction which makes use of such details might be
related in thia way to the tradition of the novel of
manners. For example, in such works concerned with the
isolation of the artist as Thomas T>mn*3 "Tonio Kroger^**
»Beath in Venice,*' "Blood of the Walsimgs," ^'Tristan,"
Felix Krull and Buddenbrooks. and Jacob W&sserraann*s The
World*g Illusion, The Mauritalus Case, and the Kerfchoven
novels, there is rich detail of manners which has the
effect of creating a backgrotmd to help define characters
and their relationshipa.

To be specific, though not in all

the above works, it is details of speech and behavior of
Kloterjahn in "Tristan," the three previous heads-of«
family in Buddenbrooks« of the fiance in "Blood of the
Walsungs," and of faroily and frj.ends in The World's
Illusion that set Detlev Spinell, Hanno Buddenbrooks,
Siegmuiid and Sieglinde Aarenhold, and Christian Wahnschaffe
80 definitely apart*

to such an extent, and confined to

those early chapters dealing with the architect's sojourn
at the dude ranch and in some of his relationships with
the Gibbons family, this novel might be called in part a
novel of mannei's*
Gtibbons^ Funeral then is more in the tradition
of the Continental, and more specifically the German,
novel of the isolated artist than in any other, it follows
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that its central character, the architect, must be related
to such representative artists as Mann*s Tonio Kroger and
Gustave von Aschenbach, Hermann Hesse*s Joseph Knect and
Harry Haller, and Wassermann's Christian Wahnschaffe and
Joseph Kerkhoven. It anist be remembered, in the light of
the fact that many of these persons were not actually
artists, that a person need only have that sensitive
temperament cominonly associated, at least in Europe, with
the artist, to qualify for the tradition of the isolated
artist.
When Ohnmachtig turns from his way of life as inade
quate to his problems, he is doing what Knecht and Kerkhoven
did. Knecht, after his election to the leadership of an in«
tellectual-esthetic-monastic order of bead players, feels
that he would be of more use in the world beyond and below
and resigns to become a teacher. Kerkhoven, a doctor,
leaves his quiet life as a middle-class practitioner to
meet evil in the blood and minds of men in as vast a sphere
as he can find. The point of departure is that both Knecht
and Kerkhoven act on moral principle, Ohnmachtig on a
personal, a psychological one. Kroger wants to return to
the simple, non-problematical friends and loves of his child
hood, to find solace in the common world that Ohnmachtig
enters, but Kroger cannot. Kroger realizes, as Ohnmachtig
in his desperation does not, that his is an irreducible distance
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from the world of dancing peasants.

Haller, Hesse'a

Steppenwolf, discovers the delights of the simple world
in a miraculous spate of debaucher, even manages to know
the flesh of that first love that so eluded Kroger; and
Haller enters this world in the agency of a friend, as
Ohnmachtig hoped to. Like Ohnmachtig, Kaller is the
bestower of a document containing the adventure. Both end
their Journeys into the mundane by moving into what, in
Ohnmachtig's case, is plainly a religious escape, in
Haller's a quasi-religious, mystical relief. But Haller*s
adventure is largely a fantasy, which makes parallels be
tween his fantastic circt^mstances and Ohnmachtig*s literal
ones an imprecise business.
Ton Aschenbach pays a price of moral and physical
degeneration for his isolation, which he sought as rationally
as Ohnmachtig sought his. But Ohnmachtig is not required to
pay von Aschenbach's price because there is no suggestion
that Ohnmachtig cut himself away from humankind immorally,
which might be said of von Aschenbach.

And in Ohnmachtig*s

relationship with Gibbons, there is no homosexuality in
tended; the rancher should not be taken for a symbol of
Dionysian voluptuousness. Wahnschaffe belongs with Knecht,
Kerkhoven, and Ohnmachtig as a forsaker of a lonely way of
life in favor of a more ismediate and intimate connection
with mankind; like Knect and Kerkhoven, but unlike
Ohnmachtig, Wahnschaffe's is first of all a moral decision.
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Morsover, Wahnschaffe's journey to the prosaic world
results, as does Ohnaiaehtig's, in friendships that bring
grief rather than solace, in Wahnschaffe*s case Voss and
the whore, in Qhnffiachtig's case the rancher. Their
friends* needs cause both to respond in the ways they are
able to respond, the architect in the way of his training,
Wahnschaff® as a supplier of money in one case and a
caretaker in the other. Both fail finally. The architect
fails because his break with his past was not complete
enough to let him confide in the rancher, Wahnschaffe
because the world had in effect destroyed his friends
before he had understanding or power to help them.
Wahnschaffe, the stronger, goes farther into the depths of
the world; Ohniaachtig, once rebuffed, takes the refuge of
the monastery.
It is probably by now obvious that the architect of
Qibbons* Funeral probably has no strict parallel among
those romantic heroes to lAiich. he is nonetheless related.
If w® define a romantic hero, without pretending either
precision or universality, as a person or fictional character
who has no, or very few, commitments to the world in which
he lives, we find Ohnmachtig's basic strain of heritage.
By detaching himself from the world, the romantic hero can
note where the world is going without having to go himself.
From his isolated point of observation, he can try to find
vhere he might identify himself, as one might watch a parade,
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which. If raarchsd in, could not bs scrutinized.
Ohmaachti/Tj of coursQji rssessblas the violent heroes
Terr little because tha ©Tenneas of h?.s psraonality, if
not th® nature of his problem, prQcluda tha excesses of
such typical romantic hsross as Stendahl's Julian Sorsl,
Byron's Manfred or Byron hiKself, Shelley, Melville's Ahab,
or Jose ^orrilla's Don Juan Tenorio. Ohnmachtig is a man
of contfiiaplation rather than a man of action, but this
intro¥©rsion does not lead him to the self-violence of
such herosia as Hawthorae's Ethan Brand or Goethe's Wsrthor#
His Journals rslate hira to such non-fictional
confssaor heroes as Eousseau, Wolfe, and Proust. However,
his critical time was not his youth or early manhood, but
a period near age fifty when he csune under a sentence of
bli'iidness*

He nay quaation the values of that former life,

but he does not search through that life for rsieaning. It
is the meaning of the dark fiiture that torraents the architect,
and it is not particularly his own past that interests hia.
The thing that distinguishes Ohninachtig from the
violent and confessor heroes, as well as froia such other
outcasts as Chateaubriand's Rene, D» H. Lawrence's Birkin,
as well as the outsiders of Wolfe, Fitzgerald, and Heming
way, is the calK way in which he chose to be apart. He took
his isolation reasonably end without significant bitterness,
and thei'© is an indication in the remembered conversation

"X~

et Antwerp that his regret that he had to be an outcast
from his age was not a very poignant regret. It is only
wh©n he is faced with a threat to the sens*? that has
nourishsd his solitude that it seens tmtesnable to him,
that he must try to enter the world from which he and the
other heroes have been exiled.
The presenciJ of the literal subject of alohons*
Fuaner&l as a major character in a novel claimscl to bs
Continental is not altogether easy to explain. However* to
bring th@ architect to Montana was to bring him to a
coBMunity pared of thos# things which the architect rssolved,
at least temporarily, to leave behind*

The scene might well

have been Australia, but Ohnmachtig''s being an Aiierican
made it seam fitting to test him at the desert edges of his
native ground.
Gibbons is somewhat of a romantic hero in his own
right although the kind of life he had to lead to remain
a solvent rancher, coupled with a liaited sensibility, did
not permit him the kind of total or near-total non-coBiBiitment
to which we have referred. He was detached, though, vaguely
dissatisfied with his ostensibly fortunate lot, emotionally
distant from the lives of his family, a man with few friends.
In some respects of personality, his isolation mad© him the
forthright, uncomplicated man that certain romantics are
said to have wanted to make of the savage, noble or other
wise*

Kis was the often taciturn virility of the romantic
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hero as man of action, the legend in France stretching
fro® Chateaubriand's Chactas to Alain-Foumier's Meamlness,
in Germany culminating in Wagner's dream of Siegfried and
Nietasehe's Uebermensch, and in America moving from Cooper's
Deerslayer to the throng of tight-lipped cowboys in pulp
magazines and motion pictures. However, Gibbons' silence
is not meant to be the governor of his country wisdom,
but rather the evidence of his sense of meaninglessness in
the world, his sense of isolation#
natural man in harmony with nature?

Further, he is not
he has little if any

of the broad understanding of funda®ental life attributed
to Abel in W#

Hudson's Green Mansions or to the elder

brother in Waiter ¥an Tilburg Clark's Track of the Cat*
Gibbons* error, as old as Midas, was that he wanted
to take material success and order for spiritual success
and order. In getting rid of the old, disorganized ranch
house in favor of a new, carefully planned one, he hoped
to trade the old, disorganised world for a new, carefully
planned one*

This theme is a variant of the American dream

of efficiency and material success equating with happiness.
However, the architect as agency of the new order compels
his friendship, and the rancher beccwaes as involved with
the messiah as with the world-to-coiae. This friendship
enlarges the rancher's idea of the new world and his re
sponsibilities to it, giving hi®, finally, the basis of his
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misunderstandiiig out of which he kills himself trying to
spare the life of a rabbit, vrtiich must have seemed to
him a literal duty based on his friend's attitude towards
life. Both Gibbons and Snect die at the threshold of
the new world, Knecht because the strength of his body
was not equal to the strength of his mind. Gibbons because
he took a symbol literally, even as he had hoped an
ordered house would mean an ordered world.

PROLOGUE

The aximaer afternoon in Paris was hot and close.
¥apor from the river steamed up and mingled with our sweat.
Leaves hung down from their branches like wet flags, the
damp air shiamiered over the asphalt, the people caught
in the city gasped and stood still when they could#

My

friend Robert Ohnmachtig and I sat in a green park along
the Seine, not because it was the only place we had to
talk, but because the park was convenient to our meeting
place in front of Motre Dame. That afternoon Ohnmachtig
needed to be heard, and I listened. He was not much con
cerned with the esthetic loves which had sustained him so
long—those beautiful pusszles of lines, surfaces, and fonns,
of substance and space; rather his talk wandered through
an arena of feelings and events, a noisy place full of
people behaving as people do when no principle or order
governs th®m, idien they are moved or passed over by that
enigma which ought not to have a name, but which we call
fate.
What he said that afternoon helped account for certain
changes I had already noticed in hi®. First of all, there
had been his effusive greetings at Cherbourgi

the eager

handshake, the tight grip on my arm, the almost hysterical

i»2"«
smile behind which I sensed a desperate fatigue and pre
occupation#

After the liner which I had come frcmi Paris

to meet had floated listlessly to dock, I had gone aboard
to find Ohnmachtig standing hatlass on cabin deck, shading
his eyas as he leaned on the rail and stared out over the
<juay»

I hesitated for a moraent, for he seemed to be

looking for something intently, but in an instant I knew
he was looking for nothing in particular; there was
nothing %irtiere he was looking but a dim view of Prance#

He

turned with a start at the sotind of his name, and when I
saw his face, he seemed to be an old man coming home tired
from a long journey to a foreign land. He almost ran to me,
and as we walked along the deck, he kept a tight hold on
my arm as if he were afraid he might lose track of rae. His
relief at finding 'ns at dockside was quite out of proportion,
and half a dozen times before we left the ship he thanked
me for coming• While picking up his briefcase and hat in
his stateroom, he asked me about the health of my wife and
children#

Less than five minutes later on the gangplank,

he asked me about them again*
The reserve and self-possession which I had ccfflie to
associate with him as certainly as his eyes, features, or
stature had been eroded away in a torrent, leaving him in
the grip of such a bewilderment that I felt as if he were
acting the part of another man, a frantic stranger who had

loat his sense of continuity in the world.
Then there had been the matter of his giving lae his
journals as we rode the boat train to Paris. I had not
known he kept journals, but I was not surprised to learn
he did or surprised that I had not known of them* It was
quite in keeping with his way of life for him to set down
some sort of precise and reasonable account of his im
pressions, even the private states of his innere Mann.
But to hand them to a friend, saying something liKs, ^fhese
are my journals 1 have kept for twenty-five years. Here,
I'm giving them to you. I no longer need them," was an
act I would not have thought him capable of. I cannot
remeiBber his exact words when he handed thsm to me across
the footspace because 1 was quite shocked, and perhaps
embarrassed; the gift was a confidence I did not think I
had earned.
Until w® talked later in Paris that afternoon in the
park, I did not know that I might account for the changes
by reading the journals. I should have read them at once,
but 1 was quite busy as soon as I got back to Paris; I
knew we should meet in two days, and I felt whatever help
i sight offer could be offered at that time. And too, he
had known I would be aware of his trouble, but though he
made little effort to hide the signs of it, he chose not
to talk about it until our second meeting.

Oa the train, he had scrutinized each weary village
as we sped by it, stared fascinated at the Homan countryaide that drifted past the window of our compartment as
though he were seeing it for the first time, as a tourist
might 5

this frcwi a man whose French was so appropriate

that a Surete officer at Cherbourg had looked up in some
surprise when Ohnnachtig had laid in front of him the green
passport of an Americail.
I had watched him through customs and iismigration on
the quay*

His ligiit-gray suit was just far enough from

currency to assert the distinction of anti-fashion, the
leather of his briefcase was elegant and dark with careful
use, his voice despite his fatigue was crisp and certain.
One might have taken him for a scholar, a professor, and a
scientist, all of wtoich, of course, he was*
In that Biixture of lurope*s virtue, vice, and
indifference which wandered to and fro on the quay,
Ohnmachtig seemed to disappear, to merge with the crowd#
He was an inch or so below average height, likely five
feet, six. The turning of his hair from dull blond to gray
was hardly perceptible; his nose was rather short in his
oblong face. Something in the tight way he held his mouth
made his jaw seem squarish. His coaplexion was the color
of pale parchment as fitted a man who spent much of his
time indoors. The lenses of his glasses were thick and
powerful, distorting at close range the shape and movements

>5-

of his dax'k eyes, but at a distance giving him no special
distinction.

At this edge of the Atlantic, he became at

once htariogenous with Europe, a man one would suppose if
one glanced at him to be someone out of the ordinary, but
not out of the ordinary in any special way# if you under
stand what I mean. And the chances are that one would not
glance at him. Perhaps it was because of his very dignity
and self-assurance that he becausie indistinguishable in
that bawling horde of lost men on the quay, because he
seemed to know exactly what h© was going to do next.
Watching him make his peace with the clutter of dockside officialdoiB, displaying a manner blended expertly of
helpfulness and disdain, I had forgotten how disturbed he
had looked. I considered him the most well-ordered man in
existence. The urge to maintain habits of mind, the ponderous
inertia of opinion, obscured my unsettling discovery. Even
after we were alone in our compartment, I pretended nothing
had changed until after he had given me the Journals. Then
for an instant he was nothing but a friend with troubles or
sorrows, and I almost asked him point blank what was the
matter. Something in the way he was trying to control
himself made the question seem one he would not want to be
asked, so instead I wanted to know if he would be sending
for the journals.
His dark eyes turned in their crystals and met mine
for a moment, then looked down. "No,'* he said deliberately.

•»! want you to k@ep thea. They are yours to do with what
you will."

The train whistled past a crossing and he

looked apprehensive. One of his neat hands moved as though
he intended to reach over to take them back# '*Tou will keep
them, won't yout lou won't destroy therat®
I said I would, rather strongly because of his anx
iety#

As I did, I saw he already regretted his outburst,

but that he was somewhat relieved at roy emotion#
I might have taken all this for a pose if I had been
able to think of Ohninachtig as a poseur#

He had never

dramatized himself; that was part of the bargain he had
made earlier in life that one has a right to expect of those
who mate the beast of art#

Not much of his philosophy would

have broken off if it had been rolled doum a hill. One
did not always know his opinions, for he had a searching and
subtle mind, but one knew in what careful way, in what
genuine measures, he would express his opinions, how honestly
the limbs of his argiiment would grow from the trunk of his
knowledge, and how courteously and circumspectly he would
speak and listen#

One need not justify one's concern for

a friend's trouble#

Beyond that, wtiat disturbed me in

Ohnmachtig's case was danger to a landmark#

His island in

the shipwrecked world had seemed firm and unassailable to
me—more so, I am afraid, than my own—and I shuddered for
myself as well as for my friend to watch the seas crawl

higher on its beach#
I remember a conversation we had many years ago in
a caf® across from th® cathedral in Antwerp. He had said
to m®, **I am an architect by choice and education, but I
shall never be a great or famous one.® I had raised my
hand in protest, but he said, "Ho, really, I know what I*m
talking about. lou know many of my reasons. Let me go on."
He stopped to choose his words carefully. There was
a gesture «4iich I think of when he wanted to be particularly
careftil in iwhat he was about to say, a taking off of his
thick spectacles, a massaging of the bridge of his nose
with the thumb and knuckle of the forefinger. «I*11 be
content with this proscription so long as I don't make of
my weakness anything more important than a place I*ve been
left idiile the stronger pilgrims crawled on to Mecca."
I asked him if weakness was the word he meant.
know it for that. It*s always a weakness to fail
one's age, however corrupt, to fail to aake one's mark even
with negative strength, to fail to be Savanarola as well
as to fall to be Michelangelo.'*

The clatter of Antwerp-

bells, horns, and voices—was all around us.
"I have a tiny bit of great talent," he went on,
"but not enough for the only things that count, the great
things. To use this talent trivially or banally—" He
sighed, but if there was regret in the sigh, it was not
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poignant#
"Didn't the American Melville say that great books
could only be written on great subjects? If I believe
that, then there are two things I can conclude# One, that
I have not enough talent to do the great things I feel are
the otily things worth doing?
no great things doae««

two^ that today there can be

After a moment of staring into his

wine, he looked at me and said, "I'd rather indict myself
than the whole age. There you have it»*
«Iott mean,* I asked, nodding toward the great
building across the roaring street, '*that there are no more
cathedral® to be built?"
"•Mot exactly, but what you say contains much of the
force of the argument in idiich I should have to indict the
world rather than myself. It goes like thisi

there may be

magnificent things to be built, but we may not build them
magnificently#

Build another one-'eared church like Antwerp,

like Strasbourg? Even if I had the genius, there would be
no chance. Architecture is the manipulation of space.
Space comes to us today already shaped like a honeycomb.
Such are the pressures of our kind of life."
A streetcar clattered by and he waited until he could

be heard. "It is true that we do not believe in the God of
cathedrals, nor in mystery, nor in beauty unless it serves
us practically. Our monuments to Him will reflect our
concepts of Him."

"Wliat. fhall we do?'* I asked.

»¥©? I mi not S'ar®. I can forsake tha things I
hold to be worth the most and dssiga—«

He wa^td his hand

at alternatives in the air. "Cattle stalls, if you like#
Apartaant ho'us®®, offic® bmildiags#

However tssidmotisly

I laay work at line and sarfac®, I must make stalls of th«
third dimension. Spaee is lost to th® art. It must
cut up according to th® matrix of function. That wt ir«ar
like a millston# on our aacks. Fmction for its own sake
is as impossible mm decoration for its own sake.*
He had stared ujs at ths gray gothic acre of th® church.
•Somstimes,* he said quietly, *I think there is nothing
worth doing near.*
shall we dot

With a siaile ht turned back to me. "What

Just yAi&t we are doing."

Although he made a

hopeless siovement of his shoulders anc) laid his hands palms

upward on ths checkered cloth of the table, he did not seem
to despair.
fle was not

thirty thon. His blond hair was

clipped short, his clothes were conservative and well-caredfor#

He appeared to have his life and ideaa so well in

hand that one never wondered after he left where ha had gone.
Since he was never at loose ends, friendship for hi® never
amounted to rauch of an obligation; he could, be called
on, he could not be called on, invited or not invited,
written to or not written to.

After several years of not

seeing him, one might run across him almost anyi^ere, and

-10hs never

asked how it was

he

had lost track of you#

Ohniaachtig•s father waa a stonemason from Hesse who
iisffiigrated to the United Sfcates. Eobert was an only child,
bora at the turn of the century after his father had becoa®
a sucoesaful contractor. His middle name, which he never
used, waa his mother*® maiden name, a long Slavic word
beginning with P#
Blight

be laid to

He told me onct that his love for travel

the

fact that he thought his mother might

have had Gipsy blood#

"She is a dark, lively little thing,«

he had said, •*quite the op|>osite of tny father, who was an
archetype burgher, fair-haired, huge, and ponderous in his
speech#**

This was after Ohnmachtig's father died and left

the architect a conaiderable fortune#

Otto Ohniaachtig had

objected to his son's studying in Europe, but had been
generous despite his objections#

For a half-doasen years or

so during the twenties, the younger Ohnmachtig had wandered
from place to place, ^meditating," a® he called it.

He

studied at Tubingen, Gottingen, and Hannover in Sermany, at
the Hague and Liege in the low countries, at the Academy
of Architecture in Paris, at Bijon, and I think in Wilan#
He had intended to take a degree somewhere, but after his
father died, he gave up the idea.
Though he did little practical work, his knowledge
of architecture was thorough and sound. He had little
sympathy with any point of view in controversies over
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Gonteraporary theory, and th© articles he wrote for
professional publications and Journals of belles-lettres
was largely historical*
Before th® Second World

h® usually spant th®

winter in Spain or Dalmatia, spring in Switzerland,—"To
get away froa archit«ctur@," he once wrote me from Bienne—
suraaer in Northern Europe or tnglmi, and auturan in random
travels in Europe or Asia. He visited Prague each year;
he told me several times that he would stay there if he
could travel no longer.
However, this is the man who had changed#

When we

reached Paris in the heat of that smmer, we walked out of
the Gare St. Lasare to a corner where two women chant in
harmony the draaa of the newspapers they sell. I was
awarded the first cab to take me north to my hotel.

He

wanted to go east to a house he leased on Boulevard Haussman.
We agreed to meet in two days. As I rode away, I looked
back and saw hira standing near the corner, not looking for a
taxi, but watching the singing women*

It seemed as if their

rausic—the way they turned the awry business of th© world
into meter—pleased him raore than getting to his house.
When we met two days later, I asked him to walk up
St. Jioques with me to the Pantheon, where the French nation
has stored together in anthological abandon the rewalns of
Voltaire and lousseau. I thought he might like to visit
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the crypt#

He said he had been having trouble with his

eyes and doubted he could see anything in the gloom. He
would rather walk across from Notre Dame to the little
park called Viviani, along one side of the tiny church of
St» Julien-le-Pauvre. There, in the simmer's heat, I
listened to him,
"Do you reiiefflber,** he asked me after we sat on a
bench, "what it is to be alone? Have you known what alone
is?"

He used einsam. the Qennan for alone. "To be by

oneself for good, irrevocably cut away from everything
material, and almost everything spiritual?

Unable, I mean,

to be sure that the world outside is really outside at all?
Not able to contact anything, but to be frozen in a night
marish sort of Parmenidean pleniun?" He stared entranced
over the crowd dragging along the quay. In front of us was
the stone jungle of the lie de la Cite.

West of our bench

there in the penned up grass of the little park was a view
of the light Bank. As he faced all this, he seemed to be
searching for a state of mind through the incantation of
words.
He turned his pale face slightly toward me and said,
"One night many years ago—it was early winter, I was
looking out a window in a house on Rotebuhlstrasse in
Stuttgart. I can't remember whose house I was in, but I
think I was in Stuttgart on a holiday from Tubingen. There

was a shop below the window^ and the light frcm it made a
pattern on the sidewalk. The shop was closed, though.

As

I watched, a man walked into the light of the window. He
was perfectly ordinary, a government clerk, or a salesman.
I surely wouldn't recognise him if I saw him today. I
cm^t even remember mhat was in the shop window. But I
can still see something like him, if I close ray eyesj I
can see him G<m@ out of the winter darkness and stand in
the light of the shop window. I watched for quite a time
as he stood there and stared into the windowj then, for
some reason, he smiled. I could not have been more shocked
had he fallen dead.**

A trickle of sweat ran down his color

less cheek.
"I thought, 'He has nowhere to go, there is nothing
for him in that window?

the shop is closed, and he cannot

touch anything inside because it is locked behind the glass.
And he smilesl*

The oppression of winter was everywhere}

it was bitterly cold outside, and everyone *i4io could had
retreated indoors to warm himself.

But there he was, in

his thin, ordinary coat, out alone in the cold, standing
in front of the window and smiling. So many feelings came
to me at once that I was confused, but I felt 1 had to do
something. I ran down the two flights of stairs without
my coat.
••He had walked away though, when I burst out the
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door, had walked off up the street• What could I have
said to him? Could I have shouted after himf What could
I have shouted? I didn't know his name, *rtio he might be,
anything about him."
Ohnmachtig slumped down on the stone bench as he
talked*

He stared out towards the city, seeing nothing.

Only his lips moved, only his voice seemed alive#

The noise

of Paris, of the park, went unheard.
«*FriendI» could I have shouted? *Lonely manl
Smiling manl*

No, there was no nam© for him that I knew,

and if I had called him back I could not even have asked
him for the tiae, because the clock on the Johanneskirche
was in full view. But how I wanted to call out! As he walked
away, I thought desperately of some excuse to call to him,
but I could think of nothing that made sense.
"Hie walls above him as he walked had no lights in
their windows. His form grew harder and harder to see as
he walked farther into the gloom. I felt as though he were
the only living creature in the -Sfriiole dark city, walking
under walls that were built around nothing.

Nothing alive,

and nothing dead, for there had been nothing to die. Just
nothing. Iteptiness—*polite, cold, final emptiness. I
stood there until I was numb, long after he had disappeared,
straining to see him. Finally I controlled myself, and
shivering with the cold, climbed back up to the room. I
tried to read, but I couldn't keep my mind on the book.
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trevf now and then I went back to my window to look down
at the patch of light spilling out into Rotebuhlstrasse,
but no one else cam® into the light*

About eleven o'clock,

someone shut off the light, and I went to bed,«
Ohnmachtig sighed and sat up#

»How many times I

have told myself how foolish that experience was, when I
have remeiBbered it throu^gh the years. I had put it away
^intil very recently#

But now it would come back, and with

it the fssling of being einaam."
Hs paused, and a clock chimed soaewhore in th@ city.
It must have baen wrong, for no other answered it*

An old

man in a worn array overcoat picksd up a newspaper from the
grass near our bench, and walked away folding it.
"A solipsism perhaps?^

he asked, lifting his eye

brows slightly* "Yes, and it has its effect on the inside
as well*

The feeling drains away some store of energy to

keep the self alive within the self, to keep one existing
through this day into the next. In some way the energy
seams bom through contact with the world, the self seeras
alive only through its relationships. When it touches
nothing, it is nothing."
Children dashed by us, pursued by an older girl in
a shabby dress who seemed to be trying to take charge of
theai, but who was too fat and slow on her feet to keep pace.
"Smiliel

PaulI"

she shrieked, "Pas icit Pas ici* .I'ai ditl"
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Ohnmachtig did not seam to see or hear.
"A few months ago," he said, "I went to a funeral
of a friend of mine, in Aaerica. He was a rancher in the
state of Montana. His name was Luther Gibbons. I didn't
go there for Gibbons* f\m@ral. lou see, I knew him only a
few months."
"PaulI

GiSi*

Tout le aondel**

called the fat girl,

frantically, but no one heeded her.
^Gibbons and the man in the light of the window—
How shall I say it? Had something in coifimon? That is
close enough. Perhaps you may get a better notion from
the journals. The last part of the last journal is taken
up with Gibbons, with the events that led up to his death.
And my feelingsJ

almost an outpouring, I'm afraid.*

He

sighed as though he were tired.
He said he had gone to Montana from Japan to see a
naval officer friend whom he had met in Japan. Unfortunately,
the friend had gone to Mexico to live, so Ohnmachtig decided
to rest for a week or so at a guest ranch south of a
Montana town called Nalene. He wanted to cut off the
demands of coming and going, wanted to assign to time and
place the few expectations he had kept. Perhaps in the
mountains he could plan to diepose of that part of himself
he knew he must lose.
Soundlessly barges crawled in the dull channel of
the Seine.

To our left, the girl in the shabby dress sat
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doim heavily and held her head in her hands, panting, I
watched her from time to time as my friend talked about his
lonelinass, about the events which I would trace again in
his journals. S(Metiii«s his voice would grow so soft that
I had to lean close to hear; then he would speak with
such intensity that several times passertby looked aside
at us»

For him, the park was etapty of its wanderers, empty

of the fat shepherdess who had lost her sheep and wept for
them as my friend wept for his.
It ®ust have been quite late when we walked out of
the park#

We were silent until we reached a flight of

stairs leading down to a Metro station. Then he seized
my hand and said goodby.
"Tou wonH hear from rae in Spain," he said in a voice
not much above a whisper. *•! will receive no letters, nor
write any. Please remember me."
He turned quickly and walked away. Ohnmachtig was
an ordinary man in appearance; I have said that only his
thick spectacles marked him, and that the distinction
vanished at a distance. His smallish forro in its gray
summer suit blended into the texture of Paris perfectly,
and had I not been following him with my eyes, I would
probably not have been able to distinguish hira fro® the
others hurrying along the street. I have said that too, I
think.

-Ig•*GoodbyI«

I called after him startled by th@

sudden way he had gone off#

He did not turn to answer,

but acknowledged the call by raising his hand as he got
Into a taxi#

There seems, as I remamber, to haT® been an

outrageous finality in the way the door of the cab slammed
shut, a strange haste to the retreat of the dark vehicl®#

CHAPTER I
Th© liffioiisinc that carried him to the ranch barkened
back to its ancestors#

It ^'as calltd the Howard Canyon

Stage, but as it glided over the win^iiig canyon highway,
Robert Ohnmachtig ex^rienced no illusion of the West's
primitive beginnings#

Even the r&iich itself appeared to

have aged no friore than a couple of deetdss, except for a
sod-roofed building he caught a glimpse of as the limousine
rolled to a stop in front of a building bearing the sign,
"Headquarters Double Deuce Ranch."
Ohnmachtig climbed the atairs and paused on the porch
beside an elegant red soft drink dispenser. Inside,
standing behind a board counter, he saw a little gray-haired
man reading what looked like an airline time table. He
entered and spoke to the reader.
"Major Wheeler?®
The man*8 protruding eyes made him appear startled
when he looked up. »Who?»
«At the Foster Hotel in Malene, I was told I should
confim siy reservations with the owner, a Major Wheeler, I
believe. May I do that here?"

Ohr»iachtig apoke slowly and

carefully in such situationa, t^&ich, experience had taught
him, prevented their being dragged out.
-19-
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"Mrs. Lamacher isnH handy right now,** the little
sian said, craning his neck to look out a window. "Major
Wheeler stays o^rer on the cattle ranch most of the time#
Tou*ll never find him
»¥ili you help me?'*
"Mrs# Larmacher is the hostess, sh8*s tha one you
¥ant«"

He aiade the craning motion a^ain.
"r'ly name ia Ohnmacht.ig, My reservation was telephoned

here last niglit."

The imn bsiiind the counter was obviously

afraid of co^iiiiiiting so/ae sort of traapaas.
"I suppoaa I t:iig.ic. as wsll go ahead, but she won*t
like
'•Do you work hare?'*
11-3 seeBied offended#
riac#"

"Sure. Sara I do. My narae's

He hoisted hirasslf up, leaneci o-v&x- ths counter, and

shook the otherhand. Ills faca was ruddy, and the
ex-artion of laaning over the counter turned it a shade more
intense. For a few mojaonts he shuffled papers in a basket
on the coun'&er.
»Iou*rQ in aufflber B, I'll take you down.'*

He came

out froBi bshind the counter and stopped.
«¥e don't have current in the cabins," he said, "so
you have to use the lavatory in the dining hall if you got
an electric shaver.«
"Thank you,« the other said, without offering any
information.
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Mac still held the airline schedule. "I fly back
every year,® he said positively# •*! used to take the
train; that was twenty years ago, when I first carae here.
I know my way back there. I got a standing reservation
the second week of September at Asbury Park."
The ranch consisted of a dining hall and kitchen, a
building of equal site whidh Mac called the recreation hall,
an undetermined number of cabins in and out of sight among
fir and pine trees, and a complex of stables and bams a
quarter mile awayi
oil preservative.

all were made of logs darkened with an
As they drove to Ohnmachtig's cabin in

a small truck, Mac spelled out the plan of the ranch for
the guest.
In the cabin, Mac drew his cheeks full of air and
puffed. "This is the front room.J* He might have been cold,
for he stood with both hands in the pockets of his striped
trousers, elbows tight against his ribs.
Overhead hung a wagon wheel, on the rim of which were
fixed a half-doaen oil. lamps. Mac took one reluctant hand
from its pocket to take hold of a rope lashed to a stud.
"Like I said, we don't have current in the cabins. Most of
the guests want it that way.

When it gets dark, you let

the wheel down and light the lamps." He pulled the rope
and the wheel swayed. "Matches in the bathroom."
The bathroom was contemporary with artificial tile
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and chromi-um, and Mac srailed at its glitter*

After he had

announced meal and service schedules, he left the architect
gazing at a couch covered with a plastic material that
looked like polished leather, on the back cushion of which
had been stitched in quilted relief the head of an enormous
steer so that the soft horns would embrace the sitters at
each end like friendly arms#
The two rooms were a wedding of noble pine to
sophisticated linoleum.

The interior walls were the reverse

of the exterior's chinked logs, and the floor was planed
pine laid on joists without subflooring. In front of the
couch in the sitting room and beside the bed in its room
were linoleum rugs covered with cattle brands he imagined
had been researched fr^ some library or other in the
Middlewestt
The noon meal was imminent, so he changed from his
light suit to a khaki hiking outfit of English twill,
washed, and walked to the dining hall along a path that
wound through evergreens along the base of a low ridge#
Mac was among those on the porch of the dining hall. They
seemed to be enjoying themselves; he heard their laughter
before he could see thera on the porch. Mac told him some
of the young people were employees and some guests, but
nothing in their dress or the way they mingled distinguished
for Ohnmachtig the fomer from the latter. He and Mac

stood at on® end of the railed porch.
^Tou sse har?*

Mac asked him sotto voce* nodding

toward a thin girl in extremely tight trousars and a shirt
noticeably unlaundered idio stood in sunlight on the stairs
of the porch with one boot two steps above the other#
"She's Nancy Ransom. The Eansom tobacco money."

Her hair

was streaked with the sun's bleaching, and Ohnmachtig could
hear her drawling speech to a young man standing above her
on the porch.
"She's from South Carolina,* Mac said with a confid
ential air. "Nobody puts on the dog around here." He
looked as if he might want to make an exception of the fat
women they saw laboring up the slight incline to the porch.
"There's Old Lady Larmacher."
"You must be our new guest," she said heavily when
she confronted Ohnmachtig. "I'm Hilda Lanaacher."

She

ignored Mac, who turned and drifted away.
"Now I'm the one you call when there's anything you
want. Just say, 'Mrs. L.' and I'll come running."

He

doubted the literal truth of what she said. She was a
woman who weighed close to one-hundred eighty pounds, and
her progress to the porch had been slow and difficult.
Her face was round, her features shallow, her smile
professional.
"We're like a family at the Double Deuce, a big,
happy family."

She took his arm. "Act just as if you knew
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us all your life.®

The others were enteriag the hall.

"I'm aure I shall enjoy myself,® he said, returning
her smile.
"And you're Just in tiae for our trip to the rodeo
in Malene this afternoon. The Double Deuce has its own
box for our guests. Tou'll be very comfortable with us,
and no one should leave our West without seeing a rodeo.»
*That*s very kind of you." He would rather have
said noJ

his mind was still occupied with the Orient he

had flown away from such a short time ago. The friend he
had come to see had gone to Mexico, and he had come to the
ranch to rest. But the drive in the Howard Canyon Stage
had not tired him. Moreover, even the forced solicitude
of the hostess leading him to a table filled with other
guests did something to relieve the loneliness closing in
on him.
He didn*t know for a moment whcmi she was talking
about when she introduced him, but before the mispronunciation
had died away, she asked him if that was the way he pronounced
his name.
"Who^a Who says he*8 an architect," she said with a
scholarly smile, and with that information continued around
the table.
A man named Sand and his wife were imreediately across
the table from the place he stood. Sand was a contractor
from Rhode Island and looked disturbingly like a Koala bear.
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He sprang up and leaned across the table to shake
Ohnmachtig's hand, holding against his stoaiach ifith the
other hand the napkin he had tucked in the front of his
shirt. Sand and his wife were dressed alike in shirts
and trousers of green wool. Mr. Bennett and a nervous,
emaciated woman iiriio may have been his wife were seated to
the left of Sand. Mrs. Lamacher said Bennett was a motion
picture actor, but Ohnmachtig could not recognize him.
He did recognise the Count and Countess von Schlicht
after his introduction to thtj.,.j but only frc®i newspaper
pictures. The Countess did not reply to the introduction,
but the Count, scenting a countryman, rose, bowed, and
shook hands. The architect was seated next to the Count,
and, to open the conversation, remarked that he had met the
Count's elder brother at Bayreuth in 1932. It seemed to
him that the brother held the title then, but had been
killed in Poland during the invasion.
"Ah. Ferdinandsaid the Count, shaking his head,

MM. 12 JSSS#

Jahr alter nur.«

"So many died, young and old,* Ohnmachtig said,
wondering if the Count's grief were genuine.
"Aber ein Ferdinand. ein Bruder."
The Countess looked at them when they spoke. She
might have been annoyed, but all the architect saw ^en
she turned her head were circles of enigmatic glass. She
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was on® of the richest women in the world} the fact he
knew that she had purahasad the Count and his title as
ona might buy an old chateau, and that he was certain the
Count woiild know h® kn@w, mad® hia a little uncoiafortabl©.
R@ was not concerned about th® Countesss

she waa apparent

ly listening to nothing anyon© aaid and was probably imperTious to insult in any case.

But scmehow the impoverished

nobility of tht Count was a thing he wanted not to hurt.
Kis deliberation over a suitably innocuous topic
for conversation was interrupted by the Countess#

She

announced loudly that she was not going to the rodeo. She
was talking to no on® in particular, and despite the loudness
of her voice, it was apparent that no one had heard.
"My wife says that she is not going to attend the
rodeo this afternoon,'* the Count offered quickly.
^'Meroi» gja cher,^' the Countess muttered as conver
sation resumed around the table. She wore a turtle neck
sweater of cashmere, pink in color, with a black riding
jacket with tan jodhpurs. Her hair was knotted in a chignon
and was blond, though Ohnmachtig wanted to remember her
from her pictures as a brunette. She was an indeterminate
age, but he imagined she had passed forty. The Count wore
a dark green Bavarian jacket with a white silk shirt and
orange Ascot scarf. He ate everything put before him with
good appetite, though from his hollow cheeks and general
leanness Ohnmachtig would have thought him a man to whom
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was the Gountsss* only course ah.® took a spoonful listless
ly frofii time to tlBi©.
Ifflmsdiatel'f across sat Br# Jensan, a dentist fro®
the same town as the oontractor Sand, Jensen's wife* and
his two daughters, aged ten and twelve; all were fair,
well-mannered, and brilliant of smile#

To the right of them

were the Misses Scudder, proprietresaea of mi impcirting
finn and gift ahop in a suburb of Boston*

A'c one end of

the table was an advertising agency lawyer*

-the Count

whispered in Genaan to Ohnraachtig, was an expert on Spinoza
"^os® wife had left hira, though the conditions were not
cause and effect so far as the Count knew. At the other
end sat Mr» Brinkwater, president of sociething which OhniMichtig thought Mrs# Larmacher had called the Drinkwater
Fitting Corporation, whose wife was ill. President Drinkwater, a handsome aan of sixty-five with snow white hair,
shouted down th® table to the lawyer a tale of political
woe} the wrong party had taken control of his state, and
he said if his peers didn't have sense enough to change
things soon, he would quit business in a huff and throw
many of those peers out of work, A couple irdioffi Sand
introduced as the Wiraplea catfie in and sat on Drinkwater's
right•

Wimple seemed to spend much of his time out of

doors, for his face was tanned by sun and wind.

His wife

-adwas a head taller and also looked weathered. Wimple at
one© struck up a conversation with Dr. Jenaen about the
problems of transporting horses long distances.
During desert, Mrs. Larmacher appeared from the
kitchen rapping on a milk bottle for attention. She had
changed her cotton dress for a flannel shirt and a pair of
black trousers.
"May I have your attention, pleaset® she called in

a Toice of surprising strength. "Our cars will leave from
the porch of the recreation hall at one o'clock. We hate
to rush, but the rodeo begins at half past two. Just come
in whatever you have on. This is the West, and we don't
believe in putting on the dog out here. The idiom rather
repelled him, but he smiled with the rest.
"Je ne vais pas, cher." the Countess mumbled.
"Of course, dear," the Count replied without looking
at her, "of course not."

CHAPTER II
To Ohnmachtig's surprise, Mrs# Lanaacher's daughter
Lorraine was a tall girl whose red hair hung to her
shoulders, blew back in the wind, swayed like a cape with
the rhythm of her walking• She was to be the driver of
the car to which he was assigned for the journey to the
rodeo. Her mother, whosi the girl appeared hardly to be
aware of, sat stiffly in the front seat beside her
daughter while Lorraine guided the sedan masterfully and
at great speed along the highway, around abrupt comers
and shallow rises, following the contours of the canyon.
Ohnmaehtig and the Scudder sisters were together in the
back seat.

®Have you been to the Continent recently?'*

one of the sisters asked him as he put a match to her
cigarette.
The Scudder sisters had gone regularly to Wiesbaden
before the war. They had tried the place twice since the
war, but they told him in their broad, identical voices
that the atmosphere at the Kurhaus was hardly the saroe.
He supposed they were right.
»I am almost certain that things will get better
Miss Lotus Scudder said. "Things can't be scarce forever,
now can they?®

An expression of doubt carae into her mild
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eyes*

Her sister was looking out the window at the rivsr

that rushed along below the road. They were both near
fifty, though he could not tell which was older. "Tou
don't think anything dreadful will happen again? Do you?"
She se®a@d quite anxious. Genevieve intsrrupted to reassure
her sister#

«We Just got through with one war, dear. What

in Heaven's nswie would we want with another?®
»It*s not a matter of what we want, dear. It's what
happens. Just what happens.«

Her eyelids fluttered

nervously as she looked at Ohniaachtig.
"Now," said her sister with a laugh.
"Why, it wouldn't surprise me if there was another
one that would keep us from even coming here I"

She pursed

her lips in indignation.
"We'd all be in the same boat then, wouldn't we?"
She patted her sister's hand. "Things will be all right
in Wiesbaden, and here too. Don't you think so Mr.
Ohnaiaehtig?"
He did not think so, but he said, "I am sure they
will. And even if not, there will be spas somewhere in
the worst of times." The sound of their voices comforted
him, the more so perhaps because wJiat they said amounted
to nonsense.
The ride lasted little more than an hour.

As they

approached Nalene, they saw a cloud of dust at its left
outskirts which Mrs. Larmacher said was their destination.
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the fairgrounds. In the dust, banners and flags hung
dispiritedly in the windless heat.

As h@ looked frcm the

window of the car at the site of the celebration, the
spectacle was more ominous than joyful. The sunlight
through ths dust was too xmrelenting, the noise was strident,
almost hysterical.

But as Lorraine Lannacher stopped the

car in a field of yellow weeds, h© got out to join the
melee#
"There's Eddie Gibbons,** ha heard Lorraine say.
"Just a minute, I want to talk to her."

He turned to see

a girl riding a running horse toward them. Mrs. Lannacher
looked after her daughter impatiently.
*I»m sure," she said with a strained smile, ^that
she won't take a minute."

The girl reined in her horse

and exchanged greetings with Lorraine. They stood waiting
awkwardly while the girls chatted. Another car pulled in
next to theirs, and the girl's horse shied. «T%ierel» cried
Lotus Scudder shrilly, as if she had seen scmething she
had been looking for. The girl called Sddie shouted at
the dancing horse. It reared and she struck it on the side
of the head with a fist. The horse turned, and with a
kick of her spurs she sent it running through the dust
toward the arena.
They walked then into the crowd, which seemed to be
botmd not toward the arena, but to be wandering aimlessly
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back and forth. Loudspeakers hung from poles at every hand
and growled and aerearoed through the dusty air th« sounds
of trumpets and drums#

"Here now, help a veteran, folks!**

shouted a bronm-faeed man with no teeth, pacing back and
forth in front of a display of small teeriean flags on
pins.

A panting laan wearing a blue military cap bent down

to confront a boy in a cowboy suit, who was crying. «Kow
whatt" asked the wan#

"Mow what?"

The trmpets and drum

roared tremendously and were succeeded by the sound of a
phonograph needle as tall as the grandstand rushing along
in a groove as big as a river# Packs of boys in tennis
shoes and baseball caps crawled under the bleachers and
dragged burlap sacks full of bottles after them, shouting
deliriously.
•*We sit en sombre. eh?" Ohnmachtig said to Lotus
Scudder as they all took seats in a brightly canopied box
along the outer edge of the grandstand. She smiled blankly
at him. "That is," he explained as he helped her seat
herself, »those vho attend bullfights sit either in the hot
sun, en sol, or in the shade,

sombre.**

"My sister cares for that sort of thing. She went
to a bullfight in Mexico two years ago. I stayed in
California."

The smile became one of tolerance.

The carnival atmosphere so broadly advertised in
music and banners found little adjunct in the mood of the

ei'owcl#

Fro® his seat in the shaded box Ohimachtig had a

sudden iatuition of hot boredom in the bleachers below}
and when a fat woman in a dress printed with blue leaves
reached up a red hand to drag a fidgeting boy to his seat,
he had approvsd of her short temper*

The members of the

crowd endured the heat and the noise, ignored the banners,
the music, and one another*

They are here, he thought,

because they do not want to miss anything, and I am here
for the same reason, searching for something new or at
least something bearable in the bitter lees and sediments*
Eis seat was at th& edge of «h@ box, so he leaned away
from the ffisrrinient there and as the rodeo began, and
progressed, became absorbed in it*
Gontssts in uhe arena alternated with atunta of one
kind and another*

Orily tha contest really held his interest*

He understood little of what was going on, but he felt in
the spectacle below a complete involvement, a harmonic
concentration on the business at hand*

In the instant

before soraething happened, the arena becaiae a waxworks;
cowboys leaned on fences, lit cigarettes, or bent over to
pick up saddles, but for an instant there was no motion*
Then the action itself was born oompl&tely, and life began
again*

It took many strange forms*

Frora a gate in the

network of logs that described the arena, a calf ran out
in infant panic pursued by a man on a clever horse*

The

man bant forward in perfect, concentration, waging a rope
over his hAa-;1 imtil he threw Its loop over the aeck of
the calf, -vaulted to the grotmd, and in a few seconds had
three legs of tha ca3.f tied. In another event, another
man-—it mig^it even have been the same one, he could not
tell—appeared riding a berserk horse, t\m atfi's bodf
thrcjwi back and forth with tli# fwrious mdtloas of the horse
m if the body w®re made of rags#

A cowboj leaned slowly

from the sa,'i<U.« of hts rutmin;? horse to take hold of the
.horns of a runnlB,? steer kept in lina by a second man on
horseback; atid in an instant the man and steer were left
alone, the horses and eeeond r-ian gone across th€ arena#
The man straine-^ at the ateer^s stubbomneas to twist the
animal's sullen head around until they were almost eye to
eye, understanding one another compl.e'csly, or no he thought,
the steer plantin.«^ its front legs wide apart to meet danger
standing as Instinct told it to, as its kind must do.
Usually the man won, and soraetimes the steer lay In the dust
after it had been thrown, convinced, he thought, that the
and had eowe when it lost its footing.
Ohnmachtif did not know how long he stared obliviously
at men battling animals, but somehow at peace with them.

At

length, he shook his head to break the trance, took off his
glasses, and rubbed his eyes#

After he put his glasses

back on, Lotus Scudder spoke to him.
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*Tou looked so fascinated with the rodeo that I
didn't want to bother. But I wonder, could you help me
keep score? Oenevieve is ao busy with her binoculars." He
did not know score was being kept, but he said he would
help. He was even grateful for something to break up his
preoccupation.
The scorekeeping was done with the aid of Genevieve
Scudder, however. For those events which involved riding,
she made her judpient through the binoculars, according a
maximum of ten points for a perfect ride. The announcer
on the public address system called out the times for those
events run against a watch, and Ohnmachtig and Lotus Scudder
checked with Qenevieve to make certain they had heard
correctly.
The last event of the rodeo was the riding of Brahma
bulls. "They*re crosses between Indian sacred cows and
Mexican fighting bulls," Lotus Scudder told him.
"There's not much point in their being here if they
are of Brahmin temperament," he said pointedly.
Lotus apparently could not make the Emersonian con'nection. She looked at him as though he had spoken to her
in a foreign language.
"Their temperament is fine," she said, looking
intently at the arena.
It took some minutes to clear the arena of the first
bull. The animal wore a cowbell on a rope around its belly.
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which rang each time it whirled around. He could see
little trace of the Mexican parent in the bull#
"Watch the clowns," Genevieve told him, pointing
to the arena with her binoculars. She leaned across her
sister to explain to him that the clowns were in the
arena to distract the bulls away from fallen riders. In
the bright sun of the arena a bull chased a clown, who
leaped into a barrel padded with auttMnobile tires stretched
around its middle circumference. The clown wore over
sized bib overalls, which he left behind as he jumped into
the barrel. Once inside, he taunted the bull to charge,
but the bull could not be persuaded to hook the barrel, to
the disappointment of the crowd.

He found himself wanting

the bull to come to the clown's rescue by charging, but
the animal prefered to paw the dust, lower his head, and
snort.
The next two bulls were ridden and disposed of with
out incident. During the third ride, he dropped his program,
and as he felt for it, he heard the crowd gasp. He saw
the fallen rider. The bull, still bucking, turned and hit
the rider just as he was getting up fr^ the dust. The
clowns rushed in, waving their tattered capes. With the fallen
rider lying under the bell on its belly, the bull stood
motionless and looked stupidly at the cavorting clowns. Then
one of the clowns rushed in and slapped the bull's nose
with his cape, which brought the bull forward after hia.

-.37Th® rider was out of danger.
The bull was enticed frm the arena by two steers#
Ohrua&chtig looked dovm sad sew th@ rider was still on the
groimdrn

Blood covered hi® face* and ther# was a huge

stain en his shirt• li% thought of a picture he had seen
once of an unsuccessful assassin surroujidad by police. The
rider was taken away in an ambulansa, which blew its airen
as it racad acrags th© aropfcy arena#
Slot long after, the rodeo ended#

Ths crowd, emptied

of 8:xcit3ra-ant, marchsd at lialf-step through the gates,
disarrayed

sweating. He waited in the box with the

others, and aa he did, a longing to go "i-fith the mob carae over
him, couplad with a feeling of despair and confusion#

He

took hold of th« railing and sat down#
•Too ffiuoh excitement, perhaps,** he said weakly when
Mrs# Leraachfir asked him what wee the Eiatter#

But he knew

the confused loriFir!..?, again as he and the others walked
silently ths way the crowd had gone, through the duat and
litter of their pasain,;!#
That evening after iirinsr, he sat on the porch of his
cabin and stared at the bi^ i.--sadow betwaen -cha ranch and the
barno#

Along .me ed^e, Lorraine Larraachar was leading a horse

the color of her hair.

At the other, the hairaas from South

Carolina walked slowly throiigh th® -jrass.

Neither seemed to

bfi aware of tha other*s prn-sonce, and as hs watched them both
out of light, he was for the moment quite content again to be
alone•

CHAPTER III
The second night of his stay at the ranch, h@ found
himself at a dance.

About ten-thirty at night, he had

taken a walk which brought him to the dining hall#

Mac

was driving some of the guasts to what he called a
"motmtain roadhouse" for an hour or two of dancing and
drinking. Ohnaiaehtig was invited to com®, and though he
had no intention of dancing and little of drinking, he went#
Their destination waa The Corral, a building with a
bar at one end, a dance floor in the middle, and a band
stand at the other end. Naked bulbs shone on varnished
logs that reminded Ohnmachtig of his cabin at the ranch.
The place was full of smoke and music, the latter froa an
orchestra of cowboys he could barely see at the far end.
Mrs. Larmacher wa® moving through the crowd with a
bottle of Coca-Cola in her hand#

She smiled a greeting

to hiia as he caiae in with the party and Mae. He stood for
a moment by the door, not knowing what to do. Then he went
to the bar, and after he caught the bartender's attention,
ordered a highball %rfiich he did not Intend to drink. The
crush was at once a solace and an irritation to himj he
was Isolated from the shouts and laughter, from the famili
arity of elbows md legs touching him. He had removed him-36-
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self from the possibility of Joining in such celebrations
because fee knew, and knew he could never forget, that h©
would only maks a fool of himself. It was the very near
ness of the people be could not reach that gave hi® coaifort,
for if he could not Join them, he felt at least he was not
rejected. Soffieone was speaking to him#
"I beg ycur pardon?" he said, turning#

The face

seemed at once familiar and strange to the architect• The
man was almost half a head taller even without the broadbrinsBied hat#

His brows were heavy, alJiost menacing, but

when Ohnisachtig saw the aan^s eyes he did not find the power
ful look he had expected*

Instead, the man*s eyes were

full of a kind of apology.
«I said, are you the architect?"

His voice, quiet

and tentative, sounded misplaced against the roar of the
crowd. "I can't say the name they give tte.*
**Ies, but I don*t—
"X want—" the other said, but the orchestra climbed
to a climax of sorrow and his words were lost, his lips
moving in pantomime.
"I'm sorry," the architect began.

He could not under

stand what the man wanted with him as an architect.
house,» the man said without changing the bland
expression on his round face.
architect•»

«They said you was an

He might have said more, but the music grew

louder aigain and Ohnmachtig could not tell.

.40'•Thert's so asuch noise,'® the architect said, but
from th© exprassion on the other's face, he judged he
hadn't b0®n heard.
*I'll pay ^at it coata. That don't matter#"

He

stood motionless in his gray overcoat whil® m#n and women
eddied around him, Thair eyes m®t for an moment, then
each looked away in eiabari'assBient at the misunderstanding#
Fortunately, th® music stopped and OhnKiachtig could say,
"I'm sorry, but I haTen't been able to hear what you've
been saying. My nane is Robert Ohnaachtig#**
The other looked like a man who had blurted out a
difficult thing too rapidly, and against his relief at
being done with it, had to go over it again#
lot of noise in here#
rancher#

"There's a

My name is Luther Gibbons#

Pleased to meet you#"

I'm a

He rubbed a blunt finger

along his nose#
"It's ffiy pleasure#"

Ohnmachtig tried to remember

why the name was fMiliar#
"The lady from the Double Deuce, I forgot her name,
said you was an architect#"
"Mrs# Larmacher?"
"That's right#

She told me your nasie, but I can't

say it#"
"Ohnmachtig#

It gives many people difficulty."

Again he felt that the rancher was both stramge and familiar;

it was as though he were looking down at the man from some
height#

The illusory distance blurred Gibbons' features

until he f#lt as if he wsre seeing a composite face in a
dream*

Unimportant but remembered faces from his past

merged into th@ solid, ruddy features before him, and as
he saw the face clearly again, he felt as though he should
greet him as a long absent friend,
want you to draw up the plans for a house on my
place.^

The rancher put one big hand on the bar and leaned.

"Tou want me to do thist" He was not certain he
had understood*
"A big house. 1*11 pay you what it costs.
don't have to worry about that."

You

Gibbons' voice lacked

the inflections of persuasion, but the request was not made
rudely. It was laade raatter-of-factly, as though the time
and place were completely appropriate.
«Ko, that is not it at all. The truth of the matter
is that I'm on a vacation.»

He had to say something to the

man, and as impossible as the request was, he did not want
to ba discourteous.
Gibbons pushed his hat back on his high forehead.
«It*s nothing so hasty that it can't wait till you're done
with your vacation. Time enough then."
"There's something else too. Tou see, I'm not what
you would call a practicing architect."

•42"Tou mean you ain't got a license?"
Ohnmachtig laughed. "No, but I don't blame you for
wondering. I have all the documents, but the matter of
practising and non-practising—" he broke off, realizing
that what he wanted to say not only would make little
sense to the rancher, but made little sense to himself.
"What I should say is that I don't do much commission work
any longer."
"You retired then? You don't look old enough for
that," Gibbons said in his monotone. It was apparent to
the architect that no subtle explanation would serve, and
he was beginning to enjoy being cornered.
"Mo, I'm not retired.

Rather I should say--"

he broke off again and laughed. "Come have a drink with me,
and maybe I can say utoat I mean."

*

There were no stools so they stood elbow to elbow.
Gibbons ordered beer. "How i^at I mean is that I haven't
actually worked for about two years," he told the rancher.
"You've heard probably of a gentleman farmer. One might
say that I was a gentleman architect."
"You mean it's sort of a hobby with you?" He lifted
the bottle of beer and drained it without waiting for an
answer. Ohnmachtig waited until he was through.
"No, it's my profession."

Ohnmachtig continued to

enjoy the rancher's questions.
"Well, if you don't work at it, how come you call it
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your profession?^

His manner was patient, as though he

were certain he would understand if he persevered.
The impeachment in the question was genuine enough
to be imcorafortable for the architect, yet he admired the
other's directness. "Let's say I have been an architect.
Aren't there architects in Nalene who could do the work
for you?"
"There's a couple of them there," Gibbons said, "but
I always feel like they want to sell aie something." He
looked at the floor. "I can't even talk to them. I don't
know. I guess it don't matter one way or the other."
Along the bar a woman was quarreling drunkenly with
the bartender. "I'll tell you when I've had enough," she
said loudly, "then you tell me if I'm right, okay?"

The

architect recognized her as the girl with the skittish
horse he had seen at the rodeo, and reraembered that her
name was Gibbons.
"That sounds like my sister," Gibbons said without
seeming disturbed. "She drinks too much."
"If you like, you may visit me at the Double Deuce
Eanch. We can talk your idea through, and see if I can be
of help." Ohnmachtig regretted that he had no intention
of doing what Gibbons asked, but the hope he offered was
tentative and his eventual refusal would not be too serious
an hypocrisy. He wanted to talk with the rancher again.
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Qibbona frowatd slightly as if he were thinkiag
over the architect*s invitation. When a bottle broke
behind Ohnmachtig, the rancher took his hands from his
pockets and moved past the smaller man. «I»11 eoiae and
see you," he said over his shoulder.
Gibbons pushed through the crowd to his sister, who
had pillowed her head in her arras on the bar beside the
broken bottle, "Come on, Eddie,he said, sounding as
though he did not care whether she c®ie or not. The
architect could not hear what she said to her brother, but
he saw her get up from her stool. Gibbons* hand supporting
her under the arm. The two of them had their backs toward
Ohnmachtig as they went out. Gibbons a sambre, purposeful
figure, towering a foot above the blond girl, the man in
his gray coat and broad dark hat, the girl in a leather
jacket dyed green and trimmed with multi-colored fringe.
When the door closed behind the pair, Ohnmachtig
turned to the bar. It seemed to him as though the rancher
and his sister had never existed; moreover, that the events
of the rodeo the day before had never happened. He felt
as if it were all a kind of a play, an aimless, accidental
sort of draroa staged not for his sake, but in spite of him,
and that the persons of the drama, the people at the ranch
he had met and talked with, were phantoas which occupied
no space in the real world, whatever and wherever that was.
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hut only existed as acts of his awn imagination* Proa
this illusion the rancher separated hiisaelf as a figure
too substantial for the ghostly world of the architect's
proseceniuia*

"If you don't work at it, how come you call

it your profession?" he heard the rancher saying. In the
mirror across the bar, Ohnmachtig could see the smile on
his own face*
He drank the highball he had not intended to drink.
Mac was taking aoae of the guests back to the ranch, ao
Ohnmachtig left with them. Mac drove to the door of the
architect's cabin, and in the beam of the car's headlights,
he mounted to the porch and went inside.

Someone had

lighted his lamps for hiai.
Because his mind was not ready for sleep, he sat
for a time staring at the wall.

Then he rose, went to the

door and felt his way along the porch. He found a chair
and slid into it. The moon was perceptible to hia only as
a faint yellow stain on the perfect blackness, and the
sounds of the night, the rustlings, sighs, and songs, were
a coMfort#

He was aware of them for a while, and then

he knew nothing until he opened his eyes and saw that it
was dawn,, The meadow beyond the little stems that bounded
it was not in sunlight yet, but across the full width of
the valley the early light fell gantly on banks of fir trees.
He smelled the morning, tasted its dampness, felt its cold
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in his hon«s. He wondered, as ha got up painfully from
the chair, what it would be like to have no senses at all.

CHAPTER lY
Two days lat@r, Ohnmachtig sat after the noon m®al
on the porch of the dinlag hall with Mr, and Mrs. Wimpls.
He was there for two rsasoiisj first, he had aever talked
with an evangelist minister, which Wirople wasf and second.
Wimple, for all his shortcomings, was better than no
ccmpany at all. **I got the call, my friend,** Wimpl© had
said to the architsct at breakfast- the day before, *'when
I was taken up with the sinful, unthinking life, training
race horses in the daytime and playing the fiddle in
honky-tonk joints at night.«

The minister's speech had

a flat, nasal accent which Ohnmachtig identified as the
speech of an Oklahoman or a Texan.
The architect had spent the two days quietly, walking
in the woods during the day and sitting in his cabin at
night. The rancher had not turned up yet, and among the
guests he had found no on© vrtiose conpany he wanted to seek
out. The Count was too taken with attending his wife to
have time for the architect?

and Ohnmachtig felt that his

presence, as a person who knew Europe and its vanishing
nobility, was uncomfortable to the Count.
The conversation on the porch was failing. Ohnaachtig
remembered the remark about the minister's musical history
-47-
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and said that he himself was studying the Tiola.
"I don*t play the fiddle,® Wimple said earnestly,
"since I com© to the ministry#
who have less work to do#'*

I leave that to those

He made geometric patterns in

the air with his thin brown hands as he talked. "And music,

my friend, can be one of the disguises of Satan himself."
"I have heard," the architect said to keep things
moving, ^that Martin Luther said he saw no reason why the
devil should have all the good tunes."
The appeal to authority had little effect. "The
devil is wise in the ways of the world," Mimple said.
"Music is for those who aren*t taken up all the
time with God's work," Mrs. Wimple Joined in.

She spoke,

however, to her husband, not to the architect. She seldom
spoke directly to anyone but her husband. Though she was
Just slightly above medium height, her husband came only
to her shoiilder when they stood together. Ohnmachtig
wondered if Wimple had been a Jockey rather than a trainer.
Grebber Joined them on the porch.

He was the lawyer

who Count von Schlicht had said was an expert on Spinoza.
Ohnmachtig found out that Grebber knew who Spinoza was,
but the architect was afraid that further discussion of
the philosopher would have been embarrassing to both of them.
Grebber did not like the Wimples. "They want to be horsey
and Christy at the same time" he had said to the architect

-49after dinner the aight b@far@. "Horss linf-iaent and holy
•water don*t aiXi at least not for him. He^s just m Okie
wiio*s run onto a good thing."

Ohnmaehtig had te agree,

although Qrebber^s cynical manner mads his judgement
seem harsh and ©versiiBpls#
"I believa in mtisic for the oongregation, oh very
much," Wimple was saying eamogtly. "For our worship we
have a gospel band to play with the singing of hymns,
supported fey the frea-will offerings of the folk that
worship with us*"

His clos»-stt eyas, the color of nud,

still followed th« patterns he traced in the air»
•Qood afternoon, Wimpla, Mrs# Wimple,^ th® lawyer
said with hollow heartiness, "Good afternoon, Ohnmachtig."
Grabber smoked pipes earved in the shapes of headsi

an

Indian, a monk, a skull. Ohnmachtig noticerl that it waa
a witch this afternoon, with wild briar locks and red
jewels for eyes#

Hhe men returned Grebbsr's greeting, but

Mrs# WiMple sat silently and roeked#
"Any of you plannini; to quit our civilisation here
and ride up Blackman Canyon this aftemoont*

Gr^^bber asked.

"So," Wimple said, as if he were flattarad to find
someone interested in his plana, "bit wife and I are planning
to take our horses over the JuBips at th© lower end of the
pasture. They're too expensive to ride in the mountains."
Ohnraachtig said he didn*t think he would go, and the lawyer
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walked down the porch stairs.
"Good luck all," he said. "And take care of those
horses. Wimple. Iou*d have to work a long time to buy
another pair."
"Don*t worry. We've been on horses all our life,"
Wimple called happily, missing the thrust. Mrs. Wimple
muttered something under her breath.
The minister leaned back in his chair and looked
pensive. "I have thought, Mr. Ohnraachtig, that I might
soon join the Reformed Denomination. They have a man who
writes in the magazines and is an author of books. I
read every word he writes."
"Every week in the magazines and every day in the
papers. Reverend Wimple," the woman said.
"I am not a man vriio believes in denominations, for
didn't Christ Jesus found one church only?" he went on.
"But for us common folk their man has an understanding
voice for our problems to believe as Christ Jesus taught
the common folk to believe."
"He is probably very successful."

Ohnmachtig heard

a fly buzz past his head. The summer air lay still in the
hot sun.
"Oh, he is more than successful, for as it says the
things of this world are as dust to the world to come. He
speaks the word of Christ Jesus to ordinary, everyday folk
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in their everyday living, not just for worship on Sundays.
Like th© Testaroent says in Act XX, 19?

do you recollect

that scripture?"
«No, I*m afraid not."

Ohnmachtig imagined that

Wimple was about to speak to him in a language he would
not be able to understand.
"•Serving the Lord with all humility of mind,• says
The Acts of the Apostles, Chapter Twenty, Verse Nineteen,
*and with many tears and temptations, which befell me by
the lying in wait of the Jews.*"

He waved a thin hand in

the air. "That*3 the Apostle Paul talking."
"Here comes the boy with our horses," Mrs. Wimple
said, getting up quickly from her chair.
"Think of that verse, my friend," Wimple said as he
passed by Ohnmachtig*s chair. Wimple and his wife were
dressed alike in gabardine trousers and green turtle neck
sweaters, despite the heat. They walked down the stairs
and to their horses. Wimple taking two steps to his wife's
one.

They waved and were off. The fly buzzed around the

architect's head again, and he slapped at it listlessly.
After a few minutes of sitting alone, he got up and walked
through dry weeds toward the hills which flanked the mouth
of Blackman's Canyon.
The attempt to evaluate oneself all at once, to
assess the point and progress of one's life, mind, and
habits was something he had not done for many years, but

as h© walked that afternoofi he refiewed himself• He did
not regret that he held fate—his own individual destiny
and the destiny of the world at large—in something like
disrespect, which let hi© lire without the nagging of
ambition* When he was young, he dre»ed of fa^e and mused
about the company of the great, impatient for the time
when his accoffiplishments would give him the fomer and admit
hi® to the latter. He preferred not to be alone and would
even restlessly seek out companions he did not particularly
like to satisfy his hunger for talking and listening#
After his father died, his new"freedom let hi» dis
cover the delights of being alone. He travelled, and the
longing for fasse faded like a road in the distance to a
traveller looking back#

He had had mistresses, but when he

stMBsed things up he felt he had been in love just twice.
Once he had loved a dark Austrian girl to whcm he became
engaged*

One day she failed to keep an appointment with him.

That evening, he searched everywhere for her, and the next
morning he called the police*

She had vanished.

A month

later she wrote him a letter frcm Eussia, which he did
not answer. The delight of being alone had become the
power to be alone, and though he thought of her fro® time
to time, the name Ingeborg was one he could hear without
involuntarily thinking of the girl he had loved. The second
woman was the wife of a friend, to whwi he had never declared
himself.

Almost before he knew it, his was a life that did
not include the love of a woman.

He had the time and

deaire to find love, but the thing he expected—the kind
of relationship he would have had to have—eluded him.
Prom his relationships with his mistresses he did not
expect love and after a time he ceased to hope for it there.
During the last two years, sudden frights seized him that
he would go to his grave unloved and unloving; the fears
were as sharp as premonitions of death itself.
As an artist, he acknowledged to himself and to
others that, in effect, he had produced nothing.

He wrote

in his journals that at times he felt like a William of
Sens set down in the twentieth century, that he was certain
ha could have designed and built a Gothic cathedral*

At

the same time he recognized that he was too fond of the past.
Medieval and renaissance Europe were familiar places to
himJ

he imagined he could walk the streets of the cities

of Europe in those eras and be surprised at nothing.

Never

theless, he considered his antiquarianism a fault, though
one which he would do nothing to correct#

He had nothing

to offer in place of the works of his contemporaries which
he found distasteful to him, ao he remained at the periphery
of the greatest of the fine arts.
Despite his resolve to stand apart from architecture
in his own age, he was sought out as a consultant because
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During the war years he had done some work as a naval
architect, his poor eyesight keeping hira from military
service. He had been a member of a naval coRimission which
had gone to Japan shortly after surrender to make a survey
of the progress of Japanese naval architecture.

The

buildings of Japan were a Joy to him, and he had gone back
to see them again. He was passing through the United States
to settle business affairs before he returned to Europe.
However, travel now meant less and leas to him as
he rushed from continent to continent alone. He had begun
to feel like a gadfly, not the Socratean sort, rather a
purposeless insect at the mercy of prevailing winds. Travel
seemed more frequently an unsuccessful scheme for putting
off the future to which he could not resign himself. In
certain moods he thought resignation the greatsat of all the
virtues; at other times, he wanted to rush at what was
left of life as though it were a body of water and he a
swimmer determined to cross it in triumph or sink.
His thoughts were in a limbo between those extremes
of peace and war when he ended his afternoon walk on a rocky
seat atop the north wall of the mouth of Blackman Canyon.
The party of guests were riding back from their excursion
and he gazed at them below.

As he watched, a large bird

flew soundlessly over the opposite wall of the canyon. He
assiimed it must be an eagle, or at any rate, a large hawk.

It hung there as if it were searching for something, and
then so suddenly that the act seemed involuntary, the bird
dropped along the wall into the canyon above the heads of
the riders. They were tired and rode staring ahead or at
the ground and did not see the swooping bird, or if they
saw, paid no attention.

With a shrug of its wings, the

bird drifted up Ohnmachtig's wall of the canyon.

Although

he sat still, it swerved away from hini before it got really
close and changed its trajectory to fly up the canyon
almost as though it had rebounded from a wall.

He could

not tell whether it had been an eagle or a hawk, or even
how large it was.
It would be dinnertime when he got back} the bell
on the dining hall called unmelodiously as he climbed down
the shallow slope of the canyon mouth facing the ranch.

He

did not try to account for the fact that he looked forward
to the meal with an eagerness out of proportion to his
hunger and his feelings about his fellow guests; his was
a sense of spontaneous prospect he had known as a child, he
was as excited as if he were flying with the grace and
ease of the lonely bird.

As he walked along the worn path

toward the busy dining hall, he would have said yes
enthusiastically to the bashful rancher with the drunken
sister, who wanted him to design a house. He was at the
edge of his isolation, faced away from the depths of it.

ready to take a step forward.

Kis exhilaration lasted

until he had stood for several minutes on the porch of
the dining hall among his fellow guests. There was no
way to turn what he felt into words; unspoken, it fell
away as he made and received stale sounds of greeting
among persons who have nothing to say to one another.

aHAPTSS V
Luther Gibbons resented habits in those he knew,
and even in those he did not know. This was an underground
resentment, and aa was the case with most of his likes and
dislikes, was apparent only to those who knew him well. He
was seldom at ©ass in dealing with others, and often when
he had personal traffic with the ranch hands, or sometimes
with members of his family, he felt as if he were meeting
the other person for the first time. Habits he thought of
as personal shortcuts vrtiich had been denied hira.
"Don't you remember?" his wife asked him after he
wondered at the breakfast table why she went to Nalene
every Thursday.
"•Why?* I said." He had finished his coffee and
held the cup cradled in his big hands.
"What kind of a question is that?" she wanted to
know. "The girls meet Thursday, so I go Thursday."
Marjorie Gibbons cleaned, trimmed, and painted her
fingernails every morning at breakfast. Now it was summer
time and she also painted her toenails at the table, though
she cleaned them elsewhere. He did not know where.
Gibbons and his wife faced each other across the
broad table in the breakfast kitchen, a minor dining room
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with bare white walls, located off the kitchen of the old
house. "Why does it have to be Thursday every week?" He
stood and looked down at her dark hair. He was a little
bit irritated, but his voice did not betray the fact as he
asked her questions in a flat, dispassionate way. She would
know the extent of his irritation, and would pay little
attention to it.
She concentrated on painting a toenail now, her
foot propped on a chair next to her own. "If it v^asn't
Thursday, it would be some other day. We have to meet the
same day every week, so we'll know what day to come."
Gibbons drew his brows together as he looked down
at his wife. "Your feet aren't very big," he said. He
often saw commonplace things in different relationships to
other things, in this case his wife's foot on the broad
seat of a chair.
"Thank you," she murmured without looking up.

She

and Luther had met while she was a student at the college
in Nalene.

He was a home-town playboy who drove a big

roadster.

Silently he had courted her, and after a year

or so, their future marriage was taken for granted by both
of them.

Once created, the marriage got along on some

affection and a great deal of inertia.
"Ilhen did Eddie get in this morning?" She looked up
at his bulk. "Did you bring her in?"

He watched her look
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away from him, lean back, and admire her painted nails.
Because he knew she did not expect an answer, he walked
out of the room, his boots banging on the floor.
He had to go out ansrway to see if he could catch
his brother Amos before Amos left. However, as Gibbons
walked under the wooden canopy that connected the south
porch of the house with the carriage shed, he could see
the tail of dust left by what he knew was his brother's
car racing east towards Lemington.

Amos would be back

soon enough, and if he was going to Lemington, he would not
need a rifle to use on the coyote that one of the ranch
hands had seen. By the time Luther had taken a rifle from
a pickup in the carriage shed, the dust was gone and he had
forgotten his brother. Looking straight ahead, he climbed
the hill to the west of the house.

A higher system of hills,

not visible from the ranch house, rose above the most
immediate hill, and he circled one of these higher hills.
He stopped now and then to see from which direction the
wind was blowing.
At length, he walked almost to the edge of a bluff,
then crawled awkwardly to its brink. Below was a pond fed
by a spring, hidden from the light wind, still and clear.
There was nothing stirring, but as he lay there with the
rifle in front of him, a jackrabbit came in starts from
the brush to drink. He shot it.
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Almost before the sound had fallen away in echoes,
he rose and climbed down. The rabbit*8 blood turned a
shallow plate of water red along the bank. In the water he
saw reflected the peaks of the Crazy Mountains. He re*membered, but not vividly, that his father had told him
that vrtien a person stood on these hills in back of the ranch
house, the only land he could see that the ranch did not
own or lease was the mountain range itself.
The memory he accepted indifferently, but the image
of the mountains, colored like lead in the water, made him
uneasy. He fired the rifle into the water. The ripples
made the image of the mountains dance. He threw a stone
the size of his head into the pond, and it calmed him to see
the mountains and the sky break into fra^ents of disconnected
color.

CHAPTER VI
As Luther Qibbona left» his place at the table in
the breakfast kitchen was taken by his sister Sdna,
wearing a house coat of turguoise-colored satin embroidered
with pink flowers#

She sluoped into the chair, squinting

her eyes against the scalding white refelctions of the
morning sun froa the painted walls. On the table was a
coffee cup, which she picked up to drink fr«®| when she
saw it was empty, she tossed it across the big table in
anger*

It fell to the floor with a sharp sound. She heard

her sister-in-law's voice.
•Margel" she called, then put her head in her arms.
In a moment, Marjorie Gibbons appeared from the
kitchen with a cup of coffee in one hand and a glass of
effervescent liquid in the other. "Qood morning, Edna,"
she said brightly as she put the cup and the glass on the
table.
The other raised her head, took the glass in her
hand, and despite her shakiness drank it down. »That*s
better," she said without conviction#
Marjorie put her freshly manicured hand on the
girl's shoulder. "Shall I tell Mrs. Laird to fix you
something to eat?"
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Edna cleared her throat in disgust# "Did Luther
hring in© home last night?"
The older woman nodded her head. She did not know
whether Luther had brought his sister home or not, but
she did not wish to adrpit she did not know. The behavior
of Luther's sister was an irritation Marjorie Gibbons tried
to turn into a contrasting background for her own accomplish
ments. She did not actively dislike Sddie. When the two
were alone, she was quite considerate of the younger woman's
feelings. Though she felt some sort of responsibility for
Eddie, and was in fact the wife of the girl's guardian,
she despaired of getting the girl to change her habits.
Cheerfully she administered bromides for Eddie's hangovers,
a job to vrtiich her conscience pricked her, and which was
quite intimate enough.
Marjorie Gibbons, aged thirty-four, was the alder
daughter of a political family in the state capital.

As

far back as she could reKember, her father—a round-faced
Irishman who drank sweet wine in his basement and whose
watch chain sagged with civic ornaments—had told her she
would get what she wanted if she learned to make advantages
of disadvantages.

When she was younger, this concept

fitted a great many things as she thought them over, but
as she grew older, she thought things over less often (she
had no gift of introspection) and had little need for the
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of it as she could.
Marjorie saw the coffee cup that her sister-in-law
had thrown and returned it to the table. Eddie put a
forefinger through the handle on the cup the other woman
had brought her.

She looked past Marjorie out the window.

The hot wash of light outside hurt her eyes. The landscape
she saw through the parted curtains was bleak and dry.
She shuddered at it. Sha imagined she could walk along her
line of sight forever and see nothing but sagebrush and
yellow range grass.
The older woman's dark hair was carefully arranged.
She pushed at it as she sat across from Eddie. **Is Bud
home?'*

Eddie asked her.
"He just left. I think Mrs. Laird said he was going

into Lemington." Marjorie was pleased every time her husband's
brother left the ranch, no matter how near his destination
or how short a time he stayed.

Amos, or Bud, was a dark,

coarse man several years younger than Luther, and so far
as she was concerned, unlike her husband in every respect.
Eddie looked more like Luther. She had light hair, almost
blond, which was long and now hung in tatters. Her features,
nose, cheekbones, and chin, were sharp, unlike either
brother's, her mouth was small and tight, and her cheeks
were unexpectedly heavy.
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Eddie's raind was still on Bud. "I wanted him to
ride me in to get my car."

She looked up at the clock to

see what time it was, but she could not focus her eyes
on it. She was a useless prisoner of her hangover, and
she hated her body for harboring such misery.
Shards of the night floated into her imagination.
"I remember Luther now," she said to the other, "coming
into The Corral, last night, this morning."
Marjorie patted the girl's hand absently, as she
might have petted a dog. "Just walked in," Eddie re
membered dully, "like he always does. I don't know what.
I don't think I said anything to him. Maybe hello. May
be I did >rtien he took me home. I think he was talking to
the gang from the Double Deuce."
Somewhere in the house, a door slammed. Eddie
started at the sound, then returned to her coffee. "Does
he come around looking for me?" she asked his wife. "I
can't make it out, what he's up to. He doesn't drink
enough to bother going in a place. Some nights he's there,
some nights he's not. I wish he'd make up his mind. May
be it keeps him busy, but I don't need him running along
after me like a dog."
Eddie fell silent. Marjorie Gibbons took advantage
of the lull to excuse herself. The blackness of the coffee
the girl stared into was the color of the nights she fled
through as both hunter and hunted. She laid her head in
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her aras on the tabl©, miirmuring, "I sure as hell don't
need his help."
Edna Gibbons had invoked the god of her independence
before, had announced to anyone who had the smallest
opportunity to stand in her way that she was perfectly free
and would do just as she pleased^

She sought out the

company of men who wanted little to do with her, musicians
in cowboy orchestras, ranch hands, truck drivers. If
they showed signs of becG®ing attached to her, she dropped
them, because she wanted no encumbrance of any sort#

Some

nights she would sit apart from the crowd in a noisy bar,
sullen in the grip of some unspecified melancholy;

if

anyone tried to draw her out, she cursed him in anger, and
if he persisted, ahe went somewhere else. Other nights
she threw herself into the gaiety of a bar with an abandon
that lasted well past midnight, after which she became
belligerent. She lived solely for her nights in bars,
good or bad. Her debauchery hid from her the passage of
tiaej

she was scarcely aware of the change of seasons;

the first snow made her furious because she had not known
it was imminent. Her room in the big ranch house looked
as it had when she had been a high school girl except for
a litter of prizes she had won on punchboards; bronzed
statues of saddled horses two feet tall, plush pandas and
teddy bears, fishing reels, elongated black ceramic panthers
with planters in their backs, satin pillow covers printed
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with roses and verges# gilded baroque clocks, tins of
peanuts, huge solid belt buckles with a steer's head in
bas-relief, tooled and tinted wallets and purses, barome
ters, bakelite ash trays with chromiura horses rearing on
their edges, heart shaped boxes of candy, small radio
receivers with cases of ivory plastic, drinking glasses
bearing decal nudes, cartons of shotgun shells, quarts of
eau-de-cologne, bowling pin whiskey decanters, and so on.
In the dark rain forest of her life, there was one thing
that kept forcing its way to her attention as if it were
an unrecognized growling in the underbrush. An old man in
Lemington, a retired merchant seaman, had told her one
night that there were only two places her life could lead
her tos

the foot of the cross or the muzale end of a

pistol. She hated him for his alternatives.
After her mother died, Edna had been reared by an
aunt who lived in a small Wyoming town. One Saturday, the
aunt became a Seventh Day Adventist under circumstances
never ex^jlained to her relatives. Within a month, she had
sent Edna, then twelve, to Welltown Academy, a school run
by the church in a town to the south. Edna took things as
they cameJ

the escapes during spring, summer, and fall

of the first year were exciting enough.

Sometimes with a

friend, and sometimes alone, she climbed to the conical
roof of a water tower and laughed at the sleeping school
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below. During the second summer, she was fourteen and
always aneaked out albn®. There was an Army Air Corps base
nearby, and she found the company of young men from places
she had never heard of a revelation. She became engaged
to one after a simple ceremony in the back seat of a car.
The engagement did not last, but the backseat did, and the
next year she bought a ticket home*

She had something in

the way of a home then, since her brother and his wife were
living at the ranch.
Luther did not seem surprised to see her, and listened
with his chin in his hand to her complaints about the school.
Marjorie Gibbons wrote a letter to the aunt, suggesting
that it would be a good idea for Edna to go to school in
Nalene and live at the ranch, of which she would get a share
when she was twenty-five. The aunt protested, but Edna
stayed.
She matriculated at Adams County High School, and was
graduated without enthusiasm or difficulty a year and a
half later. She drove her own car to school, and had little
to do with students of rich parents, or any students, for
that matter.

She was used to older men.

An hour after she was graduated, she and a rodeo
calfroper from Oklahoma were driving in her car to a little
town at the edge of Yellowstone Park to be married. She
had told a girlfriend what she was going to do; and when
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Karjorie Gibbons missed her sister-in-law after the gradu
ation ceremony, the girlfriend was questioned. She confessed
her knowledge, and Marjorie told her husband. He looked as
though he hadn*t understood, but he led his wife to their
car and drove not to the ranch, but toward the goal of the
elopement. The bridal pair had stopped overnight along
the way, so Marjorie Gibbons woke up the Justice of the
Peace for nothing. The next morning the four of them met
in the Justice*s chaabers. Luther, without prompting, said
he didn't think the marriage was a good idea.

The groom had

not had much sleep, and he swore c-t them all. Gibbons paid
little attention to the oaths, but the Justice of the Peace
said any language like that had to be taken outside.
"I don*t need your help," Eddie had said when she
found Luther and his wife waiting for them. But she said
nothing as they walked outside.

The groom offered to fight

Luther, and struck the first blow with a loud yell. He had
told Eddie that he was part Cherokee Indian.
Luther held the calfroper away with one hand and
knocked him down with the other. He was a big man, but he
had to knock the smaller man down twice.
The women got into Luther*s car, while the winner
helped the double loser to his feet. The rancher gave the
man money to go home, or vrtierever he wished. He wrote Edna
a letter a week later from Spearfish, South Dakota, saying
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he would send for her. His writing and spelling were so
bad that she was never quite sure where he was going to
send for her, but that was the last she heard. She had
not cared particularly by the time she got home*
Gibbons did not try to manage his sister's affairs
after that# "She's old enough to make her own fool out
of herself," he said to his wife, "and I'm old enough not
to make a fool out of me trying to stop her."
Eddie was finishing her coffee when Luther came into
the breakfast kitchen, still carrying the rifle. He put
the weapon against the wall and the cartridges on the
window sill, glanced at Eddie without a greeting, and
turned back to the window.
"I wanted Bud to go in with me and get my car. To
The Corral,'* she said to him.
"Bud's gone to Lemington," he answered her.
"How about you?"

She rubbed her head along the temple.

"I'll be pretty tied up."

He could not bring himself

to pay attention. The bleak range outside the window had
him hypnotized#

He felt a wave of weariness, but he did

not move from the window to sit down.
"lour car," he told her after a moment, "needs worked
on. The clutch chatters."
"I got to get it first," she said impatiently.
"So I sent two of the boys to get it," he went on,
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as if she had not spoken. "You can use th© station wagon.*
"Iftiyn't you say so?"

She got up from her chair,

put her hands on the table for balance, then walked
unsteadily from the room#
He had no answer#

Out the window, the sunburned

range waa all his, clear to the broken blue and gray of
the peaceful mountains#

He would trade it all—e^ery cow,

rock, and blade of hot grass—for something, if there
were anything he wanted in its place.

CHAPTER VII
Because his pitch was still faulty, Ohnmaehtig had
to tune hia viola with a tuning fork. He had been playing
the instrument more than two years, long enough for him
to master certain technical problems sufficiently so that
in playing he might listen to the music and not worry
about the notes*

After he set up his music to take best

advantage of the window light, he glanced around the empty
room, placed the fiddle under his chin, raised his bow,
and began a sonata. Gradually the music made a special
reality for him; he walked through the dim green hills of
dead time, hills still in the orange light of old oil
paintings, toward meadows rising and falling with the wind's
touch on their grasses and flowers, between the mossy
bank of a ruined wall and the joy of a falling brook. The
landscape was the print of history in his nerves, a polypho
ny of what he knew against what he could only guess at,
his own perfect game of beauty played with glass beads.
The dentist and his handsome family in their nearby
cabin rdght have heard the music, but they did not look
up from their magazines.

On higher ground in back of the

cabins, two deer standing in a poplar thicket must have
heard the music.

Now it was lost in the wind; now the
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wind was still, and the music pushed through the trees.
Luther Qibbons heard it as he came along a path
below the high ground, winding among fir trees#

He was not

prepared to hear music there, and when the wind*8 hissing
in the trees grew louder, he thought he had imagined the
music#

But when he came into a clearing where the cabins

ifere, he heard it unmiatakablyj

and he had the peculiar

feeling that he was following it. He could tell the music
was not coming from the first cabin, but that was not the
one he was looking for. He did not want to come on the
source of the music; it was as though he had heard the
sounds of a qtiarrel behind one of several doors, through
one of which he must go. The second was not the right
cabin either, so he had no choice but to be piped on. He
did not pause in front of the architect's cabin, but
walked up and knocked until the music stopped and a voice
called from inside.
Standing on the threshold of the cabin. Gibbons saw
the architect sitting in the silence of the vanished music
with the fiddle in his hand, seeming more foreign and
incomprehensible in that moment than the little dark
Mexicans, singing God knows what in the summer twilight
along the streets of Lemington. Nevertheless, he forged
ahead with his business.
come to see you about the house," Gibbons said
with a puffing sound, as he sat down on the couch.
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•»0f course,** Ohnsiachtig said,
come."

glad you could

Again the architect seemed to see both strangeness

and familiarity in the rancher's face, in the mild blue
eyes beneath the heavy brows, the straight, broad nose above
the rather long upper lip, the round, solid jaw»
"Well, like I said before, she told me you was an
architect, so I asked you,^
"On the spur of the moment?" Ohnmachtig asked.
The rancher drew his brows together as if he didn't
think that was the vray it had happened, "No, I had it on
ray mind for a long spell. I'd nosed around here and there
to see what was what, but I didn't feel right with those
fellows in Nalene."
"In Nalene?"
"The architects there. I forget their names. I
couldn't talk to them about it. I don't know." Gibbons
tried to express himself with his hands, but after a few
ineffectual movements back and forth, they fell to his
sides*
"lou know nothing about lae," the architect insisted.
"They said yoii was an architect, from Vermont or
somewhere like that."

Th© two men sat facing one another,

Ohnmachtig in a straight chair with his viola in his lap,
his music stand pushed aside so he could see the rancher on
the couch. Gibbons' broad shoulders hid from view the whole
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right horn of the quilted steer on the couch's back cushion.
•*1 have a friend in Vermont whose address I use when
I*m in the United States, but I have no permanent address,'*
"Ain't you an American?"

Gibbons asked with a

puzzled expression.
••Ifea. I was born in Wisconsin. But you see, I've
spent a great deal of ray life travelling."
Gibbons suddenly looked attentive. "Where*ve you
been?" he asked.
The other lauded. "Excuse me," he said, "but no
one ever asked me that question in quite that way, not that
it's a poor question. Well, I've had twenty-five years or
more to travel, so one might say that I've been just about
everywhere."
Gibbons also laughed. "I was just wondering. I've
always had the money to go anywhere I felt like it, but I
never went anywhere much. I reckon I didn't have the time.
I just wondered where there was to go." He crossed his
legs and held the instep of one big boot with his hand.
"But I'd rather talk about the house."
"Yet you know nothing about me," Ohnmachtig said
again. "I'm just a stranger here, an American who doesn't
even live in America."
The rancher shrugged with resignation. "Maybe I
don't know anything about you. Maybe that's the point.
Maybe it's because you don't come frtxn these parts. Some
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times a man will go a thousand miles to get a bull no
different than on® ten miles away. Just to get new blood."
"I may not be the strain you want. You remember I
told you I hadn't worked for some years now.** He felt
somehow flattered at the analogy.
"You said you wasn't retired.

Are you able to work?"

The rancher said the last quite gently.
"No, I'm not retired. I should work if I wanted
to."

He meant his ton® of voice to reassure the other man.

He moved his head to one side, and his pale hand tightened
around the dark neck of the fiddle as if he were going to
play. Outside, he had heard wind sweeping through the fir
trees. That morning he had walked through the trees and
heard the wind, sounding as it had everywhere in the world
he had heard it. But here the forests were different, the
trees appeared to be rooted in a desert not tamed to their
nourishment, waiting to r\ile the land again with rocks and
sand. There were some beautiful meadows, yet in certain
places where he expected meadows were washed-out waste
spaces covered with patches of dead weeds the color of clay.
For a moment, he wanted to run away frcan it, to turn his
back on an unknown wilderness in favor of any known one.
The sound of the rancher's steady, almost monotonous voice
reassured him.
"I still want you to draw me plans for a house,"
Gibbons bore on. "I'll pay whatever it costs."

The big
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man leaned forward and rested his elbows on his knees.
Ohnmachtig forced his frightening reverie out of
his mind. "What is more, I don't have any notion of what
you want. Juat wanting a house is like Just wanting a
horse."
"Some fellows might want a horse like that. Just a
horse without any label on it. Their minds wouldn't be
made up if they hankered after a Belgian stud or a Shetland
mare. They'd want to see ^riiat was on the market, what the
other fellow had. Maybe they had some extra hay they
couldn't load onto no one."
"They would know whether they wanted a horse to pull
a plow or a horse to ride."

Ohnmachtig indicated the

alternatives with gestures to the right and left.
Gibbons smiled. "I figure I want a house to live
in, not a barn for the cows. I got a first class barn."
"Do you want a cottage or a castle?"
"Well, all my life I lived in a big place. I don't
reckon I'd feel right in one of those small places now.
Anyway, we got too much money for a small place. I got no
idea what it would look like from the outside. Look,"
he said, giving up his patience at the limits of his
ability to speak abstractly, "you draw up plans for a big
place. Tou know vrtiat a big house ought to look like. You
rnust've seen plenty of them in your time." He drew a
breath deeply.
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"You want what you might call a mansion, something
on that scale?**
"A man raight call it that. I wouldn't, because I
already live in a mansion and I want to get shut of it.
I'm pretty well off,** he said earnestly. '•I'll pay
whatever it costs."
Ohnmachtig waved his hand to dismiss the cost.
"Maybe if you'd come to the ranch and see," Gibbons
said rather timidly.
"Come?"
"Come to the ranch a few days."
"Then tell you what I think you want and whether I
shall draw it."

If he played the viola, the scene would

dissolve, the clumsy man and his clmsier problem, his
formless house, would disappear and the perfect world of
music would rise up again.

Scattered sunong trees, sitting

on porches, riding horses on narrow trails, pitching horse
shoes, wanting nothing or everything, his imperfect fellow
guests would vanish too.

The temptation was like a land

fall to a foundering ship. But seated in the world of
the cabin with its varnished walls, looking at him anxious
ly, Gibbons sailed. Ohnmachtig had not paid much attention
to the rancher's smile; the expression did not seem
particularly suited to Gibbons' face, it seemed almost an
act of bravery.

The architect nearly started at the smile.

as thoiigh it had been a menacing gesture, but instead he
bent over and put his viola in its case.
"My wife would be pleased to have the company,'*
Gibbons said, bending forward anxiously.
"The house would be on the site of the old one?"
"I don*t know. ScMnewhere around there. There's
lots of room."

The rancher niade a permissive gesture.

Now Ohnmachtig smiled. "A blank check, then?"

"I want you to sell me just a horse," the other
said, but not as a joke. Gibbons leaned back and looked
around the room for the first time, feeling a rare moment
of satisfaction at the way things were getting settled.
He could not forget how foreign the architect was, how false
the man*s careful speech seemed, but he was no longer
bothered by his feeling. It was as though he had found a
strange coin which he could not decipher or identify, but
which promised to have considerable value.
As Ohnmachtig rose from his chair, his fear nagged
at him, chided him for throwing himself into something
which could have no reward, among people with whom he had
nothing in common. In spite of it, he smiled again, and
walked across the rough boards to the couch, where he shook
the rancher's hard hand.

CHAPTER VIII
From the east, the house looked startlingly like
Mont St. Michel seen across the tide flats of the Horraan
coast. The house was visible from the east for two or
three miles| and as they cara© closer, the Gothic illusion
faded and finally vanished. Except for the ground floor—
which was bound on all aides by a roofed porch—the house
looked as though it had been designed by a committee of
architects working without a chairman, each member of
which had a commission to infect the upper parts with some
thing;

one dormers, another windows and skylights, a third

gables, a fourth chimneys, a fifth weather vanes, a sixth
cupolas and lanterns. Perhaps later someone had tried to
make the competition one piece, for eveiything above the
porch was covered with scalloped shingles and a coat of
representative brown paint.
They stood together at the foot of the monument, the
rancher and his hat towering above the bare-headed arch
itect. Gibbons face was non-committal as he told the other
that this was the house he wanted to be rid of; his
features were perfectly in place.

Without looking at the

architect, he said absently, "I couldn't get any use out
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of all of that if I was to plant it all to grass and ran
sheep in the bedrooras and goats on the roof.
For an instant, Ohnisfachtig stood looking at the
house in silence, then burst into laughter.

When th©

architect laughed. Gibbons realized what h@ had said and
began to laugh too, shyly at first, then without restraint#
"I should keep it and run goats in it," Gibbons
gasped, wrapping one arm around a newel post of th© porch
stairs.
The architect leaned against the ooher post, and
as their laughter died, he said, "Pujitp it full of water
and raise ^ales in it.'*

They both burst out again.

nwe ijot two doaen bedrooms," the rancher said, "and
you could put a bowling alley in some of thera."

They were

not used to ao much laushing, and it soon took their wind.
They leaned against their posts and breathed heavily.
Looking up at the house, the architect was reminded
of a Victorian resort hotel, girdled with an orchard of
wicker chairs for ancient youths and their nervous ladies
Tio sit in on the porch, to enjoy the outdoors roofed over.
Together they walked up the front stairs to a pair of
identical doors panelled in thick frosted glass, above
which was a transom of colored glass set with decorative
quarrels that looked like the bottoms of bottles. The
doors were of equal importance, and inside were separated
by a formidable walnut coat tree from which branched coat

pegs tipped with brass rosebuds. Be«ches along the dark
wainscoting of the entrance hall made the hall look like
a waiting room.

AboTe the wood to the gilded Moulding

and across it to the ceiling stretched an acre of calciB5iae»

Three cold clusters of crystal grapes hung fro®

the ceiling on brass chains interwoven with light cord.
The far end ©f the entrance hall was identical with
the one they had come through. The doors at the far end
were open, and through then he saw a marble staircase
shaped like a fat lyre#

Gibbons led th© way as they walked

without a sound across the rug, but as they entered the
room around the staircase their footsteps echoed loudly.
"This is th© reception hall,** Gibbons said. '«That*s
what Oncle Harlan says it was called. 1 don't find any
thing to do with it.**

An oak bannister followed the

shape of the staircase, and at the top formed the balcony
railing for rooms on the second floor, the doors of which
he could not make out in the glocos.
couldn't keep this place war® in winter if I
was to bum the house down around it." They laughed again,
and the sound of their laug&ter reverberated from the
floors and walls until it seemed a hundred nen were laughing.
"I'd store potatoes in it except they'd freeze." Gibbons
said, and their echoing laughter rang again.
Two skylights, set obliquely in the roof toward the
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irontt l«t soffl® light in on the gray marble of the
ataira, but left the balconies dark#

"It's twenty-four

feet to the ceiling," Qibbons said as he walked around
the staircase and through a hall behind. Yelvet-draped
windows at the ends of two alcoves set on each side of
the rooffi admitted the only other daylight. Every six
feet or so along the walla an orange light bulb sat in
a baass candelabrm like a drop of curded fire. Giltframed mirrors hung over thin-legged oval tables between
the candelabra.

At the foot of the staircase was laid

the only rug in the room, its jpersian spinnings, angles
and patterns a dispossessed and alien show at the edge
of the marble stairs, under the heavy plaster and Western
gilt of the ceiling, the fragmented crystal of the
chandelier.

Ohnaiachtig stood on the rug and peered down

through bis glasses at its intricacies, until he looked
up and realized that the rancher was not in the room. He
stepped off the rug and looked around in confusion.
"I lost track of you,** said Qibbons, reappearing.
"It*« Biy fault. I stopped to look around,"
Ohnmachtig said. He saw two woman materialise in the dim
li»ht behind Gibbons.
"Help yourself," Gibbons said, stepping aside. "I»d
like to have you meet Mrs, laird and Lorene. This is Mr.

Ohnmachtig, the architect."
They exchanged greetings. From their whit© aprons,
Ohnmachtig guessed them to be servants.

He cottld tell

rery little about them in the light, except that Mrs.
Laird was short and elderly.

Lorene had dark hairj he

was afraid he might not recognize her when he saw her again.
Mrs. Laird, who was nearer, fingered a knot of hair at the
baek of her head and tilted her head down to look at the
architect through what he judged must have been the upper
lensea of her bifocals.
"I'll have one of the boys bring in his bags," Mrs.
Laird said, moving off across the reception hall at a brisk
pace. Dark-haired Lorene drifted back into the darkness
she had walked out of.
The architect heard other footsteps. It was Gibbons*
wife Marjorie, who took charge of the guest at once. Luther
left to move his car back to the carriage shed. Marjorie
Gibbons led the way through the house to the south porch,
where, in the sunlight, Ohnmachtig saw her clearly. She
was carefully groomed in a summer frock. Her brown hair
was short, her lips moved vigorously as she talked, and
her teeth were very regular and startling white.
"Tou have caught us just the day before cleaning,"
she told him. "Every two weeks we have three ladies in
from Lemington to help our two with the cleaning. I'm
afraid your room may be a little dusty until tomorrow."

—Sif«»
He protested, and sh@ said,
mind»"

sure you don't

The blue of her dress mad® her eyes take on the

same vivid saturation. He thought her an extraordinarily
pretty woman, delicate, with fine bones and the grace of
a dancer; although they had exchanged but a few sentences,
he felt that it was the qualities of prettiness aad grace
which she cultivated to the exclusion of anything else,
"Luther told me this morning," she said as they
walked around the house on the porch, "that he had finally
made the decision to build a new house. We had talked
about it off and on for years, but this morning was the
first I knew he had decided." He wondered at the apparent
lack of confidence between Gibbons and his wife.
"He asked rae to visit him a few days—"
"We're so glad you could come—"
"To see if I would be interested in taking his
commission to design a house. I told him that I haven't
worked for some time now. I spend most of my time—"

He

stopped in confusion.
"I hope so," she said, smiling vacantly.
They walked silently for a few steps, and he said,
"This is quite an unusual house. If you will forgive me,
I was reminded of a hotel when I came up in front."
"It is far too big," she said seriously. "But we
have kept it all up, because if we didn't, why we just
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couldln*t live in it at all.

There are only five of us

here ia all this, three besides Luther and I: sister
Edna and brother Amos, w© all call Bud, and Luther's
Uncle Harlan•»
Far down the porch, the architect saw an old man
in a large hat who might be Uncle Harlan.

Thg old man

seemed unbelievably far off, as though he were being seen
through a miniscope, as distant as the rugged peaks of
the mountain.
«»You caiae here just before the cleaning ladies,"
Marjorie Gibbons said, breaking off as if she remembered
she had already told her guest about that.

CHAPTSl IX
On his way back from a walk the next raorriing,
Ohnmachtig m©t Luther's uncle John Harlan by the carriage
shed#

The old roan hailed him, and th© architect walked

across the yard bordered by the outbuildings to stand
with him in one of the six massive doorways of the shed,
which was a kind of barn itself in size, connected with
the house by means of an eighty*foot canopied boardwalk
causeway, one end of which sprung fr<MB the south porch
of the house, the other from a porch in the near flank of
the shed.
John Harlan Gibbons wore his broad-brimmed brown
hat with the high crown that the architect had noticed
the day before, a flannel shirt with a woolen vest un
buttoned, and a pair of black trousers held up by galluses.
His smile of welcome drew in his brows and raised the
puffy flesh above his cheeck-bones to such an extent that
his eyes were slits. "Good morning to you, my friend,"
he called.
Ohnmachtig had noticed at breakfast that he was John
Harlan's friend on the strength of their meeting at dinner
the night before. "Good morning, Mr. Gibbons."

-g?»lTncle John, to everybody around here#

I noticed

you Wias looking over the barn. It*a not the prettiest
barn around being made of rock and all, but it'll be
standing there a long time after most of them is kindling
wood.

And there's a story how that barn come to be here."

He put the stump of a cigar in his mouth and lit it with
a wooden »atch.
"Indsedt"

the architect asked.

"When Daddy, that's my father, first took a section
homestead here he built him a wooden bam, little bit of
a thing. Well, this lasted him through hard times, but hs
figured when things got a little better he'd build himself
another and keep the littl© one.

About that time the rail

road was coming through, and one day a prairie fire come
up and looked like it was going to burn out the house and
everything. Well, Daddy figured the railroad had set it,
ao ha saddled him a horse and run over to find a crew to
help him fight it."
sRioke#

The old man coughed out soroe cigar

Ohnmachtig wiped his forehead with a handkerchief.

It was beginning to get hot.
«¥ell. Daddy got his crew all right. They took wet
sacks and shovels and some of them plowed a atrip so's the
fir© couldn't get to the house. Well it come and got
the barn before they got it stopped.

Afterwards all them

railroad hands started to go back, except one of them, a

big, tall Dutchman with feet broad as a horse trough. He
just stood there in the yard and looked at the burned
barn. The others*d got pretty far off tiifcen Daddy saw
this big Dutchman still standing there, so he run out and
tried to talk with him.

All the big fellow would say was

*IJe English,* then he*d point to the burned up barn, bend
down and act like he was shoveling coal." The old man
took his cigar from his mouth, looked at the other, and
chuckled »
"Baddy did this two or three times but this was
all the big Dutchman would do. Finally, Daddy saddled him
another horse, maybe it was the same one he hadn*t un
saddled, and took out after the railroad foreman. 'What^d
you leave one of your men behind for?' Daddy asked him.
•Didn't know I did,* he said, and come back with Daddy.
There he was, still standing looking at the bam. He was
maybe seven-feet tall, feet as big as sacks full of feed,
like I said.

*There he is,* Baddy says, *take the son of

a bitch with you,* so the foreman went over and talked
some Dutch to him. 'He won*t go,* the foreman says, *he
says he wants to stay here and build a new barn.*
Daddy says, *whyn*t the son of a bitch say so?*
built the barn.

*W@11,*

So he

Daddy had figured on a good-sized wooden

barn, but the Dutchman didn't speak no English, so he went
ahead and built a stone barn. He*d seen some good rock

-S9just befor® the railroad come into Lemington, and he got
a hold of that, hauled it her® in wagons, and laid it
himself
Earlier, Ohnmachtig had walked around the barn to
see it frcHB each side. It was more than two-hundred feet
long and almost a hundred wide, with a cedar-shingled
mansard roof into which were set four hay-loading donaers,
two on each side#

The rough-quarried stones were light

gray, and as he had watched the play of shadows and
delicate morning light on them, he had thought that texture
more nearly like the essential beauty of things than any
fine cloth stitched up in close air by candlelight, any
frame of pi^ents in oil.

As the old man talked, Ohnmachtig

stared at the barn's wall in shadow; the old raan's voice
seemed to come to him from a great distance. Then he saw
Luther coming across the barnyard with a man he judged to
be Luther's brother Amos.
John Harlan had started another anecdote, this one
concerned with the trials of the winter of 191^ and 1919.
Luther and Araos came into the shed, the shorter brother
walking first. When the old man saw Amos, he broke off
his winter's tale and stalked away through the door toward
the house without acknowledging either of his nephews.
Amos had not been at dinner or breakfast, so the architect
had not been introduced.
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«This here is my brother Amos," Luther said from
behind, "but we all call him Bud#"
Ohnmaehtig shook the thick hand. "How d'you do?"
Amos laid rather loudly.
«I got to get over to the garage,** Luther said as
he went out the door of the shed, toos had turned before
Luther was out the door.
"Just a minute," Mos said to the architect; he
walked to the door. »Catch that goddam mare,** he shouted
to someone Ohnmachtig could not see.

®Well, run her back

the other wayl** he shouted again, moving out the door and
across the yard.
The architect waited a moment to see if Amos was
going to return. Then he went the way that the old man
had gone, but turning towards the hill west of the house.
He cut himself a staff from a willow bush, which was not
of much use to hira because it was too flexible. But with
it in his hand, he trudged up the hill, a pal© pilgrim in
a tweed coat.
He was out of breath when he reached a meadow at
the top of the lower hill and he sat on a rock, an island
in the meadow's grass, to catch his breath. The meadow
was a rough oval with a northeast-southwest axis, perhaps
two hundred yards long and alraoat a hundred wide. It was
early evening, and already the sun had gone behind the
higher hills, leaving the meadcw in shadow, but when the
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archltect reached the southwtst end of the iieadow, he
could see the low ridge of bluffs and hills to the west
behind %ihich the sun would set#
Ohnmachtig put down his flimsy staff in the grass
and took out a notebook and pencil. The southwest end of
the meadow was some thirty feet higher than the middle,
and after he sketched and wrote in the notebook for a few
minutes, he strode down the incline, looking around like
a scout, to the laiddl© of the meadow. Then he paced back
and forth from quarter to quarter of the oval, stopping
now and again in the thick grass that came to the knees
of his khaki pants to peer at the topography uncertainly
through his thick glasses.
Ohnmachtig looked for his staff when he put his note
book away in the pocket of his coat, but after a minute of
pushing away the grass with his hands, he gave up and went
jogging again down the incline, following through the grass
the trampled path of his earlier trip. At the brow of the
hill in the middle of the meadow, he stopped, took off his
glasses and with a handkerchief carefully wiped them before
he studied the panorama.
Perhaps four-hundred yards below, the house with its
green yard squared inside an iron fence was a geometric
oasis on the border of the desert range. Patches of weeds
and grass skirted the outbuildings and the barn, and behind
the bam were several acres of irrigated pasture in which
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hories of many colors were grazing. The roads aiaoiig the
buildings and the road north to the highway seemed to be
almost the sa®@ dusty yellow color as the prairie, re
cognizable chiefly by their texture and pattern.

Toward

the mountains, i^ich ha thought must b© at least twenty
miles away, the land began to drop out of sight to rise
again in ridges and hills, at last forming a series of
foot hills.
Ohnmachtig atood with his arms folded at the edge
of the meadow, motionless. His dark eyes behind their
crystals moved from side to side, and occasionally his
head changed its inclination. On the range, he thought he
saw big herds of cattle grazing. The river to the south
east was barely visible as a silver thread twisted into
the base of higher ground on the opposite bank, ten miles
or so away at its nearest point.

The blue-grey heights of

the mountains dropped off into the buff-colored foothills
east and slightly south. He shaded his face with one
hand, though there was no sunlight in his eyes, and looked
for a gap where the river must flow between the foothills
and the bluffs on the farther bank, but he could find none.
The shrill cadenza of a meadowlark brought his
attention back to the meadow behind hi®, and turning, he
walked away from the edge into the cool grass. There was
a suggestion of a smile on his whitish lips. He had built
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through its windows what he had just seen.
H© was pleased with the world he had seen from the
hill, pleased with the meadow in which the house would
stand, but he knew nothing he had seen there, or felt there,
had decided him. Ifhatever had happened took place before
he had seen the ranch| he could not fix his change of
mind precisely, but as he studied his decision walking
down the hill, he thought of two things: the rancher in
the bar saying, "If you don't work at it," and the smile
he had seen on the rancher's face in the cabin, the smile
that seemed an act of bravery which Ohnmachtig traced
back in time to a winter night in Germany, to an unknown
face in the light of a shopwindow.
He would wait, though, to speak of his decision,
for in the house below the hill there might be obstacles
which he could not overcome, obstacles which would make
his entry into this new world impossible, which might
make him change his mind about his downgoing, as it had
been changed before in favor of the high cell of the eremite.

CHAPTEE X
Before breakfast the next morning, the architect
took a walk around the house and bam and through the
pastures, considering his position. He had used what
remained of the previous day after he returned from the
hill west of the house to discover and weigh the obstacles
to his accepting Gibbon's coiamission. Frora what he could
learn by talking to Luther, without approaching the subject
directly, Marjorie Gibbons was in favor of a new house,
Edna would be indifferent, and Amos probably opposed. It
apparently did not occur to luther to take his uncle's
feelings into account. However, Ohnmachtig had gueased
what the old man's reaction would be, though John Harlan
had said nothing that bore directly on the architect's
presence} at mealtimes, nothing had been said about
Luther's offer to the architect; the architect was merely
a guest. Sensing that the ranch was more important as a
symbol, as the legend of the old man's blood, to John
Harlan than it was to Luther, Ohnmachtig had wondered at
the old man's lack of curiosity at what an architect might
do in the holy place, until he realized that no one had
told the old man why he was here.
The day before, John Harlan had been friendly; now
-94-
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it was as if a door he had once smn standing open had
been shut and locked. The two of them faced one another
in a broad hallway that connected the reception hall to
the dining kitchen, the old man standing by the window
where Ohnmachtig had passed him half an hour before on
the way to his walk, the architect sitting on a brasacolored bench of carved oak,
'•They knew how to build houses when this one was
built," the old man said off-handedly»
The architect agreed by nodding his head, guessing
that the other had decided why he was here and was looking
for confinflation*
"Of coursei you architect fellows know more about

that than I do*

My specialty was business and the law,

but I paid some attention to building#
days, when there wasn't no architects."

Had to in those
Though Luther had

said nothing about his uncle and ths house, he had mentioned
that the old man had studied law by correspondence and had
passed the bar. But Luther iraagined the paper work had
bored hira, for John Harlan had spent his life as a clerk
and partner in a dry goods store. He was a well dressed
man who would talk to anyone, and who Luther said referred
to anyone he had met as hia friend.
It was silent in the house though the sun was well
up. "Tou plan to make sonie changes on the placet"
man went on, still holding to his casual ton®.

the old
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nephew wanta me to design a new house.*'
The look on the old man*s face tried to reflect
more thoughtfulness than surprise, but behind the attempt
at diplomacy the architect sensed the helpless outrage of
a defendant who wakes suddenly to realize tha trial is
oTer, "Is that so?" He looked out the window for a moment,
then turned back to the other.
•^liJhat'® he aim to do with this place?"

The question

was asked in a low voice, as if -John Harlan were afraid
the sound of it would wike the sleepera.
"Tear it down, I should imagine," the architect
said quietly.
The old man wanted to be incredulous. "This place?
r

Tear down this place?" He put his hand on the windowsill
in the sunlight to illustrate; the hand was gray and
purple in the light, spotted with brown. "I guess not,
I guess not I"
Ohmiachtig spread his hand out in a gesture of help
lessness, saying, "I'ra afraid that is what he has in mind."
He would have liked to corafort the old man, but he had no
idea how to begin or what to say.
John Harlan began to redden with anger. "He don't
care a hoot for the ranch, never did. He don*t say it, but
I know.

None of theK give a tinker's dam about it.

The
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only difference between him and Bud is Bud would sell
the place and get him a string of sporting houses if it
was his to 8ell»»
should think that he cares for the ranch if he
wants to build a new house on it," Ohnmachtig said with
out conviction, knowing he could not touch the old man's
outrage•
"It don't look like it to me if he aims to tear
down the house his Grandaddj built, the one I was born in
and his own Baddy ,^rew up in, the place he grew up in too
if he knows it. Tear down this plane and build, build,"
the old raan didn't know what. His fingers trembled as he
unbuttoned the dark vest he wore over his bright flannel
shirt#
"Is that what you corae here for? To tear down the
finest house in the county? Is that what he wants?** he
went on#
"I'm not here to tear down this hoxise#

As a matter

of fact, I haven't Biade up my mind whether or not I'll
accept the coffimission#"

Except for the old man'© voice,

the house was so quiet that it seemed deserted. Its lone
advocate stood inside and quarreled without hope against
the inexorable judgeraent against it. So begins my downgoing, Ohnmachtig thought, my cup empties itself. How
peaceful it is when one does not require even good opinions

-9^of other men, he told himself.
"Do you know,** the old man was saying more loudly
now, "that President Garfield slept in the ho-use that was
on this spot before this oaef

Why, senators and goveraors

and congressmen have all stayed upstairs hereI"

His eyes

were wide, th@ past welled up in him as if he were a boy
creating a war from the talk of veterans#
"The woodwork, this wood here, was brought to Fort
Benton on a steamboat from St. Louis, The rugs," he moved
to the other's aide and caught his arm to point through
an archway to the foot of the stairs, "come all the way
from Constantinople in Turkey. All the beams come from
oak trees in England, the closets got wood in thero from
Jerusalem itself, the colored glass in front was made special
in France and come with a man to set it in."
Ohnmachtig wanted to say that he had not corae to
destroy the house;

but the statement was not true; further,

he had no chance to say anything. "My Daddy built this
house," the old man said grandly and stepped away.

The

architect thought he was leaving in anger, but the other
stopped in the reception hall and shouted back.
"itiis here room is bigger than any of them beaverboard shacks there in Lemington. You could set one right
down here inside and never touch walls."

Kis voice had

grown shrill; it echoed in the hall; a chorus seemed to
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be speaking. **The year I was born it eost him two hundred
thousand dollars to put this place*

There was kings

didn't have any finer
The old man's slippers made a hissing sound oa the
floor as he caE© back#

The architect rose#

one builds

on this scale today,** he said.
»Tou damn right thsy don't. loii know what peoplelive in nowadays? 1*11 tell you what. Coops, chicken
coops. Little chicken coops for a bunch of little people.
Everything's shrunk down." His anger was fading and hegm

to resemble melancholy.
"Is there as much room now?"

the architect asked

without faith in the question or any answer it might get.
Sunlight bore brightly in the window at the old man's back.
The architect saw him backlighted, almost in silhouette.
"Room, you say? There's forty-five thousand acres
of it between here and the Crassies.

He's got room to

build any damn thing, or leave anything up, no matter how
big.*'
sound.

John Harlan shook his head and made a clucking
just can't make him out."
«Kim?"
«That boy Luther.

How his Daddy never talked much,

but he wasn't anywhere near dosed up like that boy.

He

don't say nothing to ®e, nor anybody else much. Half the
time a fellow'd think the boy didn't have a mind to speak."
The old man held up one hand in qualification. "Now he's
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not a dumb nor ignorant raan, 1*11 say that for him.

And

he works hardj but he don't seem to care much about any
thing#"

Anger had turned to complaints

»His brother," ths architect began.
"Hardly think they was brothers, I hate to say it
about my own kin, but T ain't got much use for him.

And

Bud don't ha¥e no more regard for me than if I was a feed
salesman. If I was naybo five years younger, I'd take a
buggy whip to him he talks to me so common.^

The other

sensed the old man's life as a muddl© which would not
turn clear.
"!lo," John Harlan went on, "it ain't right."

He

was not looking at the architect and seemed to be talking
to himself. "The girl around all hours of the night, always
sraelling of liquor."

He looked up at Ohnmachtig. "I

always held that drinking or not was all right for a man
to decide, but I never did hold with women -loing it. It
ain't right."
They stood without speaking or moving until they
heard sounds ovcrheau. The old man listened with the
concentration of a hunter*

Then he stepped away from the

architect and took his old bat down from a peg on the wall.
"That so'jnds like Bud's up. I'll just go on into the
library and wait for breakfast.®*

He put on the hat.

'•If they don't tfatch out, everything'll go to pieces,"
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said J, »it won't be long.

Something's ff,olng to happen to

this family," He was Tireaias warning Thebes, stealing
away to hide in the library -trntil breakfast.
In the breakfast room, through an open door from
the hallway where Ohnrnachtig had been talking with the
old man, Luther Gibbons was seated at a table. There was
nothing^ in front of hira,

Taey greeted one another.

"I was talking with ^rour \mclQ,'* Ohnmachtig said
tentatiTsly.
"I heard sbmeons talking," Gibbons said, "but I
didn't notice it was Uncle Harlan,"

GHAPTIR XI
The next day was an intrioate one. The dawn was
almost clearfeut near the middle of the morning thunderheads stood in the west like giants threatening the
Valhalla of the ruountains in the east. However, the sun
was covered only a short tisie as the dark clouds passed
in th® south, and soon the sky was covered with small
white clouds that wandered like sheep.

At noon the sky

was the color of cobalt, but an hour later high winds
that raad© no breath on the earth had blown a mottled
sheet of iron overhead. Lightning cut through the clouds
and touched the ®arthj thunder blundered after the
lightning and shook the windows of the house.
Fifteen minutes after th© rain began, Luther Gibbons
could se« from a window in the west wall of the house the
blu® sky xmder the broad tail of the storro, and by midafternoon the sun had dried away the rainwater. He liked
storras in suisaner, for then the powers of nature, usually
so subtle, made themselves known in shafts of lightning,
the noise of thunder, the force of wind and the strength
of rain. The enigp.a that made the grass grow iraperceptibly,
brought in the birds and took theia away, changed the warmth
of th© air little by little to coldness and back again.
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turned the colors of the earth on a slow whtel, then
unwrapped itself in fire* thunder, wind and water.

And

even if the mysteries could not be better understood,
they could be appreciated in a moment rather than an age.
But the sky was secret again, covered with «ackerel
clouds, as Gibbons walked up the west hill, and he paid no
attention to it. He had not been indifferent to the calffi
parts of the day| he had asen all its moods from all over
the ranch, and the calm parts had been the ground against
which the rage of the storm was played*

But his attention

waa fixed ahead of him, along the path so old that he would
not remeraber a time when it had not been there.
Gibbons was cliBibing the hill, step after step in
his slow, purposeful cadence, because he knew the architect
was there. It seemed to the rancher that a great confusion
was working itself out. He stopped, almost at the top,
to turn and look back. Distance made toys of the house and
its buildings, toys which, frou his height, did not even
need to be played with. He imagined he coiild control it
from here, not with the pushing and words he had to use
down there, but rather by picking the little things up and
putting the® in their places. If he wanted he could manage
thera from here, his brother and sister, wife and uncle,
even the sprawl of the ranch itself, tet standing on the
hill then he wanted no part of what he saw below, not now.
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He wanted to go ahead to the top. One night suddenly,
he found the architect, the foreigner, and soon that man
would set things ri^t, the «an whose special value was
his origin in the outlands, the aabassador of order and
regularity. In the new house, eveiything would go
smoothly, because everything would be designed with that
end in nind; there would be a plan*

He was certain, as

he gazed down, that his new house would be on the hill,
from irtiich high place his world—the dry acres of his
land and the knots of his discouraging life—would resolve
itself into lines and patterns as unmistakable as those
on a map.
He turned and came to the hill's top.
Across the meadow, Gibbons saw the architect in his
brown tweed coat. The architect waved his notebook. They
met in the center of the meadow.

The rancher took off

his hat and stood facing the other, who put his notebook
tmder his az^. Without speaking, each looked away, around
the meadow.
Finally Ohnraachtig said, "Here is the place for
your house, Luther."

He lifted his pale hand. "The

mountains to the east and south, the river and its bluffs
to the north.•*
He walked south to the higher ground, leaving
Gibbons standing motionless below. "A higher wing at an
angle to the meadow down there," he called back, drawing

"•XCJ""
an arc in th# air with the nottbeok*

*The axis lik© this,

turning at the has® of the slope here.®
A meadowlark piped in the grass, and the wind stirred
the blades. '•It'll be a magnificant house,* Ohnmachtig
called*
«Beg pardon!"

Gibbons asked.

say, it will b@ a magnificent hou®e#«

The aeadow

lark sang again*
As h© eaae down the incline through ths grass, the
man in the tweed coat was not an impressive figure as
Gibbons was used to thinking of impressiveness, yet the
architect's authority se^ed undeniable to the rancher,
and he was disposed to question nothing the other might
say about the form of the new house*
But Gibbons wanted to help if he could. "Gome on
back up this way,** he called to the architect, moving as
he spoke to the back of the sieadow* ^There's a place up
here I'd kind of like to show you where we can get water
if we can't sink a well right here."
They set off together into the higher hills, the
rancher leading the way. Ohnmachtig had to walk at a brisk
pace to keep up, and though he lost his wind almost at
their destination, he did not ask to stop. The climb
lasted some quarter of an hour until they reached the pond
at the cliff's base. Part of the pond was in the shadow
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of the short cliff. The two of them stood in sunlight
at the po3ad*s ®dg®, the architect with his arms folded,
th® rancher with his hat off, wiping his forshead and
nssk with a bandanna#

Both were breathing heavily.

As

h® caught his breath, Ohrmachtig became aware of a putrid
smell•
"What's that saiallt" h# asksd Gibbons.
The raneher walked along the bank and stopped.
''Her©,* he said, looking down#

"Carcass of a rabbit here.

Gu«3s it's th@ one I shot when I waa up here the oth@r daf."
?h@ two men gaaed down at the dsai rabbit. "Looks
like the magpies p«ck«d his eyes out. I suppose they'll
get around to the rest of him pretty quick,« the rancher
said without feeling.
The ruined syepita staj*©d up at Ohnsachtig. He felt
a wafe of terror break over him. For an instant, he
wanted to run. Instead he turned fro® the bank, staggered
to a rock, and sat on it.
Gibbons studied hira, confused. He did not want to
think that the architect was aqueamish.

At that moment,

he would rathar hav® apologized for shooting the rabbit;
he would rather not hav® shot the rabbit.
But the architect spok®. "Just an attack of dizzi
ness," he said in a husky voice. He lookad sick still.
"It don't smell very good,« Luther said.
"No, not that. I<know what you must think, of course.

-xo?Tliat d0«sn*t betfeer

The architect got up from the

rock, »?her®*a nothing r«ally to explain, I guess. Just
a ¥artigo, just disisinesa."
just shot. I waa watching for a coyote.

Mot

much, I guess. Th^r® wouldn^t be a coyote arouad here
ill the daytiBie.**

Qibbons could not help it| there was

somathiiig ia th« way the architect bshaired oade him f©el
asha^ad of hia act, and bscausa the act had been so
ordiaary, he could not imagiii® why he should feel ashamed.
not the rabbit. I wouldn^t have ahot it,
but that dotsn't maan aiiythiag. Life eoaes and goes; in
a minute, a million things die, a million are born. I
don't haT@ much to do with either the dying or the birth,
but I don't kill," Ohnmachtig said.
"I don't know," Gibbons said, looking back at the
rabbit along th# bank of the pond. ^Rabbits can get to
be kind ©f a nuisance
Th© architect saw the sky reflectad in the still
watar. "I don't kill, but I'm not a polamicist. I don't
argue about it, and I suppoaa killing is noeessary. Let's
forget about it."
Gibbons was willing to forgat, but he said,

guess

I could have let it alone
They did not stop on the way down until they reached
the edge of the meadow where the new house would be built.
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As they contemplatsd ths pandrama, Ohnmaehtig broke the
silence. "I am liable to these sort of fits, Luther.
Perhaps 1 ha-re livedi alone too long.**
»It doR't ffia.ka a bit of difference,'* Gibbons said
earaeatly. Hs was not sure he tinderstood, but he wanted
to forgive even if he could not be sure of what he was
forgiving.
From their height ffioveraent below seemed a dumb
show in miniature, f^ven the motion of a car travelling
the road from the highway to the ranch seemed to have a
theatrical grace.
«That*8 Bud in his convertible," Gibbons said.
They watched the ear pulling its train of dust turn
into the yard and stop. "That's Babe Sederstrom with him,
V

one of Bud's friends he runs around with," the rancher

said#

Both of the m%n below wore large hats with brims

folded at the sides, which tilted as the two drank from
bottles#

Laughing, they disappeared under the canopy be

tween the carriage shed and the bouse.
Ohnaachtig sensed that his friend would go down now
and announce the news. He wanted to say sorasthing to
Gibbons, to prepare himself to speak or remain silent, but
he did not know how to begin. «B©b,^ Gibbons said,
reckon we can go down now so I can tell them. We'll talk
things over later.*'
V

«109Marjoria Otbboiiv^ wis in the breakfast kitchen aloit,®
when they cam® in, but they could hear BM and his friend
in another room. Luthsr's wife was seated at the table,
drifikifig a glass of iced tea and reading a •womm^s. magazine.
Gibbons told h«r that Ohiwachtig had agr«®d to draw plans
for a new house. The architect felt her SBiile encouraging,
bat b@for® she could say anything. Bud walked quickly into
th-s rooffi.
«lhat the hell's wrong with this house?* he said
loudly. «¥e go-t that kind of rc-oney to throw around? It's
news t© me. floddamn it, I ask old pussy-foot Simpson for
some ffioney to get a eouple deeent horses, and he just sits
there and shakes his h©ad lik® a Jaokass." The architect
reffitrobered that tuther had told hire h« had placed his
brother's allowance in the hands of a lawyer in lalena. A
lean, high-cheek-bonsd young ».an who Ohnmachtig guesstd must
be Sederstro® stepped through the door and leaned against
the Janb.

He held a bottle of beer in his hand, m did Bud.

Mo one answered the brother's first outburst. "Ihose
idea is this anyhow,** he said laore loudly. "Why in hell
didn't somebody ask me? "Jesus!" his Toice rose to a shout,
"what kind of an outfit is this?"
'"lou don't ha-^e to shout. Bud," Marjorie Gibbons
said without looking at her brother-in-law. Luther stood
with one hand on th® back of her chair, regarding his brother

.110without eiiotion*
Bud laanad aver the table. "I'll shout when I got
to. Luther, I got a righw to be in on iihings, damn you.
This is part uy place too."
"I found out," Luther began.
"Xa that 'what this guy with th® glasses has been
hanging around hare for?

vlhat's your aaia©?^ Bud said to

OhrMaachtig, but turned bask as though h@ wanted no answer.
The architect wanted to leave the room. The faBily was
tiiming itself inside out and he wanted noz to see it that
way. But he stayed, reminding himself that this sort of
thing was what he must face if he intended to stick to his
decision.
f*! found out," Luthes'' said slowly, "that Bob was an
architect. They told me he u=as, about a week ago in fh©
Corral bar, up the canyon from Malene."

It aeejaed as if

he were going to narrate what had happened for his brother.
don't give a damn if he was a shiffi®y dancer," the
other shouted* "That doa*t give you no right to go Biaking
plans and spending money behind my back. Pa might as well
as give me the tops of the Craaies for all th© good I get
out of this placeHe threw back his head and poured beer
in his laouth*

His shirt was half open to the waiat, and it

looked &@ if he were wearing a hair shirt underneath.
"Iou*ll get your share when it*8 coming to you,"
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Marjorie Gibbons said coldly*
«0h yeah, after you pooped it away," Bud replied,
''Bob and me went up the west hill this afterROon
and looked it over. He said he thought the hill would
make a better place for the house, and he showed! m& how
it was going to lay out. He said he'd draw up the plans."
Th® words were almost the same ones h© had »ised. to tall
big wife.

He spok© in th© same steady, almost moROteaous

ton® of voice that the archttsct remefisbered from their
first neetiBg.
Bu4 mM.de a, facs. «Moa@ of yoti got any s#as©. Iflhat
you going to do for water up there? Fetch It up in your
hat?" Sederstrore bslehed through clenched teeth, then
smiled.
With an effort, Ohnnachtig looked at Bud and said
rather louder than was Rscessary, "There's water abo^s.*
"Toil got that all figured out, ha^^ft you?®

Bud said

looking at the architect, then back quickly to his brother.
"We'll take care of that. Bud," Luther said, still
icithout heat.

Ohnmachtig felt admiration for the big man's

calmness.
"Ion tak® care, all right," Bud said sarcastically,
putting his bottle of bear on the table across from Harjorie
Gibbons. "Like you take care of the money. If I had any
say around here, we'd own the other side of the mountain too.

-112iloiK" do you like that?"
"We would act!" lutlier^s wife cried, looking up»
The brothers stared at each other•
After & mcHEjent of silsnee, Saderstroa said through
his nose, "What do you ais to do with this place?*'
»I*11 live her®,** Bud said, turning his head half
way aromid to Sederstrom, who stood bshind iiira. ^They
can ®it up thera oii the hill and pick crap with tfe© magpies
Marjori€ C-ibbons turned her I-isad away»
«Tsar it d0W2i,« said Luther.
Bud picked up his bottle and threw it on the floor
by the table* It broke with a popping aomd; foam from
tha b@er spread in m tnn along the floor. "lou tear this
plac® down,** Bad ahoate-', "1*11 bust your head open, so
hslp me God***

R« put fiats on the table and glared up

at his brother. The dark skin of his face was suffused
with aolor.
Luthar looked a3 if h^ hadn't heard. The architect
f@lt the aiuacles in his stomach and across the shouldora
tighten. He hadn't struck a blow in twenty-fiv® yearsj
ha had no idea what hs would do, but he felt as if he
would do whatever he had to.

The tension in the room broke

aa Mrs# Laird came in briskly with a pile of plates,
followed by Lorene with a tray of silver. '*1*11 get that
in a ninuta,^ she said in the direction of the broken
bottle. "You all had just as well eat in here this evening
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liuther and Bud atill faced one another. "You won*t
stand there and star® at rae like a cow

I*01 through

with you,'' Bud said betwesn his teeth. Marjorie^s face
was paleJ

she hit her lower lip.

"Good evening, Luther, Marjorie, Amos, Mr.
Ohnmachtig,** said John Harlan Gibbons as he came in the
door from the connecting passageway. "It didn*t look like
any mora rain at sunset, I*d say."

Amos Gibbons glared

at his brother, who looked at the floor.
"Hello, Uncle John," Mrs. Laird said finally.

CHAPTER XII
The architect rcade his preparations carefully,
feeling his way through the unfamiliar task of designing
a house.

He exnausted the preferences and needs of the

rancher and tried to forestall by using a bewildering
jargon any inappropriate ideas Karjorie Gibbons might
have had concerning interior decoration. She becarae
sufficiently impressed#

He did not want to force anything

on her, or on Luther; but in esthetic matters he trusted
no one but himself. He was certain they would be pleased
with the house.

Further, he knew that if he was to work

there, he must have that kind of freedom from caprice he
was used to or he would give it up.
Ee would be a guest in the old house while he worked.
Ke got supplies and selected a big bedroom on the third
floor of the house, a room facing the west hill where the
new house would stand, for his studio. Ke resolved neither
to rush nor prolong the drawing, so he worked when he
felt he was accomplishing something and read or played the
viola when he felt he was not. He took his meals with
Luther and his wife; Edna was seldom in the house for
meals, and Bud shunned the place after his quarrel with
Luther.
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-USOne aftjeraeoii after the eoob meal, the arehiteet
tat in a chair on the east porch of the old house. He
had been working for two weeks and had come to an inpasse
which he thouj^t an idle afternoon might solve*

The range

before hi® la:^ stunned under its curse of heat*

He alnost

fell into a trance watching it, until he heard the somd
of footsteps and looked to see John Harlan Gibbons coning
to sit beside hin. The old man was largely unreconciled
to losing the old house, but the shock of finding out that
there was to be a suite of rooms set aside for him in the
new house almost converted hi®. He appeared to accept
lahmt he knew must happen*
fhey greeted one another and John Harlan began to
talk about the Qibbons family, needing no eaccuse to begin*
The architect supposed that the old man considered himself
the last spokesaisn alive for the family*
•My brother and me was the only children in the
fanily*

Brother was John Montana Gibbons, he was the

oldest, and I ims John Marian Gibbons, so they called me
Harlan and him John*

But now that's he*s passed on, they

call me John, Uncle John*" fhe old man fusbled for a
match in his vest*
"Brother added on a couple sections over south to
what Daddy left hi«, and he kept things up and made money,
but it was Daddy that did the real %K>rk, the pioneering.
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H@ h«mest®aid«d, lis bought mining property cheap aaci sold
it dear,

inv««teci a little liere and. a little there

and got b&ek a lot. Tliea he bou^t up land until he got
th® aisie piao® h© wanted?

ailaiost forty-thousand acres

then, and more than forty-fi^re thousand aow.«
The old nan atojpped for breath, then waved his hand
out toward the prairie*

*l»mther*s done all right* He*s

got fomr bimkhousea and cookahacks out on the range, and
houies for three foreaen* fhea fellows hardly ever get
up to the Main raneh here#

I!e*« got a couple of machine

sheds to© to take care of the sectiona he*a got in hay.
1 forget how many ton we put up last year."
Qhamaehtig paid attention to what the old ®an waa
faying, but as he leaned back in his chair he felt as if
he were hearing a phonograph record. "How Saddy turned
fr« farming to ranching as soon as the first drive come
in," John Harlan waa aaying. "That ®mst have been about
•70.

And by the tiae brother was bom, he was one of the

wealthiest aen in the whole state, or territory, as it
was then*

He had plans for a big house, and it was finished

the year I was bom, in

lou c©uldn*t buy it today

no natter i^at you was to pay*

How they going to tear it

dowi like it was an old barn too far gone to fix."
He fell silent, wiping the comers of his mouth with
a printed handkerchief. The architect, looking out on the
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rmge, did not seam %e be paying attentiim*

Th@ old nan

shook his head to think of i^at his nephew was doing to
the grand old house*

He had diffictilty believing that

one of his mm hlood would do smch a thing#

It was as if

he had heen set down lUKOng strangers, not his own kin. He
confused the'changes of the yearst the differences in the
way ptqpile talked and the way things looked, with his sense
of exile#

Each »oming<, he stood at an east window of the

old house to wateh the sun rise. Partly his was the vigil
of a senior officer peering fr€« the iiuarters of his
retireraent at a guard mounted by his successorsJ

partly

he waited to satisfy himself that another day was indeed
beginning. This was his triufflph. He had lived another
night through to daylight# Survival itself was a victory
sweeter than the success of those who were gone*

Where

was his powerful brother now? Was the elder brother who
had been heir standing in the early light of another day?
Mo# but he, John Harlan Oibbons, was there, for all his
idling and talking, seeing the sun strike the sweet earth
under iifhich the bequeathers of power hid like animals.
Most often when the new day wore on, he forgot his triuaph
and lapsed into resentment of the new world,
teong those of his blood, the friendly loquaciousness
h© loved had changed to extremes of bluster and silence.
The country virtues he loved were not in the®} they were
strangers. What was to happen to the race of which he was

a ffiemberf Was it to hs t©nj. do^m liks an old house?
•Well, that's not her® nor there,* hf said aloud
to his »usirj,gsi

"Was jou. ia the war?** he said, to attract

the arohiteet's attention.
*10,® the other said, "my eyesitht was too yoor.^
Ohmaachtl.g ha<S bsen thinkiag of ttchnical problaras in the
houaa while th« old man had bt^n silent.
'•Sow Luther couldn't go off to war either#

They

said b® had «o»€thing ailing his kidneys. Re went back to
Hechtster for it, m-dit have beer, a half dosen tiaes#

I

mr@r did know just what it was, but thsy finally fixed
hiiB up. But by the time he was fixed up, €Terything was
over#

Bti4 mnt thciigu*

was in Texas during the whole

thing, and I guess ha liked it there•

He keeps talking

about going back to rids ia the rodaos, but he don't go.»
A little breeae ruffled the grass from the house to
the iroii feaee fifty yards away* "Brothar was soraewhat
Imckiar than I was, 1 guesa#

But then, he got the ranch#

I bought into a wsn's stors in Malene, more than fifty
yaara ago#

And I studied th« law too, and pasasd the bar,

but didn't ®ueh care for practice, so I stayed in the
lien's store. ¥e sold the finest there waa*

They don't

make stuff like it nowdays." 3® aighed for the old virtue#
They heard Bud'a voiee bawling out of aight#

«*Tou

catch the pinto mare and I'll catch ay roan and we*11 ride
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"That's Bud now," the old man said. "He went to
I.

a military school in the state of Missouri when he was
a kid*

He was a wild cuss when he was a kid, and

brother took him to Missouri to one of them military
academies before he had to send him to reform school.
Brother died the next year—his wife was a Beaton girl
from ButteI

she died a couple of years before that; I

never married, rayself--and I«uther kept Bud on there for
a year. He*s five, six years older than Bud. But he
brought him back, and I guess he finished up at Nalene."
He sighed like a man oppressed.
Bud and Sederstrom walked into view, bound for
the barn and corrals. Bud led the way, swaying from side
to side on his short, bowed legs as if he were on ship
board. In trunk and arms, he was his brother's equal,
but his legs ware several inches shorter.
"That Babe Sederstrom would starve to death if
it wasn't for Bud," the old man said. "At least he
wouldn't have any liquor to drink or horses to ride."
The pair entered the barn and came back out at once,
carrying ropes#

"There's a story that gdes with that barn,"

John Haitian said,""and told the architect about the big
Sutchman again.

-.120As the old m«a ironed on« the architect took off
his glasses and mbhed his eyes* Before* he had tried
to pay same attention, but now, he could not even follow
the words*

After a few minutes of leaning forwai^,

looking down at the porch with his glasses in his hand,
the architect realised that the old man was talking about
Iddie*
"Mow Eddie went to school s®Be place in Wyoming,
near as I recall,** he said pulling out his watch*
time I went in and laid down for a spell*"
walked sl<wly across the porch#

*It*s

He got up and

He let hiaself in as

quietly as if it were the middle of the night*
"Hello," called Luther, cosing around the house*
•tou been listening to Uncle Harlan?* the rancher came up
the stairs two at a time and sat in the chair the old nan
had left*
"He was telling me about your fsmily, and whatever
other subjects suggested themselves," the architect said
with a snile*
Gibbons* face took on a sad expression*

He said

slowly, "X was down at the bam a little while ago and I
saw you and him talking up here on the porch." He looked
down at his hands, pains upward, and seemed to forget ti^at
he was going to say*
"What happened, Luther?" the architect asked %fith a

pmisl«ci look,
»I don't pay mmch attention to people*

Maybe that's

idiy things are in such a mess. Veil, anyhow I looked up
here and all of a sudden I felt sorry for 0nele Harlan,
like you'd feel sorry for an old bt« down on his luck,
like I wanted to give hia a quarter to get something to
eat." He looked up at the other, drawing in his brows in
bewildereent*

i*But he's my own unele*

quarter, he's no old bum*

He don't need a

But that's the way I felt.*

Sibbons heaved his shoulders and blew air through his lips#
Prom the bam, Ohnsachtig heard Bud and his friend
shouting at each other, and laughing*
thou^t, all laughter sounds happyS

At a distance, he

even weeping sounds

like laughter. *1 suppose I felt sorry for hi® too, i^en
he sat here talking to me*«
*Hot there, I said, over hereI" They heard a voice
shout fro® far away, toward the bam.
"HoI**

Ohnnaohtig said so eaphatieally that Qibbons

looked at hi® in suf^rise. •! didn't feel sorry for hi»«
I sat here and thought about something else." The pale
«an leaned toward the heavy figure of the rancher. "I
wandered off in my own world and paid no attention to his."
"It ain't your place," Gibbons began with a shrug.
»tes, of course it is. I mean it must be ay place
to feel pity, whether I show i^at I feel or hide it. That
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is the only way to rsach omtsid®, idiere others ara. How
else can a man livef«
There was a pause• "He really don't have much left,®
Gibbons said, shiftiag arotmd in his shair to face the
architect, "not rmch at all*

Baele Harlaa* that is. He

ttsed to go hack aad forth to Arisiona to see saie of his old
friendt dmm there, hmt I thiak most of them have died by
sow,"
*Budl* Sederatrom shomied#

the aound seemed to

hang ia the hot aftamooa without an aaswer,
Ohrjiaehtig leaned back in his ehair md watched the
eloudbank over the raouatains*
"Well,* Qibboas said ^mietly, almost aa though to
himself, »it looks like Uncle Harlan is a lonesome old man."

CHAFTll XIII
Cmtng in trm the intense light of the street»
Qimmthtig oould tell only that the hody lay hy the bar
with one arm o-rer the brass footrail. He would not have
seen it had not Oibbons callsd it to his attention as
they entered#

One of the men stood by the door anxioaaly,

but the rest went on with their drinking at the bar* The
rancher and the architect had driven into Remington to
get a saddle, and against a direct trip back in the heat,
the architect suggested they go to a bar and have a bottle
of beer*
Out in the street they heard a siren*

As the mm

at the door pushed it open* they saw an i^bulance pull in
to the curb and stop*

The siren's screaa sank in pitch,

but it still sounded as two men in bright sports shirts
pushed a i^ite imbulance cart through the door. "Is he
dead?* one of then called to the bartender*
•One of the boys looked hi« over,* the bartender said
rapidly. »He thinks he»s gone«

Ei^t at the back, boys.**

One of the two »en was fat, his black hair smoothed
flat against his skull; the other, youager, with curly
hair, looked as if he might have been playing tennis#
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-124Ohnmaehtig sensed th®y were hot and perspiring m they
pushed their cart past.

Th© nsat, chro««-triim®d stretcher

was alien in the litter by the bar. One of th® mea
gra«p0d the fset of tht body, the other the shoulders, and
they hoisted it aboard easily5

it was almstt as though

thay had threwn a pile of ©14 olothtt on th@ cart#
"It's Bog
bar to them*
h«r®»

th« bartender ehatterad aeross th®

«To© nuch auacatel#

Tou smn hia around

The old Ghippewa that hung around the dump»«
"H® surt attaks of wine,® the fat maa said#
"He was sitting back here alumped on the bar. I

figured ha was asleep#

Then h® ait up and hollared.

Scared th# hell out of r.e.

Then h» fell off the stool.

Made an awful rattle laying thare, but he quit a couple of
minutes bafore you guy3 got her®."
»He looks lik® a goner," the fat aan said as they
yfhmXmd the cart out.
The architset got only a glimpse of the body as two
men opened the door to let the stretcher out. The man's
eyes were open, and he looked surprised. His skin was
purplish brown, his matted hair the color of weathered
pine boards. He wore a worn pair of bib overalls and a
Wiaki shiart.

A Western hat, rust colored and stained, sat

on his chest.
"They was fro® the funeral parlor," Gibbons said.
"They run the ambulance here."

The sound of the siren
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rose in pitch uatil it seemed palpable. To the architect
it souadsd lika a protest, a ttechanical extension ©f tli®
cry the barteader said tfc« Indian gave as ht wok® up at
the ead of th® bar to eie»
The sir®n was still loud wfeen fltbbons tunaed f? ths
bar sad felt a sur.'se of panic. For ars instant, instead of
his 0*11 face in the mirror he had seen ths face of the
d®ad InciiajQ.

Ks said nothings bmt held tightly to the bar

and clostd his eyss«
Ohasiaclitig spoke to the bartender for their order®.
The c0©ln@ss of the bser, first the bottle in his hand aind
then the b®@r itsalf in his throat, brought him back from
his fright#
"But," he said to the architect, "I ^^ouldn't want
to di® like that#"
"Or liv© like that,* Ohnwaefetig said quietly#

The

liTing had ao iiapast eimpared t© the Jaath, so far as the
rmcher wa# concemeci.
"X woulda't want to di® alone, in a plaee lik© this,"
Gibbons said, cradling th« bottle in his handa.
Things wert getting back to normal in th® bar. Some
one had put a coin in the juke box#

"Would you want to

liv® aloni! In a place like this?" th® architect asked.
"lo," Gibbor.8 said without hesitation#

But he had

seen th© ©an die, or nearly seen it. He could not imagine
the quality of the life, but the quality of the death had
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been lying discolorsu on t.bs floor a few aoaiants before,
'•'••letther

he sail#
is tard to know," t.lie architect said after h<9

took a clriak from his bottle,, "ifeieh is th@ worst, the
liviag or (I'ylng in exlls. It is probably barder for the
Indian, if we kne-w it or if they knew it c^en, because the
placef thay hare hem exiled from are still all around
tilens
They drank without spsaking until they were finished#

As they left, Gibbonc said, «IndlaTis ain't iigwally much
account, b-at WG got to be fair about it. ¥e d,oii*t give
thar; Btich help, except t,o dole out money BO as they can
sneak in and buy r-ome barkeep'si booge out the back door.«
/.a soon as they got back to the ranch, the architect
went upstairs to work. Gibbons took the saddle to the barn
and walked back t© th© housa#

On the steps of the louth

porch, he suddenly %?hirled around ana listened. He thought
he had heard the wail of a siren.

He held his breath

liatanifig, than shook his head angrily aad went into the
housem

At the foot of the staircase in the ©atrance hall,

he muttered alaioat in spite of himself, "not go like that,
not alone."

He wanted to go up and talk to the architect

although he could think of nothing he would be able to say.
But he knew the architect was feusyj so he went into the
library instead and took out a dock of cards. Ha could not
keep his mind on playing, so he stared by turns at the
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CHAPTER XIV
By th« first of ilugust, the architect decidtd his
plana were far enough along for work on the house itself
to begin ao that th® house would be completed before
winter caw©#

Luther Qibboai made arrangements to feed

and house the first construction crew at the ranch, and
after the foreman had talked with Ohiaaachtig in the
meadow wiiere the new houaa would be, the crew moved up
the hill, building a road and making excavations. From
his windows on the third floor, Ohnmachtig could not
see the new i-oad, which was to wind up the south slope of
the west hill, but he could see tiie power shovel digging
into the hill, the workmen moving about, and occasionally
the rancher himself, standing in the thick of things in
his khaki shirt and pants, looking more like a member
of the crew than the man for whom the work was being done.
The architect had a tall stepladder taken up, and
from it ho plotted views fr^ the projected windows,
staring out toimrd the mountains, his eyes shaded by a
pith helmet, wfeile workmen rushed back and forth below.
He had not told Gibbons what he was doing, and as he
made some notes on his perch, he felt the ladder shaking.
-128-
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I^eokiag dowm, he saw the big raaeher cliabing up th«
ladder to join hi»#

The architect feared for a mo»@iit

the ladder wjuld collapse, but nothing happened. There
wasn*t enough roora on the rungs for both of the®, so
Ohaaachtig swung aromd and stood on a bracing rung set
in the supports of the ladder#
•Tou can't see it so well fro® below,® he said,
•but trm these windows you'll be able to see the river
winding along to the southeast#«•
«It sure »ake» a difference just this hi|^ up more,"
Gibbons said in a tone of voice that suggerted the architect
hiaself was due credit not only for the increase in height
but for the view as well#
»I*ve tried to lay out each room with regards to
the view below*

That's why I had the ladder brought up,"

Ohnmachtig told the other*
*I'd have never thought of that," Gibbons said.
48 they searched the panorama below, they saw lddie*s
car c<me out of the carriage shed at a good rate of speed,
turn abruptly, and race toward the highway road«

The car

made the comer on two tdseels, narrowly missed the fence
on one side, and sped off in a cloud of dust.
"What would you do. Bob," Gibbons said slowly, "if
Eddie was your sistert" He had never sought such advice
before, because he sensed following it might aean taking
the kind of part in the lives of others he felt he could
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not tftkG,
"I nerer had brothers or sisters, Luther,« the
architect said, shifting a bit on his narrow perch. "And
I don*t know much about Bddie. But if you could get her
sonething to do^ some load to carry around, perhaps that
might help*

She needs a grip on the world*"

The words made marvelous sense to Gibbons, and as
he cliaibed down fri»B the ladder, he resolved to think up
something for Eddie to do^ and to sul»dt it to his friend
for approval* iat he did not think of it again until the
house was almost finished, and then it occurred to hin
that he had no idea what Eddie could do*
As confidence between the tm sen grew, nothing
happened to change (Sibbons* notion that his life would
right itself in the agency of the new house. The architect
sensed that the rancher's delight—iriiich he had insufficient
words to express—was mit of proportion to the event, but
he enjoyed the dosen handshakes a day i^ich Gibbons gave
hi« ia lieu of words of pleasure, without reflecting to
any extent on its cause* The two had not a great deal to
shareI

their minds and lives had been too different*

Gibbons listened and marvelled at what the architect knew,
but there was no question of his understanding much of it.
However, the hours they spent together riding around the
ranch after the heat of the day were happy ones*

Gibbons

found a new pride in his ranch and took his friend to parts

of it h« himself had not seen for raany years.
Before the middle of August, the foundations were
poured.

At twilight that day, the architect met Gibbons

on a porch of the old homae. *I want you to see aomething,"
he aaid siailing, leading the way through the house to
his studio.
On a studio table, set on a papier-sache hiXl, was
a model of uhe new house. The lower level was stone, the
upper filled timbering. Its shape was that of an irregular
hexagon composed of a rectangle and a parallelogram Joined.
The rectangle lay on the lower part of the weadow, and
where the incline began the parallelogram reflected the
change in axis to eonfom to the hill. There was a huge
ehisney in the lower part of the house, and a row of
sffialler ones identifying the sitting rooms ranged with the
bedrooms along the second story, from which was suspended
a cantilever balcony connecting with doraers set in the roof.
The architect watched Gibbons rather anxiously. He
was satisfied with the house, though he was afraid the
rancher might not be. - Gibbons had seen only sketches and
floor plansI

the architect had felt a model would be

better than an elevation and had avoided drawing one. Often
the architect had been struck with the feeling that the
rancher would not want the house he was drawing, for what
he was working at was the first public example he had laade
of those welter of ideas he had accuwulated about houses.
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Almost always wh«ti his doubts came, h@ would hear, or
imagine he heard, the wiad in th® trees on the west hill,
and his fear would moek him*

He i^uld push himself away

froB the board to eall hiiiself fool*

There are plaees,

he would tell himself, that yom must see again, there is
a little of your life yet to seel you have coae this way
without goirif down, why aust yom do it nowt let he had
taken off his glasses, rubbed his eyes, pulled the light
closer to the board, and stayed*
The rancher shifted to see the aodel fro® another
angle*

He had not been able to tell much fro® the rough

sketehes and he did not kncm irtiat to e:Epect in any ease*
His wife had shown hin pictures in magasines, but these
were so different one fr^ another that they only confused
hiffii

besides, they were all far too imall* The model

dissolved his uncertainty. He walked all around the model
twice before he turned to shake the architect's hand
vigorously.
«My young helper irm the contractor's crew did most
of the work," the architect said relieved*
«It sure looks wonderful to we," the rancher said
with awe, "worth every penny*" He turned away to squat
down and study the model again*

After a aoment he looked

up*
"Bob," he said tentatively, "are you going to need
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That is., aft^r ©Terythlng^s dont?®
"I don't Imagine so,^ the other said.
»I siir# would lik© to have this KOdel^" he said.

At that rscjuent, h® was ready t© pay the c®st ©f the hous®
for th© Bodtl. lif®rythiag was perfect and tiny—walla,
r©of0, wiRclows, walks, reeks, and eren. th® grass. He was
leoking at fairyland.
"Of course you may have It.®
<»I*d lik© my wife to nmrn s«e it,* Sibbona said.
*We*ll go t© get her.*
from another tabl®.

B« took a picce of paper

think we may b@ able to use quite

a few things fro® this plaea*

lothiag structural, but

soroe of the fin® wood ia the house can be used."
The ranohtr took a f«w »o®eiits to say, ®I hadn't

planaed on keeping aay of this place.*•
"Ho, of course oot#

But you can't get the hardwood

we need very easily, and scat of the wood in these sizes
here isn't cut any longer. The ssapl# floor in th® east
den is in five inch f>lanks. There is teakwood panelling and
»ahogaay that I doubt we could fiad, and beams of English
oak.

Also the linings of the closets, cedar," Ohnmachtig

said. Gibbons said nothing.
''It will not look th® same in the new housethe
architect said.
«How ffiueh do you reckon it would cost to sell all of
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that for scrap and get new w©©d?* Gibbon said at last.
«It*s going to be expensive even taking the old
wood Ottt, cutting it,—" the other replied*
''lou aim to cut it up?*

Gibbons looked at the

architect.
«t©a, cut it to fit th@ n«w spaces, sand it, and
refinish it,» Ohiwachtig said*
®Well, that*8 different• If you aiw to cut it up.
There's no sense getting new and letting this go to wast®.*
**Ohj* th« architect reaemb^rad, fiimbllng with th®
model, '^'fhs roof coaes off. lou ean see some of tho
rooms and some furniture.«
fha rancher leaned ov@r carefully and peered down
into the rooES. H® exaroined them one by on®, and then
said, "I want my wif® to soa® up and look#"
He walked out of the rooa, down the hall, and stopped
at th® stairwell. *Marg@I* h® shouted down the flights of
stairs, ^cmm on up here and see «^at Bob has aiadt for us.
CiOTie on upl**

GHi^TSl X?
*Th© pieaaurea of my life have been mostly what I
have seen,^ t,h« ax*chit«ct said, "and bscaus# I have had
ffioiiey aad time, I have s«en Most of the things I wanted to
see irtien I was a stwdent, and msmf things besidea#*'
$vxiB@%, and they sat in the new house among the enda
and tatters of ita birth and heard the aaadowlark ccme up
to sing aow that the machines were silent#
things I think I ahomld like to

"There are

again•"

"Well, you*re Jfusw about don® here,** th@ ranchtsr
said*

®Iou caa go oa froia here, if you want to move on#

Of course you're always weloome to stay her©#

lou kno^^

as well as anybody that we got pleaty of rooou"

H® talked

©ore during the months of building than hs could ever
remeMber talking#

He told the architect everything he

oould think of about the ranch, his boyhood on it, about
meeting his wife, about the idiosyncrasiea af his ears,
and the merits of the ranch h^ads and the foremen#

He had

not knoim that he knew so much, and th« discovery delighted
hi»#

getting about as gabby as Unci© Karian,** he told

the architect#
But for the most part. Gibbons listened• Sow that
the house was well along, tha architect had free ti»e, and
he and Gibbons—sometiBies with John ilarlan—sat and talked
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*"1.3
on ths

porch ©f the old h©Ms©»

When the ©Id mm was

ther@, ha would start out talking, but after a f«w mimitm
h® listened with his nephew to the architect*

B<ith iiith@r

and th« old laaii ware fond ©f history* the old m.m becaiise
fee iaagiasd aimaelf to b© part of it, Luther bscause he
renenbersd aa odd ataortsaat of facts froa school*

So the

archit#et resi'aatad for them and for himatlf graat citits
and bmildings of th® aaclant and msdiairal world i

the

wondar® of Igypt and Cathay, the tamples of India, Babylon
and Its gardan, BhQdm and ita Colossiis, tha lagandary
tower of iimrod in Babal, Thabas and its aaven gates, Troy
and its wall, ithena in ita Golden Aga, Carthaga and
Iffiparial Mme, Constantinople and Bagdad, Saville, Earkorom,
the eity of tents, Xanadu of Kubla Khan, Florence, Venice,
Perruggia, and Christian iorae, Paris, Brussela, London,
Tienna, Budapest, and Prague*
They heard hir* talk about hundreds of buildings a©
though they were beautiful wowen. Luther got a map from
the library on %Haich he located the plaeta the architect
talked about, took a tour of what aeemed to him to be every
ehureh in Europe. ScHaatifflea fche architect would draw
sketches of a building he thought they would find particularly
intereating, hia face cloae to the paper and his pencil
darting and ju^ing#

i©iaeti®ea afterwards they would go

inaide alraoat drunk, their heada awimfflins!: with a hundred
splendora of the eye the little «an with the thick glaases
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memory#

H® was in Iotq with the world he had seen, and

so»« of It h« had not, ®nd th®y felt for this world of
his, whlc^" th©y knew only through his sgency, if not love,
at least that vicarious adoration a f®rsou sight fesl for
tb® sw@eth®art of a friead,
I®lth@r of th©» r«®®fflb®r®<i lauch of i^at h® told thewf
but they r«ffieffibsr®<4 how he remamberad, and it held tham to
hear the aaa rush mp and down continants* in and out of
buildings, tailing about thea as though h® had built them.
One night after a aeaaioa on the porch. Gibbons
decided that Ohnmaehtig was by a graat deal the most
exceptional Kan he had airer mat.
"Karg«,* he said to his wifa, "I don't think I ever
run onto a fellow lika Bob#" They were preparing for bed#
\

Karjorie Gibbons sat in front of a vanity, plucking her
ayebrowB*

Luther was sitting on the edg® of their b®dj

looking at his hands.
«Ouchl" aha «ai^ sharply# "What's thatt"
"Bob," Gibbons said eameitly#

Juat never can

figure out how I was lucky enough to get hi® to draw up
plans for me#*
Hia wife surwurad seething he did not hear. Gibbons*
head still spun with the intricaciaa of his friend's
knowledfe#

**Ths things he knotral

Why," he turned to face

hia wife, '"he knows lota more about buildings that aoaie of
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put the» up.»
suppose he dims, dear," she said, streiniag

forward toward the mirror.
•Marge, he^s a great aaii«

I Just eouat nyself

lucky to have hi® for a friend»«»

Gibbons rolled back on

the bed and stared at the ceiling* ^^tes sir, he*s a great
»an.«
The rancher remembered telling his wife how he felt
about the architect as he and the architect sat in the
skeleton of the new house, and he was aware of his judgement
more than ever now that the house had begun to take shape.
He and the architect sat on saw horses, each idly working
a piece of scrap wood with their fingers*
*I learned to play my viola only a couple of years
ago," the architect said, "and I think I did pretty well
for a man of my age*"
*i never learned to play anything," Gibbons said,
"My wife plays the piano•«
"The hard part is over for »e now, and I don't think
X should care to try it again," the other said*
"A fellow doesn^t hear much of that kind of music
around here*
about it*

X never did get a taste for it."

He thought

"X really never cared ®uch for music at all.

My sister likes that hillbilly music. She even took up
with a fiddler in a band one time*

But I Just didn't ever
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rtally pay much atteatlon to it. How I can recall they
told ua in aehool about some eoBpoaers* I re®eab#r about
Wagner I guess bscausa they had a play the sa^e as one of
his operas. There was a sword fight at the end, and
e'rerybody hollered at that**
It was dark outside. "I resesber reading some^diere
about that fellow, what do you call hia? Beethoven? idio
got deaf and couldn't hear his ausic# My dad got hard of
hearing toward the end*"
Ohmachtig mad® a sound that resembled choking*
Gibbons looked at his friend in alarm, and he thought the
architect wss going to cry* "What^s the matter, Bobt«
he said*

»lhat«s the mattert*

The architect put his head in his hands, but in a
R^ent he looked up and said» **Just a dissy spell, vertigo."
"Tou sure you're all right. We can go doim and call
for a doctor, or I caa take you in*«
no, Luther.* The wind blew; reaember Beethoven,
his fear told hi®,the nature of his loss. "It's dark.
We'd better get down the hill."
"There's a good noon. If you're sure you're all
ri#it,« Gibbons said anxiously.
Ohnmachtig said he was, and they turned out the work
lights. The ffloon shone through the fri^e of the roof, and
Gibbons heard his friend shuffling after him. "Watch your
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s®lf here,* h« called as thef cleared the house#

Ht walked

dmm a plank incline, ducked under a scaffolding*

A step

or two, and Gibbons heard a soiindj turning, h@ saw the
architect fall.
Ohnmachtig had hit his head against the scaffolding.
His forehead m.a cut, and he held his hand to it as the
other helped hiia to his feet*
didn't see the board," he gasped#
•You all rightf

Are you hurt badt" In the aoon-

light the architect's face looked old and frightened,
"I didn't see itj I don't see too well at night,"
They went down the hill together then, the architect
stumbling, the rancher holilng hira up. Mrs. taird was still
up. She washed and bandaged the cut, and Ohiunachtig Joked
about his fall. Gibbons went to bathe, and Ohs^chtig said
he would go into the library. When Gibbons caroe into the
libraiT forty five raiautes later, the architect had gone.
There was a book on the table, iriaich it looked as though
the architect aight hare been reading. The rancher picked
it up, «ad thumbed through it. It was poetry, and though
he did not read poetry, he thought he might take it to his
roo® and look at it sometime. The title page said it was
the poetry of John Wilton.
It was the end of September.

CHAPfll X?I
The gr«©tiags were in paatomiae#

Mouths aov®d,

faces brolc® opmi in duaib laughter, hands darted out of
pocketsgrasped other hands, and fltd inm the anion
bask to pockets; shoulders moYsd in cadence of laughter#
fhe pantomime was not perftet though f

Ohamachtig heard a

soimd now and then, a laugh or a shout coming in to betray
the illusion*

Laughing, srailing faces at the windcsr, he

thought as he sat behind th® glass of the livingroom and
I

inside now*

But I m not i^at they are looking for*

He took off his glasses and covered his ©yes*
He seecied to see an old man dressed in robes, a
Choragos in a Sreek tragedy, against a background of rocks
and wilderness like the blasted landscapes in certain of
Leonardo da Vinci*s paintings#
cold and angry#

The old man's voice was

*lfou have left your world for nothing,

this is your weakness#

Go out of this Switzerland before

the snow, follow the thine to Strasbourg to see th® church
turned red at sunset#
with itI

The color will soon fade, and you

Go through France to ferpignan and look south

before the Pyrenees disappear in the night, cross to
England to look up through the gentle air at Durham fro®
the river, walk through the bones of the Acropolis#
-la-

If you

wait, do you Qxpmt. to set Kyoto again in Aprilt

Has

all this meaat nothing to yom? Has it miant aothing at
all?" lit listened to his indictment of himself, not really
moved by it, but rather wondering at the drasatic for®-it
had tak«n«

As the iroice had scolded, he had aean tha

sights it talked off

now h« opened his eyes to see the

work of his ©wa handf the heavy besps against the *#hit0
ceiling, the massive gt^cnea of the fii'«plac8 to his l®ft,
the polished gacasetry of th® panaling around his, the spac©
he had closed off and shaped radiating fr®si i^ere he sat
ia patterns he knew though walls ahut the© away.

At the

center ©f it he sat neither trimphant nor defeated, not
jealous of tha beauties ha had iriagiaed nor satisfied he
had in his house bean consonant with them,or abls to be.
Bsa«ty was beside the point. In ths- storm he had boarded
a strange boat carrying paasengers with whom he had neither
origin nor destination in coffimon, but with whom he felt h@
B3\ist travel or sink. And h© had worked aiiong the®. Sounds
of the party caiaa insiatantly through an opened door#
Gibbons beckonad hi» from the terrace, and he wont
out#

Karjorie Gibbons raced back and forth through the

crowd in eestaay while her huaband stood by the door in an
aura of proprietorship, shaking hands with ©veryon® lAo
cam® in rtach#

H@ took Ohnmaclitig^s hand, said, "I wanted

to have you meet a<me folks," and looked through tha cro*^.
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"Th@y don't aeea to be here right now, but it don't
matter. COB® on over and ait out h®re#"

Th®y sat in a

pair of folding chairs. The rancher's gratitude to
Ohnmachtig was soeiethlng of a burden to him, since he had
aever been particularly grateful before, aad since the
debt was one he aeased aoaey could not discharge. Beyond
that he lacked experience#

He tried a cl^ay solicitude,

which he executed by following the architect around like
a dog, until he realised that his generosity was a burden
to both of them*

As evidence of his esteem, ha introduced

the architect as ®My friend. Bob Ohnmachtig," and which,
beyond esteem, seemed to sum up acknowledge»ent of his
obligation as well*

But on the terrace, there was no one

for Introduction, so Gibbons sat silently with his legs
crossed, lost in a timeless debauchery of pride in his house
and his friend.
John Harlan passed by ivith another man of his age*
Gibbons smiled and leaned toward the architect* "Uncle
Harl«n has made up a story for every stick of wood we took
/

here from the old place*

He's just as proud of it as I aBi."

"He imuld have been perfectly happy only if we had
hung the entrance hall chandelier froei one of the beams."
Ohnraachtig said*

He was beginning to feel coefox^table in

the hustle and noise on the terrace*
«*Eddie iras here a while ago," Gibbons said, craning
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ts look for h@rt
soon#

reckon she'll be leaving as usual

I didn»fc look for Bud to com®*

After we closed

down the old place, he moved his stuff over to the bunkhouse*

One of the boys says him and Sederstrom rented a

motel in Nalene."
Gibbons shrugged his shoulders* *W«11, there's
plenty of roa® here for hi® v^en he wants t© c®ie back#"
They fell silent in their chairs while the party rose and
fell around the®#
The guests stayed on the terrace after sunset*
S^e danced in the dim li|;ht of naked bulbs strung across
in lieu of lights on the perimeter not yet installed.
Gibbons said he thought every rancher for a hundred miles
around »ust have conie to the party, along with most of
the doctors, lawyers, bankers and businessmen fr€m Nalene
and Lemington*
At midni^t, a Br« Bekker from Ifalene sought the
architect out*

Oekker had studied in Europe before the

war, and the two of the® strolled around the terrace talking
of places they both knew*

The dancers under the string of

lights in the center of the terrace forced the® to walk
into a badly lit Qomer, where Ohimachtig stumbled into a
chair*

He stopped, turned to go another way, and ran into

another chair* The doctor moved to help him, but before
he could reach the architect, Ghnaiachtig had tried to move
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again, this time rminirtg into a tablt and almost over
turning it«

He stood helpless as the doctor took his

arm*
"Is th®re anything—Bekksr asked.
OhnRachtig was bx-'eathing heevilj. '•Perhaps yom
might help me to ^o whei'e the light is better."
fhe doctor turned hifii around, for Ohnmachtig had
been facing the darkness of the plains below the hill.
They stood without speaking for a ffioraentj but before they
mox'^ed into the li^ht the architect said, '^One does not
roally miss the dim circle of light at the end of a
tunn«l until it goes out altogether. If I am careful,
I can uv'gually find my way back to the light, but if I
become panicky—" he said «d.th an apolog;:etic movement of
his hands. "Please forgive rse."
Bekker iifent with Ohnmachtig to tha ho^ise, x<?here the
architect excused himself.

A few in5.nute3 later, Dskkar

found the rancher i^atching the dancers through a mndow
of the livingrooH!.
Gibbons could make no senss of what the doctor said.
''Shat*3 that? 'Caat*s that? be asked as thou«5h he hadn't
heard.
«ie has Retinitis pig;gient03ai that is, tunnel vision.
He should have help if he's out after dark."
"There's something wrong with his eyes? 'A'hat's this?"
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"He has lost his sight around tlis psrip-iery, zh&t
is, around the tdges,^ the doctor- said, waving ^n& hand
ill a eircl®*
«! ioTi't kri«3W|* th® rancher said, shaking his head#
He f@lt Dr, Bekkar as an evil mm$ and for an instant
wanted %Q hit hi® with his flats#
lik# looking through a tunnel in th« dajtiffid,
and at night, he*s almost blind if not completsly so.
hasR*t. »aid anything about itt**
Th@ rancher shook his head.
"Now Lmth«r, this isa*t strictly ethical, but I
thought he probably hadn't said mything to yoti about it
and he needs help If b@*s out after dark."

The doctor moved

eloser and lowered his Yoica,
**18 therfi a chtnen, I mean could it be worse, sould
he—« the words wald not com« t© Gibbons* tongue,
"do blin^t* the doctor asked#
In his confusion Gibbons wondered why he had noi;
baen able to aay the word. H@ nodded.
"I jtist can't say, Luther. 3o»«times it happens
that way, sometimes not. I just ean*t )say.«

Dekker moved

still clda@r. "I wish yon wouldn't jaention—the ^-thical
busiaeaa."
«So," the rancher said h-iskily, «not a word.**
thought you ought to know,"* the doctor said
confidentially.

•14?Gibbons mt»bl@d his thanks and walkod away in a
state of eonfusion that was almost like a trance* Re
crossed the livingroosi without seeing it, went into the
entrance hall, and started to go out into the darkness in
baok of the house. There were only two things he eould
think ofs

the hope that his friend's trouble was not serious,

and the freteoaiti^ft that the worst, i^atefer it might be,
would hai^en*

He felt as thoiii^h he must go to help Ohnaaehtig,

but as he turned to walk back through the hall it was as if
his feet were oau^t in a mire that nade his steps progressiTely harder and threatened to stop hira altogether.
The rancher stood tmcertaialy at the edge of the
livingroon until his illusion of helplessness failed*

He saw

the arehitect nowhere, so he walked out to the terrace, then
throuigh other ro^s looking*

He had no idea what he would

say if he found the architect, but he continued to look
until Mrs* I#aird told hi® Ohiaaachtig had gone to bed*

He

recovered enough composure to join his wife in saying good
night to their guests*
The rancher blurted out what the doctor had said to
his wife when they had retired to their sitting room*

At

first, she would not belieTe him, but after he had gone over
the conversation a second time, she had it straight in her
aind*

She tried to reassure hi®, but he would do nothing

but sit in silence and shake his head as if in disbelief*
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He l«y beside her staring into the dark for an hoar before
he went to sleepy and when sleep eamet it was black and
dre«sd.ess*
In the morning» Gibbons left his wife still asleep.
Ke asked Mrs* Laird if she had aeen the architect* She
thought he had left on his aoming walk, but she didn't
know ytiere he had gone*

Qibboms started out of the house

to find his) but he could not BMike up his mind where to
look, and after a few minutes of standing in back of the
new house indecisively, he decided to attend to his business
on the ranch, i^ich would give hia a chance to think things
through#
The day was bright with the southern sunlight of
autu»n, yet the world seemed dimly lit to him* Nothing
made sense of itself, and he did not want to try to make
sense of things that resisted so strongly*

He said yes and

no to his foremen, but be could not reflie»ber after he left
them what they had been talking about*

Ten times an hour

he went over the conversation with the doctor, as though
hidden scMBevihere in it was a clue to the falseness of ^at
he had been told*
Iftiile I»uther was on the range, Marjorie Gibbons was
finishing her breakfast*

Ivery sound »ade her start up to

see if the architect were cc»ing in*

She expected him

s<»aehow to look different now that she knew his secret*

When he clldn*t eoae and she had finished» she walked down
the hill to the old

house to look for him.

At the saae

time she wanted to meet him, she dreaded it« heeause she
did not know whether she eould bring herself to tell hia
what she knew; hmt for her hushand*s sake she was detemined
at least to confront his friend*
fhe arehitect wasn't in his studio. She stood
uncertainly in the doorway looking at the b^es of things
that were to be taken out of the old house that day»

On

the table the arahiteet used for a desk lay a book she
thought must be a ledger*

She glanced at it as she came

inII stepped, and looking arotmd to see if there were any
one to see her, turned the pages and read.

As she read the

last entry in the book, a feeling of numbness came over
htr»

She read the lines again and then a third time.

At

last she left the ro<^ and walked out of the house on the
planks laid on the subflooring*

Outside« she stood

dassled and bewildered in the simlight. When her eyes
became aecustcmed to the lights she saw the arehitect down
by the bam*

He ean*t see me, she thought| yet he did, and

wav^ed. 3he waved bask slowly and turned to walk up ^he
west hill to the new house, biting her lip.
Luther was not in the new house irtien she came in,
so she went to their rooms to wait, leaving word with Mrs#
Laird that she wanted to m® hi®. He came in shortly after-
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wardsj sh® oould hardly hear to add to th@ burden she
sensed he was already carrying, but aft@r a false start,
she told him what she had read in the architect's book.
Gibbons face was set and pale. She had to try again.
"It says that, right in his book. It was open
there on his desk.

Maybe he^d been writing in it. It had

soaje sketches of the house in it, so I looked. Luther, I
didn't know it was his diary, light there it was."

She

watched hi» anxiously*
«Tell me again."

His wife wasn't real. If he

closed his eyes and opened them again, she would be gone.
"Luther, I thought it was Just a book of pictures
he drew of the house. How was I to know?*" Tears welled
in her eyes.
"That don't Bake any difference, ^at he said
again.**
"I don't reffieffiber the exact words. That his doctor
was right, that he noticed his eyes getting worse. That
in nine iBonths or so he would be blind, that he could still
sroell, and touch, and hear the viola he learned to play so
he would have something after—-**
Qibboas leaned against a table vreekly. He felt he
did not dare look down. His legs would not move in the
terrible mirej they were locked and without power, as
though his strength had drained away in a dreara.
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"The poor mm,^ sfe« »aid faintly. «It will be so
hard f@r him« beoamse he haa seen so maiiy things and has
enjoyed theffi a@. But maybe beoamse he haa seen so mueh*«'*
*What»s thatt^ Sibbons said#

His voiee almost

broke#
"I aaid that beeamae he had aetn so aiany thing®—"
He heard nothing »or® she said. fh@ architect's
Toiee sang in his mind. He heard his friend talking on
the f»orch of the old how-se, seemed to hear at one tias®
everything the architect had said about the far-off world
he knew was there only because the architect had told hi®
it was J

the voices piled one on the ©ther until Gibbons

was afraid his head would birst. He seested to see his
friend's eyes moving like caged animals behind their thick
crystal walls} then the eyes vanished, only the dark
hollows of the pits remaineds he reffiembered the rabbit he
had shot lying by the pool above %rtiere he and his friend
had seen it that afternoon, its eyes gone to feed the
carrion bird. His wife's voice ca®e drifting to hi®. He
shook his head dtaably#
"lothing," he said to her question, and walked out
of the sitting room into the bedroom. H# heard her go out.
He went through a pile of magazines until he found the
book h® had taken to his room in the old house, which had
been carried to the new with all his things. He aat down

and went through it pa^e by paga* until be cam® across
the words, "1^?hen I consider how my light is spent--" H«
stared dumbly at the titl® and the first line, but read
no farther#

He closed the book carefully, and put it in

the drawer of the little table beside the bed as gently
as if it were a living thing.
The rhyth® of walkins took the edge from his confusion.
He had left the house and climbed the higher hills in back
of it#

Iven though he had lost his hope for his friend,

he wanted to be alone to prepare his face for their meeting.
After a while he stopped and realized that he was standing
by the pool where he had shot the rabbit, where he and the
architect had gone the afternoon the architect agreed to
design the new house. He looked carefully along the pool^s
edge, but even the rabbit's bones were gone. So he sat
on the grass by the pool and watched its water. In a few
ffioments, he lay back on the grass and slept.
He woke with difficulty.

Once he had come half

awake because he imagined he heard voices shouting, but
sleep was powerful and he sank into it again#

Soaething

dark covered the sun frois time to tiiEe, and when he finally
sat up, he thought there were clouds in the sky.

His

predicament and the realisation that the clouds were of
smoke caiae to hi® at the sane moment, and he got to his feet.
The source of the smoke was downhill, and he ran toward it.
He saw in gliBipaes through the trees as he ran that the
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saeke etra® froai the area of th# old house, not the iww,
3«v@ral hundrtd yard# above the new heuse, h® stopped in
a grov® of fir tre^s in wliieh fe® had pl«y®4 when he wta a
boy. He kam it was the old h&mn itself that htd bumed,
for h® had aev#r before b«ea able to sse th® roai on the
othtr sid« of th® old hous® fr<MB th® grove bectwse of the
tall roofs.
"Where is e¥®rybcdy,'* §ibboa« shouted to his uncle
as he ran oato th« terrace of the new house. Ho did not
wait for an answer, but ran on do%«i th® feill.
"Mobody was inside the house," he heard his uncle
calling after him. "Everybody's all right. It started in
the basement,

there wasa^t nothing w© could do.«

He

heard no more.
The walls and roof were gone, and nothing much stood
above the black, burning ruin bat pipes melted awry.
Marjori® Gitobona wat halfway down the hill. Below, the
ranch hands atood dmbly around the fir#. They had knocked
the canopy down halfway to the carriage shed with a tractor.
One of the iBen was spraying water on burlap sacks laid out
on th® side of the roof of the carriage shed nearest the
house.
"Did everybody get out?"

he called to his wife as

he ran down the path. "Did anybody get hurt fighting it?"
»*lfo,** she said, "everybody*® all right.**
"Mrs. l-aird, artier®*8 she?

and Bob?"

-154had. Lores® take h®r to her rooia to lay dowt."
Kfsr ty®s vjere red, but sfes was mot crying. "Bob is in
lal0Rt»

H® l«ft before tb« fir®, took his stuff out and

brought it up.

Somebody said it started in th« baseatnt,

^®re th« painters for tbs a«w place kept thsir paint and
varnish*

By tkt tim® I fe«iard everybody abouting, the idiole

thing was in flamta." She put one thin hand to her fore
head and inhaled deeply#
The house was gone#

He felt no sentimental attach

ment for it, but the fact that it was gone mad® him feel
sick at his stomach*

When he had climbed the hill, it had

been there| soma of the insides were gone, but he had
looked back at it, and it existed, it was there, visible,
of a certain shape. How it did not exist, and there had
been nothing for him as a warning that it would disappear.
There was no farewell, no premonition. Here. Sot here.
The fact of its being gone a© finally raade him sick, even
though he had planned t© lose it long ago.
«Bob should back in a half•hour or so. I'll get
something to eat—I don't want to bother Mrs, Laird.**
She turned to go up the hill. "Where were you?**
took a walk back on up. Sat down and fell asleep."
"Oh. Cosse up when yoii're ready,"

Gibbons watched

his wife go back up the hill. He felt as he watched that
she vas a person ^.ose name he knew, but to who® he had
never been introduced. The words of her invitation to hiai

to com® whea fe« was ready s«ero«d to have come from a stranger
niio wanted to help hiro. He was grateful for the help, but
he wanted it to cone fro® soaeone dote to him. He felt
lOTe for his wife as he watched her slim body on the hill,
hut he could not bring the love close to him, Down the
hill, his ffien were milling around ainlessly*

At the top,

his uncle stood watching like a statue; only the smell
of sffioke seemed to make a real impression on his senses«
dibbons went up to the house then, but he walked
through it to his car without stopping* The fire and his
friend's sorrcw seened knotted together like a jiimble of
rope*

He fought knots of words, but nothing eame out right*

For an instant, he wanted to reach up and tear his own
eyes out*

Against his big fingers, the eyeballs under the

closed lids felt soft and flissy*

l.ife he thought was not

of a piece, it could not be talked about; sometimes it
could not even be lived*
away*

He could not even curse. Re drove

OHAPTH I?II
»He thought so much of you,® Marjorie Gibbons said
to Qhimachtig#

They faced one aaother across a table on

the terrace. "Maybe I shouldn't have told hi®. But I
knew he would want to know#" It was early the next morning.
She was perfectly groomed in a green dress that left bare
her golden shotidders.

€htly her eyes showed her distress.

•"If I intend to keep a secret," he said, "I shouldn't
write it down."
She shook her head and sighed deeply. He thought
she was going to cry.
"It*8 not so terrible. Life goes on after the senses
fade, after sight goes, or hearing. It is really not
terrible never even to have had what I have had so long."
He wanted to reach across the table and touch her hand, to
comfort her, but he held back. Bright sunlight covered the
terrace, and i^ile it lasted he sat there the object of an
almost mnerved sympathy fron the woman and from his
friend, ifeerever he might be. He did not need comfort,
rather needed to give it. In that moment he felt his
strength was partly his will and partly his power to reach
others at the level of his grief. He could tell her
nothing of his feelings? he could only watch her hold
one tender hand to her forehead and begin to cry.
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-157thought s© much of you,^ she said in a choked
YOice as she wiptd h®r ®j«a with a lace handkerchief,

brilliantly whits in her hand against her bronse chesk*
«T©a know, Liathsr doesn't make fritnds easily."
Ohnmachtig turned away in embarrassment. He was
half afraid that the friendship which meant so auch to
the rancher had to mean very littl® to hi»« le knew that
he probably would not have stayed had it not been for the
desperate loneliness which had driven him into the rancher's
confidence#

It was the future that embarrassed him, the

time that must c«^e %rtien his foraer habits Might reclaim
him, or, quite as disturbing, the tiae when he would
forsake his mj of life in favor of he knew not what*

He

must leave. Would he coae back, back to a friendship with
out kinship? let he was aware of a kinship, a rapport with
Gibbons which he could not count becaust he could not
name it#

Perhaps he recognised in the big, single nan a

brotherhood in the very loneliness he had come here to
break.
But Gibbons had not coae back that night. *•! don't
know K^ere he could be," Marjorie Sibbons said. He hasn't
ever gone away like this, not in ten years. Sot without
telling me he would be gone oveniight.^

Meither of thete

wanted to make auch of Gibbons' absence. They were waiting
for the sound of his car laboring up the hill, waiting for
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Mm tQ walk out© the t«rraee»
fh« architect finished hi# coffe® and said, "Perhaps
I eouild look for him, if someone would drive. I don't
know the roads at all—**
She looked indecisive. "I coiildn*t ask f©u—
**Fl®as« let me*

It woiild ease our minda if we did

something to try to find hi», although I*® sure h© will
turn up soon.
She got up, siaoothiag her dress carefully. '^1*11
get Iddie to drive for you. She knows where you aight
find hi®.**
The architect watehed her walk briskly to the house,
grateful for the bright color of her dress. In a moment
she returned with Sddle, ^o, strangely for the hour, was
dressed in saddle pants and a shirt instead of her dressing
gown.
"Luther didn*t co»e in?® he heard Iddie ask* "He*s
not here now?**

Her south was full of something and she

carried a cup of coffee.
"Ko, not all night. How there's probably nothing
to worry about, but we thouf,ht we'd better do something.
Bob doesn't see too well, especially after dark, and
there's a chance you might not ,i®t back till than."

She

did not look at the architect when she talked about his
eyesight.
"Okay, I'll drive,** Sddie said* "But let me finish
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my breakfast first."
Ten minutes later, the architect and the girl were
on the ranch road to the highway between Salene and
Lemington* Hiey went to lalene first, because it was
larger, and Bddie thou^t Luther might have stayed in a
hotel there. They tried the three larger hotels, and half
a dosea other places she thought he might have gone, but
no one had seen him or his car. So they doubled back and
went to Leaington. It was half past one ^en they ate
silently in a cafe on the outskirts of Lemington#

They

didn't have much to say to one another. Eddie was satisfied
that it was the shock of the fir® that prompted Luther to
leave and the architect saw no reason to explain everything
to her. So it was where Luther had gone rather than why
that occupied their conversation.

After they had gone

over the possibilities three or four times, there was
nothing to do but go over them again or be silent.
After lunch, a bartender in a bar across the street
from the cafe—a friend of lddie*s—told her Luther had
been in the bar last night, had sat there drinking, talking
to no one, and had left around midnight, after cashing a
check for two hundred dollars.
•He*d probably go the same direction I would from
here,*^ she said, "and anyway there's only one highway that
goes anywhere from here." She turned the car north from

«160Lamiagtoa, aad in ten roilaa they war® in the midst of a
barren country, sufc with guliias and broken with windblaated rocks.

GHAPTEE Villi
Gibboiis had spent the night in his ear, sl«®piiig
a restless, drmken aleep. When he awok®, fee had for
gotten nothing?

everything was there just as it had been

beforej there was not an instant of disremeitbrsnce# It
was tea thirty, and a« soon as he rubbed his eyes, he
drove out of the picrdc grounds he had parked in. The
big car bouneed on the little dirt road, but settled down
smoothly on the highway. The disappearing road lulled
hlmi

his situation did not change, but everything seemed

farther awayi

he was in a trance. A curve in the road

brought hiai back.
Life was in two partsi the part underneath was
little, ho saw and heard itf

han?;ing over it was a larger

part, which he felt, and which was reality, Biade not of
sights and sounds, but of Jmowledge and sorrow#

fh®

little part danced and moved, sang with the faraway lauaic
of the wheels on the road, pushed signs into his vision
and jerked the® away, spoke with mouths, touched with
hands#

It did not matter. The other hung over it, saade

it puny and ridiculous J

the part that looked like nothing

ness, was Quiet and dark.
Several times during the day, he stopped to drink
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-16£in roadside bars.

Alcohol had iiev®r meant much to hi®

and it did not do amch to halp hix now; he kept drinking,
hoping at least f©r> imconseiouansss. The facaa in the
bars aaamad paintad on imno® pmts to kirn; ha said
nothing to thaai, and thaj laft hia alona#

At last the

silenee bagan to opi^rasa him*
"How far is this place from iardagton?'' h© asked#
The bartandar took a ummmut to finish wiping a
glass and aaidji «l,eBiagton. Well, that dapeads a good
daal on the way you go«

Kow if you take I'wettty Thrae to

lalish, then aayb® it's two-fifty.
gravel and pretty broke utp.

But part of that's

Th@n you can talce U.S. Sixteen

to Sed Lick, and on ©as'i. from &h«ire.

That must be two-

seventy five, closer maybe to three. But it's oil all the
way.^
Gibbons had beea drinking in th® bar for an hour.
He didn't know the name of the bar or the tova it was in,
even what part of the state he had driven lio*

larlier, he

had taken a mora in the town*a ona hotel, and on the bed
with its thin, white-painted iron fraaie he had tried to
sleep*

Failing thif

he went out and bought a ra^or, shaved,

and went baok out to find a bar*
thirds

this v^as his second, or

he eould not remember how siany he had been in;

they all looked the sa»e, racks of peanuts, neon lights,
glasses on dark wood. Gibbons eould not laove forward out
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©f the bars, nor backwardi mt ©f them*

H« w»b trappsi

in the prsfeBt, s priscner of each min-at& counted off on
the

deck in bacte of the bar.
he

trji.i,??. to talk, to pro-je for e>dts, "Hav®

yom ever had aom«body do a faror for yen? A big faYort"
The burtender laoked like an ord. to him, with big ey«« and
a sharp aost.
^What fon mean?^

the bartsudar a-sked.

"Bo you a fa''/or. that's all."
«Why sure, tots of
»0n®

do yoti a favor.**

**Hot. one.

Lots of

!#hat cotild anyone say, who didn't know? What could
they say if they did kno*?

He drank fron his glass#

can you do for somebody who doas you a big favor?"

^'¥hat

Favor?

^'ow he was fealkjrg ® foreign lang\ia|re, fighting through
the lo'ong vmrdp, hs knev toward

right one h© could net

reffieraber.
«A pry towed s-c in fron? Rtnchiim one©. Woiilds't
take no poney.

Bo I gi^^o his old lady s box of candy fro»

one of t!:'® ptachbeards.*'
Sihbon$ shook his head.
'^Somebody iT!i:.st*Te r^sally done you a good turn. If
it was me, I'd like soK^ethitiii; to rs®e!ibari s fouvenir. tike
a hundred bucks."

in the bar*

He laughed, and '.rinked at the other man
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"Make mine tw©,** the other man stid. "I can remem
ber that & whole lot Ioniser,**
wWhat'd yom do if you h^d ^uet nine months left."
"Kifie ffioaths left? you memi here?

Jeaui, I got

a lot longer here than that, frisnd.'* The bartender swiled
nervously.
^Sine monthe left to live*"
The bartender went on sailing* '*! sure wouldn't
spend it here.^
neither,** said the other man.
"Would you §0 ho®e, ttaytoe?'*
just don't know K^ere I'd go*

Kayfee hoiae."

Gibbons thought the bartender's smile was the s®ile of a
Bian about to run away*
"If you'd lived aomeplace, and really liked it there,"
bis voice trailed away»

He put the glass to his lips. "I

mean, if there was places you like, lots of places ety,
with lota of things to see, would you go on there
"I reakoii I would," said the bartender*
see why not*

"^Bon't

A man'd be a fool not to."

«I'd go to California," said the other man.
might not last nine months if I had to go through the
winter here*

Galifornia's got this beat no matter how you

look at it*»
"Well, anyway I won't have to drive over the pass
this winter,"' the bartender said* "We moved in town this
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apriag#-"*
fh®re was one way out, huxi it led only £rm. the
bar into darknass. th# aigiit was cold# and ths darkn@«ii
eov«re<J th® eity i^wi to th« rooftops, crept -In feetwep.n
buildiaga. It was laastdr*

thought, it ia harder for

ffi« fc© takt thaa to gi^t. Harder for anyone, if they find
it out. 0ttisrwis# notching ««k«s s«as#. Hothiwg I can
gi¥«| it's tfe® 0th@r way#
E® got into his ear iia fr-mt
iftt.© tfe® darknesii#

th® bottl and drov®

CHAPTER XII

At ml<J-aft®rnoon, Ohnmachtig and Eddie came to a
junction, and on the advice of an old man who came out of
the filling station to see why they stopped, they drove
forty miles west on a gravel road to a town called Sunup.
Another old man at another filling station told them the
road west was closed, and that he hadn*t seen a car of
the kind they were looking for. So they drove back to
the Junction and north towards the town of Senchuai.
A mile or so past the Junction, a tire went flat.
They put on the spare without incident, but for fear of
being on the road without a spare, drove back to the
junction to have the tire fixed. It took the old man an
hour to fix the tire and change it for the spare, so it
had been dark for an hour by the time they drove into
Renchum.
Mo one they talked to had seen Luther or his car.
They began to think he might have taken another road out
of Lemington, perhaps south.
"I don*t know," Eddie said. **¥0 might as well go
on to Templeton." They had a map spread out on a table in
a bar. "If he's not there, then we've taken the wrong way
for sure."
"Perhaps he's come back home."
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Ohnmachti wanted
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to t'lnd Ilia frieiid, but- the 8©sreh tor him thrsu^ th«
disiaal liills had imde him wish hiwstlf on his way, sad#

him waat to t'arn hi« back and hm dont with it#
^Mayb©
"It L'dghti be a good itl«a if 1 called to find out#"
T'aere waa a ph©n® ia th# restaarant eonaectfid
through & 4oor with tJa® bar. H# had to shoiit to be htard,
and it fecjok iialf m hour to eoaplat# th« call#

Mrs. Laird

if ther® %mrn no word of

said lfUtla«r had not eorc# hoii«j

liisa in an homr, &h«y w^ra going to call the ahsriff. Ha
t.old the old wonan tliay ware in H«nchmi and \f«r« goinE

across the raountaisis to T«wpleton«

If thay dl-da't find

Ills ther«, they wotild start back.
^Th®r«*s ao word at the ranch,** he said shaking his
head*
•^Mayb.® h®*s in California by new,* Iddie «aid»
«Mayfea h® could^'^ take anothar wintar in Moutana." He
kn«y she had bee« talking to two ksh aittiag at the bar
sear th® tabl®.

Sh« apoka as much to th«m as %o him. She

had beta driaking while "n# was makifig th« phona call.
"Shall wa if,o on now?"
"I don't s«« why. Bob.
I like it right here#

nmi*

On®

No. Ho, let's iia stay now#

Good company."

Sh« ®»il©d at tha

no older than sev9atean» th© other past

thirty. "Mset Billy and Eoyal."
thair bottlas of baar*

I-

the nan toastad him with

.I6g"How do you do?" he said. "We have to go, Idna. Will
you exouee us?**
"Go, hellI

Sit down. We been going all day. !•©

tired of going."
«So an I,** he began.
«Then ait do%m. Luther's old enough to find his way
around this country. Money enough to buy it, if he don't
like the way it's laid out."

She drank fro© a glass of

whiskey. "Anyway, he's probably clean to California by now."
Ohnmachtig guessed that Billy and Eoyal were enjoying
themselves watching the blond girl make a fool of the little
man with the glasses and he began to fear he was among the
enesiy.
"There ain't any other places better than this one
around here, if that's *rtiat you're looking for," said Billy,
the younger one#

Both he and loyal were wearing white shirts

open at the collar and tight denim pants.
"They don't serve no cocktails with candles on the table
in lenchiiffi. You got to take the atmosphere like you find it,
us and all," Soyal said with a grin.
She knew he was helpless. But he did not sit down.
"If you want to drink, bo ahead* I'll wait in the restaurant."
He drank two cups of coffee, and an hour passed. He went back,
Iddie had moved to the bar on a stool between the
two men. "The party's just getting started," she said. She
turned to him and leaned on one elbow. "Tou don't like this
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one, go find yourself another one." She turned away*
He bore on#

""I don't want to be rude. But this

young lady's brother hasn't been heard from since last
night*

We're looking for him, and have a long way to

drive to get home. We planned to look for hi® in fe^leton*"
"He's up and gone to California, didn't you know?**
said loyal*
Billy said, "What's she want with a brother anyway?
We*11 take care of her like we was brothers, both of us."
The men latched and ttimed their backs on hisi.
He saw them in the mirror in back of the bar, and
they saw him. "If a guy don't like a party in these parts,"
Royal said, "he goes and finds himself another one."
Billy said, "Yeah, so whyn't you go find him for
yourself? Leave her here. She's all right, and you seem
a heap more worried about her brother than she's worried.
Go on yourself."
"I'm afraid I don't see well enough to drive at
night," he said, hating to have to tell thea.
"Reckon you'll have to stick around then. Tou can
see all right to stick arotmd, can't you?" said Eoyal.
"I'll be in the restaurant," the architect said to
her.
"Take it easy on the coffee," Eddie called. "Tou
might have to drive."

Their laughter followed him through

the door, and even after the noise of the restaurant swept
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©Y®r it, h@ thought h© could hmr them laughing still.
An hour later, ht went in, and an hour aft«r that.
Th® seooad tisi®, he eoald not ®ir®a ©akt himself heard#
Two wort m@n and two more women war® gathersd aro-uuad#
rtataurant was elosing, so h® went outside*

Tha

There was no

light in the street#
it was as though he had stepped into a pit. He
could see nothing across the street, could barely make out
the dim shapes of what he knew must be the cars in front
of th® bar*

There would be no busses, no taxis| he could

not remeaber what had been on the other side of the street
when they came into town, and he could imagine nothing
that would be of help to him. He could not see to find
the car, let alone drive it. He stood helpless, unable
to go forwards or backwards•
"Watch outt** a voice shouted. "Look out *rtiere you're
parking."
"I'a sorry, I beg your pardon," he said, stepping
away.
"Well, don't run into me," said another man's voice,
«ju®t get the hell out of the way." It sounded as if there
were a dozen of them. They awarmed around him, jostling
him this way and that. "«Jesus, is he polluted," a voice
said. "Hey dad," said another, "how'd it get so wet insidet"
He wanted to shout that he couldn't see, that he
was blind. But the words would not cmQ to his lips, and
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in a moment the men were gone. H® stood breathing heavily
for a mmmtf took off his glasses and rubbed his eyes#
The door of the bar opened, and he heard, "I left
the fiddle in the car, be right back Sonny;'*
footsteps#

the sound of

The aan ran into hin, knocking him aside, the

glasses fell out of his hands as he was tdiirled around.
"Damfflit, pops, if I buwp into you again, I'll put
you to sleep and stack you out of the way.^
"My glasses!'* he said in panic*
A car door opened and slaaaaed. He stood as though
he were paralyzed. I aust not move, he thought, they're
soffieirtiere close. I must not move.
^¥ill you help ®e, please?** fee called to the voice,
"I've lost 8iy glasses, I can't see without the®.**

He

fought to keep his voice from shrieking.
"Kothing to look at out here," the voice said over
the sound of running footsteps. "I got to get inside to
play my fiddle." fhe bar door alarraied.
He did not move. There was no sound. "Will someone
help me?"

he said without raising his voice. He waited

in the silence. A door opened some-where along the street,
he thought. "Will someone help me?" he called. His answer
was a burst of music fro® the bar.
He was among the enemy completely now, the foe his
isolation now literal in the dark. He knelt to his conqi'.oror
and felt with his hands around the place he had been standing.
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He dared not mov® far for fsar h@ would lose traek of the
place h« had bseii when h@ dropped the glasses#

From the

bar, he h@ard a rush of music now and then, and he could
distinguish th@ fiddl®*s cry aboir® it all. All he could
se@ of th® bar was a dull orange glow, th® sign over the
door. Evgry^«r® «l»e was blackness, and he looked
iaq»l©ringly up at th® glow every few minutes• Several
tines he stopped in^en he thought he heard soaeone, but the
only sound he knew was made by human beings

who came from

the bar.
Then he heard something puzzling, far off. He held
hia breath to listen, and got up to his feet slowly i^en
he realized it was a siren.
1^1® headlights of the car were racing specks of
light as it went past him screaming like a mad thing in
pain or anger. After it went by, he saw a red light staring
at him like an eye, growing fainter and dismer until it
went out altogether.
He went to his knees again, crawling in a wider
area between a board fence and the line of parked ears.
He did not know how long it took hi» to find the glasses,
but his hand touched them by the front wheel of a car. He
felt them carefully to see if they were daraaged, then
slowly put thea on, still kneeling.

As if through a tunnel

he saw the outline of the bar, and he rose and went to it.
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He felt as though he had stepped into water above
his head when he went through the door;

as though his

luags filled up with something he could not breath®. In
the quiet corners of the rooa smoke hung in layers like
blue streaks in agate#

He imagined he could put out his

hand and touch the noise*

What he heard seeaied to be a

cofflfflon voice split in many parts, shouting, singing> laughing
for every oian and woman in the place, but mechanically
produced and broadcast into the room*
He saw Eddie's lips moving in the collective sound,
but he could not tell her voice from the rest. He tried
to speak to her again.

CHAPTER XX
Gibbons* funeral came at the beginnir-^ of winter.
More people cams than the chapel could seat, so folding
chairs were set up in ths foyer, and heavy, gold-colored
curtains drawn OYsr the windows. Those in the foyer could
not »s@ the minister, but thsy could hear him talking from
far away. The skies over Nalene were the color of sine,
and a cold wind blew from the northwest. The funeral
directors were everyi^ere -^ispering, their faces as sombre
as the sky.
Many came because of connections with the Gibbons
family that had not extended to Luther*s generation, others
because their names demanded they pay respects to his namej
ranchers from all quarters of the counties came in holding
their hats and looking afraid rather than sorrowful. And
two old ladies, both of whom had Minnie for a first name,
came because they went to everyone's funeral.
Eddie did aot coKe. She was in a hospital where
they had taken her the day she and the architect got home.
He had waited until the bar closed, and she had come with
him to the car, drunk and mgry at the men she had been
with. She slept in the back seat, and he sat in the front
waiting for dawn. At the junction of the wrong turn the
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who had been killed.
"There was a fellow got killed from down your way
last night," th® old mau had told hi® %irti©ii OhoBiachtig
stopped for gas»

"Same eotmty as you, I see by yomr plates

there."
"What happ©nedt" ht asked* In the back stat Eddie
moaned in her sleep*
"W«ll, they say there was a fallow following along
after him saw it all. Tried to miss a ..jackrabbit and
yrmt off#

Between Eenehum and Tompleton, on the pass*

Daipji fool, if you aak me. I wouldn't raiss no damn jackrabbit if I could help it."
w®s it?" Ohnraaehtig aak@d«
"they say his name was Gibbons, big rancher dovm in
your neck of the woods.**
It had all seemed a weird joke; he was in a wax
works, locked in, and someone had 8@t a robot in motion
to toratnt hiis. The old man was not a human being! he
could me the imperfectIons around the eyes; the mouth
was not hinged right*-it moTtd too looselyj the hair was
false, made from the fur of son© aniffialf
wrinkled rubber painted olusisily.

the skin was of

He could reffioraber nothing

else until he had been on the highway driving for a long
wMle.
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Th© architect had been certain of nothing ia the
days since except his e:K;ist@nce, the ache in his narvts
that was his senses*

Sorrow was a shap® into which he

twisted himatlf for the world he could not be certain
existed where he saw it. The hours he spent in sysnpathy
were minutes in his mindl

the real hours were passed in

dull endurance of a frozen storm#
Marjorie had inherited the ranch, but she planned
to sell it. Aip.oa had come back, resentful of everything
but subdued. He went to the funeral with his sister on
his arm, awkward in a blue suit, sullen and long-faced.
The old man followed stiffly in a raask of grief and the
courage of experionce. 1'lhen they told him his nephew was
dead, he had gone to his rooms in the new house, over
looking the black char of the house he was born in, and
had cried, weeping in the way of the aged, with aiany tears
but no sobs. Mrs. Laird was on his ar®, red-eyed and
tired, as they entered the mourners* screened room. *'Me
looks 80 natural," Mrs. Laird had said i#ien they had
gone to see the remains the day before. Tears had flowed
down her round cheeks, and fallen to the printed flowers
on her bosom. He had been as peaceful as the embalmer's
art could make him, and that was peaceful indeed.
Ohnmachtig sat solemnly among the mourners as a
pallbearer. Dark red drapes muffled the involuntary sounds
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**He was a man of the soil," the minister chanted,
"a rancher with broad lands, yes, but not the special lands
of the privileged, but the same lands that nourish ua all,
rich and poor, large and small, the lands God has given
us to work. His was the Joy of the earth."
Ohnmachtig took off his glasses and held a hand
over his eyes to shut out the little light left#

The

glasses dropped to the thick rug without a sound, and he
bent forward to feel for them#
"This is not forever, my beloved. This is not for
ever#

The day will come when this man, dear friends and

kin gathered here, i^en this man will walk fields broader
than he ever walked on earth#

He will be among his dear

friends that have gone before."

Ohniaachtig tried to see

his fellow mourners.
"Then, beloved, the dead shall rise. In that
glorious day, the dead shall rise and be as the living."
Ohnmachtig*8 lips moved without a sound. He talked
to the heavens hidden at the beginning of winter, prayed
perhaps. "Let it not be true," he said. "If it be silence,
he said, let it be silence. If it be grief, all grief;
joy, all joy. If there is light for me or another man,
let there be no darkness."
He flinched when they closed the lid of the coffin,
but his face was set as he helped the other men carry it
out into the wind.

SPILOGUS
So afterwards my friend Robert Ohnaachtig returned
for a ffioraent to that Europe which he had really been unable
to leave. There, for so many years, he had been content
to be alone on streets usually much narrower and often
darker than that broad avenue Eotebuhlstrasse on which
his vision of the other world walked out of the night to
smile at hia. He had failed to find intimacy with the
ffiainstream of life, whiah, in his torment, he had thought
of aa his only salvation. He could imagine no other way
out tdiich would leave him free; he told m@ he had decided
to lose his freedoB! as an alternative#

He thought he had

learned in his attempt to turn his lonely art into a pass
port to the other world that he aiust now give up both worlds*
Certainly nothing was left of the world of beauty}

he had

loved ^rtiat he had seen, and although he might try to
substitute lEusic for the delights of the dead sense, no
illusion could take the place of the one he had spent his
life creating. Perhaps he was grateful that his second
illusion, for that is what he must have come to consider
his hope of finding himself in the rancher's world, had
broken in months instead of years, even if he had to carry
the price ©f his friend's death in that account until the
end. How he would, he told me, take what remained of his
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light to a plae® of solitude and sll®nc®, where th® roark
of Ms dlfferanc® might b« forgiven, or even ignored.
Five years after I last saw him that simffiier after
noon in Paris, I recei-recl tha following latter.
Most Eatsasaed Sir;
I aia complying with a request made to me by a
psrsoa who oallad you his friand to notify you whea
ha paassd to his reward*

Hia nama In religion was

Brothar Joseph, and baeaus® he had lome knowledge of
building, he \'K>rked in ailence among us aa a carpenter.
¥hen he first came here some yaars ago, he told ma he
was fleeing from life because he could find no place
in it. Periiaps it will lessen your grief to know
that ha found a place hore.

Vllian he cauia, too, he

was afraid that he was going to become blind. Shortly
before his daath, he mad® a special point of asking
to tall you that his prayers to St. Juda for
intercession had been answered, for tJintil his eyes were
closed in that brief sleep before ^Judgement, he kept
his eyasight. His yaara as a Trappist Brother were
not easy ones except that they were dedicated to God,
but ha did what was asked of him cheerfully and well.
Fully confessed to his God, he died on Noveiaber 3 of
this year, May he rest in that peace so elusive in
this world, bat so certain in the nex^., and may you

-laofind comfort in tjfeis knewledg® of his reward.
Tour Servant, etc.
Jaiiae de las Pitdras, 0. C. R»
Abbot-Gensral
Abbey of Our Lady of Sorrows
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